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Probe Of BTW Grad Murder Reveals

3 Girls On Scene Before Youth Slain
• Deny Police Escort Kasper
Find LoveofGa.!
Atkins' Home Target Of Bomb
t'
A 'Firs
Woman Who
Stabbed King

•

•

Mrs. Isola Ware Curry, the woman who stabbed Dr. Martin Luther King with a letter opener in
a New York City department
et.
store last week, was found to
have a boy friend in St. Louis,
according to the St. Louis Argus.
It said that the woman is "madly in love with a St. Louis man"
The newspaper's reporter. Bud.
sly Lonesome, found the object of
Mrs. Curry's affections, Sc ot tie
Mumphrey, working as a chauffeur for a white publisher, but
was not allowed to interview the
man.
A letter from the man was
found in Mrs. Curry's purse, underneath the loaded revolver,
when the woman was arrested
after plunging a letter opener
into the chest of the Montgomery bus boycott leader, who was
autographing his recent bo o k,
"Stride Toward Freedom."
'NICE QUIET BOY'
Mumphrey's employer, a Mrs.
H. A. Williamson, was reported
to have told the Argus reporter,
HOME ATTACKED—A home"Scottie doesn't know anything
made stink bomb was tossed
about that woman. He met her
Into the home of Dr. and Mrs.
when he was down in Daytona
Leland Atkins last week, and
Beach, (Fla.) with us. And he
the couple, who have resided
hasn't seen her since. He doesn't
at 1940 8. Parkway east for the
know anything about her. Scottie
past nine months were purr.
is a nice quiet boy or we would
led by the incident, hating out
not have him around."
experienced a n y difficulties
MumMr.
found
The reporter
— —
sisand
aw
brother-in-l
phrev's
ter, Mr and Mrs. Cleo Allen,
more willing to give information
about the woman, who was said
to have worked on a plantation
in Georgia at one time.
always did
Said Mr. Allen,
' eonsider her kind of buggy.
She was the type that looked
By BURLEIGH HINES. JR.
like her mind wasn't right. .
like somebody had it in for her
Prompted by friends and ac. . .1Ike the world was against quaintances, Rev. Cody M. Lee,
her."
of 119 Majuba ave., has thrown
Mr. Allen said that the woman his hat into the ring as a prosand Mr. Mumphrey moved away pective candidate to the coming
from his home and lived at sev- Constitutional Convention to be
eral places before Mrs. Curry dis- held next July in Nashville, Tenn.
appeared from St. Louis, and lat.
Rev. Lee, 48, is the pastor of
er wrote Mumnhrey telling him the Pilgrim Rest Baptist church
that she was in New York work- at 1316 Kennedy.
ing as a cook for a private famRev. Lee was born in the state
ily, and inviting him to come
of Arkansas, having attained his
there also and get a job.
education through high school
CAME TO MEMPHIS
there. He later attended Bishop
"But Scottie had a good thing
college and Arkansas AMAIN. He
here. He wasn't going to leave
has done graduate work at Tenn.
and go up there," Mr. Allen said.
A&I university in Nashville.
Mr. Mumphrey's sister, M r a.
Moro coming to Pilgrim Boot
Hettie Allen, said that she and
her husband and her brother, and
Mrs. Currie made a trip to Memphis at one time, and that after

previously. Mrs. Atkins said
that a window pane was brok•
en. and the damage was slight.
Here the couple is shown at
the time they conipleted ar•
rengements for purchase co the
house with Atty. Russell B.
Sugarmon, jr., at right. Mrs.
Atkins is the daughter of BM-

op C. H. Mason, founder of
the Church of God in Christ.
and Dr. Atkins is vice Kest.
dent of the Collins Chapel hot'
pital and president of the Al.
plie Delta Lanibdif chapter of
the Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity.

s
tim
Tell
Vic
Here Three To Run'
'Orders Out
To Arrest
Him,' Chief
Police Chief J. C. MacDonald
discounted as false a telephone
tip to the Tri - State Defender by
an anonymous caller last Thursday that Pro - Segregationist
John Kasper was in town, and
was being escorted about t h e
city by an off-duty patrolman.
None of our fliers would risk
Kasper in any way," Chief Mac
Donald said, and all of the men
have received instructions to arrest him the moment he sets foot
in Memphis.'
The caller said that he had
been given information from a
reliable source that Kasper was
in town, and said that a Patrolman James Birdsall had been
carrying the rabble-rouser around
the city during his spare time.
BUSINESSMAN CALLS
Asked if he knew where the
mart was staying, the caller said
that he did not, and also admitted that he had not seen Kasper
himself.
The man said that he did not
want to release his name. because he was in business here,
and was afraid of what might
happen to his establishment if he

ok,

selleusase

JOHN V. ALDRIDGE
Chief MacDonald said that he
rom
gets hundreds of calls f
Police last week questioned three teenage girls In an
w h o
alarmists like the one the Trieffort to obtain a clue to the identity of a youth
State Defender received, and that!
T. Washington High school
Hooker
former
a
inthe
threatened
that
possible
it was quite
formant had some grievance football star shortly before he was stabbed to death aftn Stadium.
against Patrolman Birdsall.
er watching a night game at Washingto
"If Kasper comes here, all
with John ----were
who
girls
The
you need to do is call us," Chief
Aldridge, captain of the 1956 (The victim was known as
MacDonald added, and we will
Memof
one
team, and a student at Grambl- "John B." by most of his assobeing
from
Eureka
Aside
at
pastored
Rev. Lee had
the rest."
do
ing college, Grambling. La., last ciates.)
Baptist and the Metropolitan Bap- phis' leading pastors Rev. Lee is
A call was made to Sheriff M.
The student said that she and
the
year, when a boy approached
of
Ark.
directors
of
board
the
Rock,
on
Little
possiin
were
church
tist
A. Hinds to see if it
drawn knives were the other girle ran away, and
two
headwith
him
1948.
convention,
in
Baptist
Rest
National
Pilgrim
ofhis
to
from
came
He
ble that some man
Ruth Daugherty, 16, that she did not have a chance
lie has been pastoring now for ed by Dr. Jackson; is president fice was carrying the rabble-rous- Miss Vinnie
of the South Memphis Civic lea- en around, and a Deputy Carlyle of 444 E. Georgia ave., Miss
over 20 years.
Page
Amelia Foster, and her 16-year- See PROBE,
gues: dean of the Regular Con- said that it was not true.
sister, Joycellyn, of 251 East
gress of Tenn. Baptists; and a
"It's the first thing that we old
member of the Bluff City Coun- have heard about it," he explain- Trigg ave.
cil of Civic clubs.
Miss Daugherty and Miss Joyed.
cellyn Foster.are juniors at BookRev. Lee, during his stay at Piler T. Washington this Fall. and,
grim Rest was sent to the World's
Miss Amelia Foster was graduatBaptist Alliance in England, in
1955. He had an opportunity_on
ed earlier this year.
the trip to see London and other
SAW KILLER
parts of Europe, but the most in"We had just come out of the
spiring aspect of his journey, he
Miss Daugherty readistadium,"
said, was his visit to the Holy
ly explained the night following
Land of Jerusalem.
the stabbing, "and we saw John
Greater employment opportuniYOUTHS SHOULD VOTE
B. standing near the gate. He
"more
mean
Negroes
ties for
joined us three girls, and as we
Rev. Lee feels that the Constiprofits for everybody' in the interwere walking along, a boy with
is necessare,
dependent American economy, ac- tutional Convention
two knives in his hand came over
realign our governcording to a prominent New York in order to
(See Editorial Page 7
toward us, and John B. told us
mental principles for coping wit
financier.
"Why is Sheriff Hinds aroused to run."
As to the question
Frederick W. Richmond, 34, New this nuclear age.
here
vote
whether 18 year olds should over the potential Negro
York City's Young man of the of
a subject that will be before in Memphis?"
Year in 1955, said at the annual vote,
Rev. David S. Cunningham,
convention, he is in favor of
conference of the National Urban the
voting. "If 18 year olds are president of the local branch of
their
in,
better
that
League recently
taken from the homes and thrust the NAACP asked that question
come for Negroes means more
into terrific responsibilities of pro- on Saturday after hearing the ofconsumer dollars, more sales,
tecting our country which take on ficial had predicted at a luncheon
more jobs for everyone.
adult proportions then I think they in Senatobia, Miss., that Negro
CRITICAL AREA
should be given a voice in the mat- voters here might be able to elect
"If a Negro can get a job at ters of the state."
a Negro commissioner through
he
that he has been in Memphis
$100 per week instead of $50 per
"single shot" voting.
By B. HINES
also
is
Republican,
a
Lee,
Rev.
to a most "con
treated
been
has
I
week," Richmond said, "he obNegro
a
have
did
we
if
"What
family man being the father of
Father Samuel Rudder, the new dial welcome." He likes Memphie
viously has $50 more to spend," a
Ft.e v. Cunning
three children. He and his wife, commissioner?"
rector of Emmanuel Episcopal I so far.
and he spends it.
realize
not
he
"Does
asked.
ham
have a married daughchurch, of St. Paul and Cynthia
Richmond and Mrs. Julius Thom- Amanda,
are
"I might as well settle down
ter, a son who is a sophomore at that 37 per cent of Memphians,
p1, said that during the two weeks
4
as of New York, Urban League
he said in a convincing
here,"
Negroes?"
daughter
AM&N and a
industrial relations director, agreed Arkansas
his
made
Hinds
A.
or
M.
Sheriff
State
A&I
Tenn.
at
who is a junior
The 5C,-year-o1d minister, who
predictions on Friday before
university.
See JOBS, Page 2
REV. CODY M. LEE
is staying at 423 Cynthia pl.,
members of the Senatobia Rotary
parish home, hails from the city
club, and said that 50,000 Memof New York where he received hist
phis Negroes are registered, and
formal training. He was graduat•
that if 80,000 of the number which
ed from the College of the City of
NAACP officials hope to have on'
New York and the General The.
the register in the future vote as
°logical Seminary.
a bloc they could put a Negro
commissioner in office.
Before coming to Memphis, he
was the Chaplain of St. AugusGOAL 95,000
tine church in Raleigh, N. C. He
Rev. Cunningham said, "He is
a communist and said that the correct in saying that the NAACP
League."
has been in charge of the St.
hole
for
"Funds
sourcInformed
—
YORK
NEW
church in Pittsburgh,
dealer NAACP was harming the life of is working to register 8e,000 NeBarnabas
coal
a
Jr.,
White,
B.
J.
es reveal that money contribuPa., at the Holy Cross church.
groes, but not only 80,000. We beand founder of the all-white lea- Southern Negroes.
ions as well as praise are being gue, said that he doubted if Mrs.
Although this new development lieve that there are 95,000 here
It was while doing work in
Sewanee, Tenn , that some of his
sent to Mrs. Isola Ware Curry Curry is insane. White said they renewed the feeling that the mur- eligible to register."
a planned assasRev. Cunningham, who is also
friends in Tennessee notified him
by a segregationist group of white "didn't condone murder but urge der attempt was
woman to sination, no substantial evidence pastor of the Collins Chapel CME
of the position in Memphis and
men in Cartersville, Ga. after her contributions to this
people has been found to indicate signs church, said, "I trust the day will
urged him to take the post.
attack on Rev. Martin Luther let her know that white
life never come in Memphis, or anydown here appreciate that good of a plot against Rev. King's
Mr. Rudder, accompanied by
King
working
still
kept the New 'York police are
where else in the great state oh
his wife, Armenta,,succeeds LathThe cash donations are being colored people want things
Mrs.
that
be
will
theory
Curry
on the,
Tennessee when trickery
er St. Julian Simpkins. Who has
mailed to Bellevue hospital, where way they are."
of
The Georgia born Mrs. Curry, stabbed Rev. King for reasons
moved to Eincinatti, Ohio.
Mrs. Curry is being examined, by
REY. SAMUEL RUDDER
2
Page
SHERIFF,
See
own.
her
beingi
of
white men who have launched a had accused Rev. King

Rev. Lee In Race For
Constitutional Confab

•

APPEARING ON TV's "The
Jackie Gleason Show" as a
show-girl regular, beginning
Friday, Oct. 3. over the CBS
Television network will be Miss
Lulu Guerrero, 21, a beautiful
Grace Del Marco medel. Miss
Guerro, who plans a singing
career, goes to high school at
night, and lives in the Bronx.
N. Y., with her mother. She
will be the first Negro girl to
serve in that capacity on a
major network in this country.

'More Jobs For
Negroes, More
Profits For All'

See WOMAN, Page 2

Love Letter Found On
Mrs. Curry Revealing

•

ST. LOUIS — When Mrs. Izola Ware Curry was arrested in New York City last week after having stabbed
the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, along with a loaded revoler, a letter was found in her purse which indicated that
friends of her St. Louis lover, Scottie Mumphrey, were disturbed at the prospects of the
through the house like damn fools
two getting married.
"Hello Honey. How are you, trying to find out my business."
find, I hope. I am well" wrote
The chauffeur told the woman
the chauffeur, who worked for that he had given most of his
the Williamson family. "Listen money to "my boy," and that he
I was going out of town when was trying to save up enough
You called me. Mrs Williams money to send her a ticket, and
(lie) says she talked to you, and "I am going to get the license
asked you was you coming dowtl. when you get here."
Confessing his love, Mr. MornShe say you say you want to talk
pbrey wrote: "You got me cryto me."After-telling Mrs. Curry that he Inv leeeeome. Yon know I love
was out of town most of the week, you. That's why you do me like
etri advising her to call on Sat- you do. You say I Ain't never do
urdav "nines. Mr Mumphrey whet you ask me to do. You say
irrOte::-"These people about to go all I can do is set 011 my bed
away when you call. Mrs Wil- end cry. . .1 love no one but
TIMM- fell, like to broke her hip. you. Will wait on you if it takes
She almost about to lose her until next year."
In his postscript, the chauffeur
mind since you called You got
added: "These folks going crazy
this house rocking.
to
goine
I
*ince you railed They think we
"Eyerybody afraid
miry you. They don't know what
LETTER, Page 2
to- do. They just running all Set

Sheriff Hinds
Draws Comments
From 2 Leaders

SEE
Coverage Of Historic
SUPREME COURT
Ruling Of Integration
Inside This
Edition

Rev.S. Rudder,New
Priest,Likes Memphis

White Ga. Pro-Segs
Send Cash To Stabber

2
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Probe
(Continued from page I)
to get a description of the boy
with the knives.
The Foster sisters were questioned earlier, and both girls denied having been with the youth
after the game, although Miss
Amelia Foster returned a sport
coat to the home of the former
star athlete on the day following
his death. He was seen carrying
the coat on his arm during the
game.
GIRI. SHEDS TEARS
Asked about it, Miss Foster
said, "He gave . me the coat during the game, and 'I didn't see
him in the crowd when we left,
so I kept it until the next day.
The youth's uncle, Rev. L. H.
Aldridge, pastor of the Greater
Mt. Pleasant Baptist church, 47
DeSoto at.. said that the girl
brought the coat to the building
in the rear of the church where
he and his nephew bunked, and
ics major, Memphis: and the
pus are, from left, Alice Sum•
, JUNIOR CLASS OFFICERS —
sat down. When he asked h e r
Tatem,
Lewis
president,
class
aeono.
ler, secretary, home
The administrators of the 1958
where she had gotten the coat,
major,
science
political
a
Fla.,
Pierce,
mics major, Ft.
junior Class at Tennessee A
Rev. Aldridge said that Miss 'FosWest
British
Island,
Turks
presivice
Riley,
Roosevelt
& I State university have be.
ter started crying, and left with.
dent, biology, major, Buffalo,
gun their official duties as the
out giving him any explanations.
Photo)
III
(Clanton
assis.
Allen,
Fredericka
Y.,
the
N.
on
new school year begins
One of the last persons to see
tant secretary, home econom.
•' campus. Posing on the camthe youth before he collapsed on
"
the rear seat of a Littlejohn taxi
was the driver, Cleveland Griffin.
of 958 Tennessee st.
"I was parked near Lauderdale
and Georgia," Mr. Griffin said,
"and the boy walked un and got
in my cab, and asked me to carry him to John Gaston hospital.
When I looked around, I noticed
WalkMEMPHIS, Tenn.—Harold
that blood was running down the
MOBILE, Ala.—(UPD—Police from a cross-burning in front o
radio
and
er, well-known Memphis
front of his shirt, and I told him
cracked down over the weekend the home of the Rev. John ParkOr
executive, has resigned his post as that I could not carry him."
political
a
of
destruction
with
with
and
Nest"
Klan
on a "Ku Klux
WDIA vice-president in charge of CALLS AMBULANCE
headquarters in the Saraland no- campaign poster.
sales, to take over the position of
Mr. Griffin said that before the
minister,
Methodist
a
to
Parker,
arrests
linked
and
station
/ice
vic- president and sales manager victim had a chance to speak,
the ambush slaying of the small was one of a group of white Pro- of the Rounsaville radio stations
out" • on the seat,
town's mayor and a series of anti- testant ministers that signed a operation, out of Atlanta. Ile will he "passed left
the cab and sumand that he
petition supporting a request by
bus integration cross-burnings.
assume sales head of the seven moned an ambulance from t h e
Mobile county Sheriff Ray D. area Negro ministers for bus inteRounsaville stations on Nov. 1, nearby T. H. Hayes and Sons FuBridges said seven men had been gration.
Robert Rounsaville, president and neral home, which carried t h e
arrested, including Saraland po- Bridges said the cross-burning owner announced.
youth to the hospital.
was one of a series that followed
lice chief N. W. (Pat) Patrick.
The Aldridge youth's brotherpresentation of the separate Walker will headquarter at At"We have evidence the town' the
Rounsaville's flag- in-law, Maurice White, of 390 S
petitions to Mobile City commis- lanta's WQXI,
police station was center for a
for
geared
is
which
ship stations,
Lauderdale st., a nurses' aid at
sion last march.
good portion of the Ku Klux Klan
white audience. The remaining night and a I.eMoyne college stu•
The petitions did not demand
actiyitiy in Mobile County," Brid
programmed
all
stations
are
!six
dent in the day, was on duty in
immediate bus integration, but
gcs said. But he added there was
to for the Negro market. He will the emergency room of John
objective
"desirable
a
it
termed
no connection, yet, between the
divide his time between Atlanta, Gaston hospital when the youth
be worked for peacefully."
Klan and the August 6 shotgun
the six stations, New York and Chi- was brought in, and he said that
poster was despolitical
The
killing of Mayor Oscar L, Driver.
cago in directing national business he immediately notified other
troyed in Saraland, on U. S. Highfor the stations.
CONNECTED
members of the family.
before the May 6 Dejust
43,
way
lie said, however, the arrests
Despite the frantic efforts of
primary.
mocratic
"definitely" were connected with
surgeons to save the youth's life,
men were arrested SaturTwo
the assassination of the 60-yearMr. Aldridge said that the youth
day. They were Saraland brothel
old Mayor of the town, about 10
died about 45 minutes after his
Leanner C. Mann, Jr., charged
of
None
those
here.
miles north of
arrival at the hospital.
with conspiracy and released on
arrested were charged with the
BOY"
"CLEAN-CUT
Mann.
D.
Leon
and
8500 bond,
killing.
Rev. Aldridge said that he
ch a rged with two counts of conThe charges stemmed directly
reared the youth, his brother, and
spiracy and released on $1,000.
two sisters after their father, who
bond.
and t h e
Patrick was arrested just after FLINT, Mich. —(UPI)— About was his brother died
remarried. He
the Saraland town council took 24 angry Negroes pPketed Flint's children's mother
could not understand
action to remove him from civil' city hall last week waving signs said that he
would want to kill
status in a preliminary i proclaiming dissatisfaction over why anyone
service
(Costiased from page 11
nephew, who WEIS "just like' a
to dismissing him. Ile was releas-1 hearings into alleged police bru- his
son" to him.
are going to marry, and that's just ed on $5.000 bond on charges of; tality,
''He was a clean-cut boy. He
conspiracy to breach the peace; Herman Gibson. Flint attorney
what we're going to do."
was never in jail, or juvenile
Relatives of Mr. Mumphrey re- and conspiracy to injure property.,1 and local leader of the NAACP, court, like a lot of the other
ported that he received airmail The sheriff said one of the ar-I said there have been a large boys," Rev. Aldridge said. "lie
letters daily from Mrs. Curry, rested men had previously sign-I number of complaints from taught Sunday school, and w a s
and that if he failed to get a let- ad a written stalement that 25 Negroes in Flint that they had there every week, because I alter one day, he would get two crosses were built at his place of been mistreated by local authori- ways insisted that he attend
the next day from her,
business.
ties.
church."
The minister said that his nephew was the scoutmaster of the
church's Troop 156, and that he
had held scout meeting earlier on
the fatal night in order to get to
the game on time
Rev. Aldridge said that t he
youth attended Gramhling on a
football scholarship last year, hut
had dropped out after having
been there for about five or six
months.
JUST GOTTEN JOB
The victim's closest friend.
Warren Bland, of 949-11 LeMoyne
N4
drive, said that Aldridge had been
ft
very enthusiastic about returning
;rife
to college, and that was all that
ow°
he talked about during the past
few weeks.
Both Bland and Aldridge had
gotten jobs at the Memphis Nipple company, and were scheduled
to report to work for the first
time on the day after the killing.
got a job there first," Mr.
Bland said. "and when he went.
there for an interview, he talked
the man into hiring me."
A girl friend, Miss Barbara
Washington, a 1958 graduate of

z

.1

Walker,
Crack'KKK Nest'Harold
Memphis Radio
In Police Station Exec Moves Up

Picket City
Hall Against
op Brutality

Letter

THE SOPHOMORE CI.ASS
selected these students as their
leaders before tackling their
studies for a second t ear at
Tennessee A I State univer.

Jobs

TRI-STATE DEFENDER

(Cestinued from page 1)
that the most critical area-for Necollar,
gro employment is in white
non-technical and second and third
level management positions.
Richmond is national chairman
of EQUAL OPPORTUNITY DAY.
Nov. 19. The key observance will
be a New York banquet honoring
Benjamin Fairless, fernier president of United, States Steel, and
David McDonald, president of United Steelwerkers.
The steel industry was one of
the first to foster integrated employment, Richmond said.
Richmond expects EQUAL OPPORTUNITY I EOD) proclamations from 40 governors and 150
mayors. One has already been
made by Governor Marvin Griffin of Georgia.
"We sent a letter to Governor
(Orval) Faubus (of Arkansas) too
Richmond and Thomas, Wines
criminate against him."
FEW RICH NEGROES
Ile observed that there are "less
than 10 American Negro millionaires. compared to thousands of
whites. There should be Equal Op•
portunity in that field, too"
The chief opposition to fair employment practies, • according to
to Richmond and Thomas.- comes
from employers who fear haci
action from their workers and customers. and also from "insecure
white workers"
"The workers." Richmond s tiff.
"fail to see that Negro opportunity means a more stable economy
for everyone."
GRAVE ERROR
,010111
He said it would be a "grave
error" for industrialists not to employ Negroes. From his own, ex!OW.
perience, he said, properly integrated plants aid both profits and
lahor-management relations,
Mrs. Thomas said he had an
open order from "more than 50
corporations" for top Negro gradusame name. A chemistry maState university, and both are
GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY
ates in technical fields for enswrit.
student
as
serves
he
jor,
Buschool's
the
in
employed
JackCLASS members, Marion
ployment in both North and South.
er-photographer, and will do
reau of Public Relations. Miss
son, jr., left. and Miss Janet
"It's difficult to get them to go
the
of
all
on
reports
statistical
daugh18-year-old
the
is
Lewis
quick
a
formed
evils
Yvonne I
to the South,- Mr. Thomas said.
school's athletics. Miss Lewis,
ter of Mr. and Mrs. E. I.
friendship on two counts. Both
"because there are so many opa typist and clerical asitant,
Lewis, of 174 Miss., blvd.,
students are among the 1,400
the North."
hopes to become a teacher. portunities in
Memphis, and young Jackson
freshmen who make up the
Richmond noted that integrated
(Photo by Clanton 111)
is the son of the Atlanta Daily
Golden Anniversary Class of
employment has receited a boost
World's sports editor of the
1962 at Tennessee A and I
both from non-discrimination clauses in governnient contracts arid
said, "and we thought that it was from fair employment practices
Booker T. Washington, said that
a good thing, so we followed suit, laws.
she had been tutoring Aldridge in
and each year it has paid off." NOT FORCE
mathematics during the pa st
"Bat the entire Urban I.eague
few weeks, and that he told her
NO4 BASED ON PRESSURE
(('ontinued from page 1)
that he was anxious to get back
The move to get Negroes regis- program," he aVed, "is based on
in college.
used to cheat or bypass any group tered, the Republican leader said, education, not force.
"All the local turban Leagues are
"The police picked up quite a of citizens where their political "is not based upon group pressure,
few boys in this neighborhood rights are involved. I repeat that or racial antipathy. It is not only set up to .show an employer how
c
h
t
about
ofthem
and questioned
no man should be compelled to a program to teach the Negro to he can integrate his plant or
stabbing," Miss Washington said, vote for someone in whom he has exercise his citizenship rights, but fice without friction."
Richmond looks for expansion
"but John B. was too well-liked no interest."
one also to get him to accept his
around here. None of the boss
Commenting on Sheriff Hinds' responsibility of citizenship as well. of Negro employment in the early
would have done anything to statement that the NAACP push- A voteless people is a hopeless 1960's, when economists expect
American industry to go into a
harm him."
ed voter registration by meeting people."
boom phase.
SECOND INCIDENT
Negro automobile owneis when
Alarm over "single shot" vot"When the labor situation gets
Police were still seeking t h e they were purchasing license ing came about as a result of its
killer as the boy's relatives made plates, and escorted them to the use by a majority of Negroes in tighter," he said. "employers will
plans for his burial. The stabbing voter registration bureau, Lt. the Aug. 7 primary election, when begin to use this virtually untapped
was the second instance of vio- George W. Lee, Republican lead- they concentrated their votes on labor supply.
lence after a football game here, er said "The sheriff in his Missis- four candidates, two of whom. Senand one police official predicted sippi speech was evidently misin- ator Albert Gore, who was running
that if it continues, it might lead formed, and I make this statment for reelection to the U S. Senate,
to the cancellation of all night to keep the record straight.
and Robert Hoffinan, who w a s
games between schools in Memseeking the judgeship of Chancery
FOR THE RECORD
phis.
"The people whq worked at the Court, Part 1, were successful.
The previous week students riThe other two candidates were
house due'Ing the license-buyoted on special city buses after a court
ing period were from the Lincoln Mayor Edmund Orgill, a candigame between Douglass a n d
Republican League. The league date for governor of the state. and
Hamilton High schools, and win.
selected nine people to mork in S. A. Wilbun, wlio was seeking a
dows were broken and knives,
two shifts around the clock to seat in the State Legislature on the
switch-blades, and a .38 pistol
catch the license-buying citizens Democratic ticket.
upris.
the
came into play before
and escort them to the registraWillis Ayres, local pro-segregayoungsters
Fourteen
ing subsided.
tion office."
tionist, recently proposed that a
were arrested in connection with
was
study he made of "single shot"
Lt. Lee said that there
the riot which was said to have
"to set race toting in an effort to eliminate it
started over a dispute about a nothing in the plan
against race," but that long ago before it creates ill.wihl between
seat
that the Ne- the races.
Aside from his uncle, Aldridge it was recognized
was at)the ballot box
is survived by his mother, Mrs. groes' hope
we sought to appropriate
Minnie Hayes, of Memphis; two "and
opportunity when it knocked
sisters. Mrs. Maurice White of the
catching the thousands of peoMemphis; and Mrs. Bernice Hull, by
ple who would he compelled to
SINGAPORE — (UPI) — Mayor
of Colorado Springs. Colo.; and a
go to the court house to buy auto- Ong Eng Guan said Tuesday he
brother, Edwin. of Chicago
aswill lead city councillors and 1,500 JOHN J. COOK is the new,
Funeral services were schedul- mobile licenses."
on the
He said that the practice has white collar workers in "Operation sistant professor of history
ed to be held at the Greater Mt,
going on since 1953 and that Big Sweep" Wednesday. They will 1,eMoyne college campus this year.
Pleasant Baptist church on Sun. been
he is surprised that it should cause kick off the mayor's anti-litter Ile is a graduate of Savannah
day morning. with S. W. Qualls
so much alarm at this late date. week by sweeping the streets from, State college and Ohio State unl.
and, company in charge of ar.
versity.
"The CRC started it." Lt. Lee 8 a.m, to noon.
rangements.

major, student council repreRonald Payne. Paris,
Tenn., accounting major, assistant secretary; and John
Moore, Memphis, architectural engineering major. presi(Clanton In Photo)
dent.
sentative

Woman
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gun-raw...
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Will Sweep Streets

Bad Start
HOVE, England — (UP11 — A
new bus, scheduled to start a 10,000-mile overland ser vice
from London to Bombay Oct. 17,
set out from the factory here to
be exhibited at a London show.
It broke down 10 miles out of
town.

ONLY
VICEROY HAS
A THINKING MAN'S
FILTER...
A SMOKING MAN'S
TASTE!

MAN FROM
r' GOD'S
COUNTRY

Scientist Edward L. Harris is a
man who thinks for himself.
He knows the difference between
fact and fancy. He trusts
his own judgment.
Men like Dr. Harris usually smoke
VICEROY. Their reason? Best in the
world. They know for a fact that
only VICEROY has a thinking man's
filler and a smoking mon's taste.
H you think it through for yourself-o
your choice will be VICEROY, too.

GEORGE
,
1‘01
4
••

SAC( lg.)).

RANDY STUART

— PLUS 2ND HIT! —

'Sometimes she talked good
sense, mad then again she talked
off the wall." Mrs. Allen reported. she alwat s was a funny acting person to me."

Regular 69c size

Mr Allen's sister. Mrs. Flora
Allen. who also knew the worn
an who leaped into the headlines
when she narrowly missed killing
Dr. King with the letter opener
said. Tibia always did act kind
of pecatliar. I guess you call it
that. Sometimes she would he
all right, and then she would
have moods and you couldn't get
a wore out of her."
The family gave the newspaper
a picture Mrs. Curry had made
of herself while she lived in St
Loins, and on the hack of it was
written in pencil Hrs. Mumphrey."

The Man Who Thinks For HimselfKnows...

Starts SUNDAY
OCTOBER 5th
3 BIG DAYS 3!

(Cot:firmed from page 11
a misunderstanding, the women
remained silent on the entire trip,.
back to St. Louis.
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sity. Assuming their duties after a summer away from the
campus green are, from left,
William M. Suggs, Memphis,
a civil engineering major,
tieasurer; Miss Betty Cash.
another Memphian, a history
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tee

SI

,

DR. EDWARD L. HARRIS,
B.S.C., Ph.D., Chairman of the
Division of Natural Science and
Mathematics at Ohio's Wilberforce
University. Dr. Harris is one of
America's leading rocket fuel experts. ilia cigarette? VICEROY.
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TRI-STATE DEFENDER

Fisk To Give Exams
In Navy ROTCProgram
NASHVILLE — Fisk university ment as midsnipmen and will enIs cooperating in the Navy's thir roll in one of the 52 colleges of
t,eenth annual competitive ,ntaini- their choice where a Naval Reservnation for its nation-wide Regular Officers Training Corps Unit is
NROTC college training program. located
The Regular NROTC is main
The mental examination is ached
uled for Deceml:er 13, 1958, and tamed for one purpose — to train
is open to all high school seniurs and educate young men for ultimate commissioning as career ofand graduates who can qualify.
Applications for this program ficers in the Navy and Marine
leading to a career in the naval Corps Successful candidates will
service are available from Dr. S. start their Naval careers in col0. Roberts, University Testing cen- leges and universities across the
ter. Park Ha'l Rocm .114 Fiat: country in 1959
university or from the nearest' After a normal college education
U. S. Navy Recruiting Station.
and substantial Navy training,
Dr. Roberts has been provided graduates will be commissioned as
with specific information concern• regular officers in the Navy or Ma
log the NROTC program and will, sine Corps, for active duty with
furnish bulletins to ant' interestedi the United States Fleets, through•
student.
Out the world.
For those who qualify and apThe deadline date for receipt of
all applications is November 15 ply, assignment to flight training
will open new careers in naval
1958, the Navy stated.
aviation.
QUALIFICATIONS
In addition to the normal college
Male citizens of the United Slates
between the ages of 17 and 21 curriculum, midshipmen in t ne
are eligible to epply tor the Navy Regular NROTC will study a plan
College Aptitude Test Pereons at: ned course in naval science. All
taming a qualifying score will be tuition, fees, and books will be,
given the Navy's rigid midship- furnished by the Navy, plus an'
man physical examination next annual retainer pay of $600 for a
maximum of four years. Regular
February.
From the pool of oualified can- NROTC midshipmen will spend
didates remaining in competi.. part of three successive summers
tion, approximately 1800 yoongl on training cruises with various
men will be selected for appoint. Fleet unit.
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Strikes
In Little Rock

3

Oct. 4, 111$11

Warriors Defeated In
Thrilling Game Here
Just as the third quarter was
By MARKHUM STANSBURY
About 3,500 spectators, jammed about to end, the Thunderbolt!
Washington Stadium last week to criticism from fans stems from
see Father Bertrand and Booker on the rumors, he said: "Moot
T. Washington take the field in a went over the one-yard line for a
night game. which was their taut touchdown, and then came hack
to gain an extra point. Shortly
city game of the yea'.
The ‘Vashington Warriors kickj afterward the leant managed to
ed off to the Father Bertrand squeal' score from the 10 yard line, but
failed to get the exCra point.
at 8 p. ml
That was the last score made
In the second quarter, with only
the game, and Nashington was
two minutes to play, the Warriors in
13 to 7. With only 18 see...
had the stadium tense is ith excite behind
left in the game, the Warrior"
ment. as they rumbled down tie onds
to the two-yard line,
the six yard line, and threatened moved down
oat as they held
to tally, hut time ran cut on, but tim- ran
everybody bre-athless.
them.
fITW fans were encouraged, NOT TRUE
There were rumors passed
again when th. VCat•riers interct ptaround that the man operatiog !he
cd a pass with only da seconds
go before •1:1* ,e, •. and dashed clock did not stop it at the proper
down the field for a 45-yard gait- time. but when asked to comment
but the Father Bertrand team en the rumors. he said: Most
managed to halt them bi fore they ignorance. The game was played
in accordance with Federation rutarrived in touchdown territory.
THUNDERBOLTS SCORE
GOVERNOR CONGRATULATES — Governor LeRoy
Collins (sixth from right) recently met with the F'AMU
Playmakers in his office to
congratulate them on their being selected by President Eis-

enhower's Special International Program for Cultural l'resentations to tour East, Central, North and West Ahica.
Left to right: Mrs. Berthine
Walden Jordan, Jacksonville;

Miss Gwendolyn Benyard. Barium, Ga.: Raymond Aranha,
Miami; William Lai tins, West
Palm Beach; Mrs. Juanita
Jackson. Trillahaseee; Mrs.
Irene Edmonds; Governor Le.

sow Collins: S. Raudolph Ed.
monds: Dr. George W. Gore,
jr.; Mrs. Dorothy Taylor. Tallahassee; Roger Baker, Pensacola; John Alexander, Charlotte, N. C.

Big Star Specials
Housewives will want to he cay which appear on gifts at the store
are Bates, Bulova, C a I lawa y,
the lookout for a present which
General Electric, International
the.
in
will be arriving by mail
Silver, Parker. Remington, Renext few days. The present will vere. Schick, Spaulding. W e at
be a series of coupons which can I Beed and Westinghouse.
he redeemed at Big Star stores
It Is practical to save Quality
for a total of 450 free Quality Stamps because- it takes less to
Stamps.
fill A book, and many gifts can
Speaking of Quality Stamps, be obtained for only a half book.
Use your catalog, and save
the new gift catalog is now available. and it is a masterpiece in yourself a trip to the store. Gifts
color. You need only call at the will be mailed promptly, and to
Quality Stamp Redemption store any address. Federal taxes will
to receive one, and see the many be paid for you.
Shop at your friendly. neighbornew and beautiful gifts which
have been added to those which hoed Big Star today, where quality merchandise is always availwere already on display.
A few of the famous nameslable, and on display.

high school students, which was
offering six hours of televised les•
sons
a day on three TV stations,
Terror
went off the air yesterday.
There was no immediate indication whether it will be resumed.
A truck pulled up in front of
Central High school and two men
put up a four by-six-foot sign in
"This
the schoolyard. It said
school closed by order of the fedLITTLE ROCK, Ark. — Tension over the mounting
eral government."
integration crisis is showing signs of building up to a
GUN FIGHT NEAR
dangerous level here and unless it can be headed off, 1
Similar signs were tacked on
responsible leaders feel it will climax in open violence.
trees at the other three hig h
By BRICE MILLER
schools. A watchman hired by the
Citizens were reported to be getting edgy after three
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — Little Rock school board reportspecial racial cl a s he s testi
Faued at Hall high that he almost
(UPI) — Cos-. Orval E.
week and rumors of numerous , could start a brawl. Both t he bus
yesterday had a gun fight with the men who
announced
carried
Negroes
es
and
whit
others which proved to JP basethat he is looking for another , put up the sign.
broken bottles.
A tussle was reported at Central
less.
to provide segregated edPolice did not arrest anyone in. way
The worst of the clashes was, volved in the incident in which ucation for Little Rock high between a watchman there and
the men with the sign.
between about 15 or 16 Negr 0 waites were beaten with football' school students, since a fedThe U. S. marshal said he knew
stoppedi
has
order
court
Now, for the first time all in- ists will get a chance to see and
eral
youths a n d four white students shoes. But it was the most
nothing about the signs.
plan.
terested beauticians and hair styl-,!learn the latest fashions in hair
schools
private
his
far.
so
reported
with duck-tailed haircuts. The serious fracas
J, Raney, president of
T.
Dr.
styling at the Cosmetology Insticonceded!
Ile
the private schools group, said,
white lads said the other boys School Supt. Virgil T. Blostom:
tute sponsored by the Tennessee
that if a restrainbe taken
would
matter
the
said
Ile
signs."
any
seen
haven't
"I
Beauticians Association, Inc.
beat them with cleated football
ing order now in i
care of by principals of the jun"surely would Know" if
he
said
The clinic will be held at the
effect is made a
shoes. None was hurt seriously. ior high schools the Negroes and
group had put
schools
private
the
inpermanent
YMCA, linden at Lauderdale. on
In another incident, motorcycle whites attend and by juvenile
up
signs.
Oct. 6, 7 and R. inclusively. at
junction in an
patrolman P. A. Malone was authorities.
Amis Guthridge, attorney for the
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. A fee of six dollars
Eighth U. S. CirKing said he felt no ill will
REV. Martin Luther King, jr.,
Citizens
Capital
segregationist
struck on the I e g by a rock, BEGS FOR HALT
Apis asked of non-members for the
cuit Court of
toward Mrs. Isola Curry. who
his mother (left) Mrs. Martin
hearing Council, said his group didn't do
courses.
peals
which came flying out of a crowd
stabbed him in a Harlem deLuther King, and his wife, CoMeanwhile, civic leaders were,
it.
his
Monday,
next
store. (UPI TelephoThis is the first time this clinic
at prtss
partment
together
get
retta,
of Negroes who had attended a showing great concern over the,
It could not be determined imjob will be more
has been opened to non-members
to)
conference in New York. Dr.
Negro football game last week, racial incidents and began form•1
mediately who put up the signs.
difficult.
and
all licensed beauticians and
ulating plans to bring peace to, Gov. Faubus
Dr. Raney, president of the LitThe officer was not hurt.
"...Other avemembers of local unions. A certifor N e w
Tuesday
left
Anderson
the community.
School
CorporaPrivate
Sammy
Rock
jr.
tle
will
Davis,
make ficate will be awarded at the comnues and means of providing edCALLS POUR IN.
Delhi. India, where he will attend , his television debut in a .straight
Clarence A, Laws, NAACP,
read the obituary of the priv•
of the course.
ucation for the students will be tioo,
ROME — (UPI) — U. S. Sec- the annual meeting of the boards dramatic role on next Sunday, pletion
A police dispatcher said his Southwest field secretary, said he explored," Faubus said in a state- ate school plan in a driving rain
Instructors for the institute will
Robert B. of directors of the International Oct. 5, in a play, ''Auf WiederTreasury
the
of,
retary
Central
high.
of
front
in
the
by
intl.'
with
flooded
disturbed
switchboard was
was very
ment.
Monetary Fund, the World Bank sehen." to be seen on the "Gen- Include: Miss Lillian D. Robinson,
calls reporting racial ireidents, dents and was anxious that some- "We think the action of the fed- SET REOPENING
and the International Finance Cor- eral Electric Theater" on the dean of the institute; Bill Simreto
manned
corporation
The
private."
ins-,
halt
them
out
or
turned
to
them
done
of
thing be
He said most
mons, head hair stylist of a solon
eral government is illegal, but
closed since
COS Television network.
Ile read the statement in his of- poration.
mediately. Private citizens al., if the injunctive action of the open the high schools,
to be baseless.
in New York City; Miss Millicent
will be playing the
2 in the integration contro- fice and also in front of Central
Davis
Sept.
Mr.
24-hour
ik
a
keeping
are
I). Bolton, orle of Memphis' leadcourts is made permanent it wili
Two squad cars of policemen ready
For a different flavor, serve part of Pvt. Spider Johnson, a ing hair stylists; and Miss Emma
High school, where it was raino f make efforts more difficult, but versy, at 8 a.m. yesterday.
halted a gang of Negroes and a day watch over t h e home
But the Eighth U. S. Circuit, ing briskly. About a dozen stu- creamed dishes on a bed of shred- member of an all-Negro Signal
It
NAACP.
Bates,
Finley,
charm and modeling inDaisy
Mrs
innot at all impessible,
gang of whites—each group
Court of Appeals intervened and! dents listened. As soon as he fin- ded carrots instead of toast or Corps company on post-war duty structor from Chicago.
eluded about a dozen youths — has been the target of racists SAVE TRADITION
ordered the school be,ard not to ished, they all ran for cover from rice. Leave a margin of carrots in Germany. A bitter man with
On Oct. 7, Tuesday, a Hair Style
"As long as the people stand trarnasfo
and dispersed them before they; of the past year.
ern . the buildings to the cor- the weather
around the edge for color.
few friends. Spider spends a Show will be presented at the
firm, a way will be found to pre- poration.
—
good deal of his free time bick- Flamingo room, at 9 p.m. This disserve our traditions and educate
Dr. Raney did not finally anering with others, and the re- play will give the students a
our children despite all efforts nounce for the corporation until
mainder of the time in a strug- chance to show off one of their
of the federal government and the yesterday that the schools would
gle with his inner self.
creations. A dance will follow the
NAACP to the contrary."
The
enjoin
not open as planned.
The prime mover in the deeply style show.
Faubus was talking to his law- ed Little Rock school board adtouching story is a small Negro
yers at the gubernatorial mans- flounced it Monday night.
boy, played by Steve Perry, the
ion. He issued the statement thru
"Throogh the concerted efforts
only member of his race in a
capitol.
state
the
at
office
his
of the government of the United
German orphanage, and who for
The Little Rock school board's States and the NAACP, the Little
some strange reason is drawn to --QUICK CASH FOR YOUR HOUSE OR Mortgage
television instruction program fol. Rog private school corporation
Spider.
Notes Day, Er. 7-2362
has now been enjoined and prohibNIGHT Ea. 7-3477
the
Others
in
are
Ike
teleplay
the
to
consequences
direct
Presio
"The
—(UPI)—
WASHINGTON
Gray
Mrs.
in front of the house,
ited from operating Central High,
871 VANCE
the Jones, Karen Verne, Morris Erby,
and
schools
these
in
children
last
week;
warned
Eisenhower
dent
waitwere
they
Hall High, Technical high and
Charles Swain, Nick Stuart. Clyde FOR SALE, 1952 BUICK RIVIERA. Special,
to move to Indianapolis the boy' informed me that
Itv HOWARD PULLEY
to our naconsequences
faced
Is
eventual
(
scam
public
door.
of
Fire
Engine
closing
that
they
so
out
come
horn
to
read
he
Johnny
for
Horace Mann High,'
Venture, Gisele Verlain, Bill —One Owner, 33 000 Rerl watt Slack Tap
mother, Mrs. Gray, sand he woult ing
Miles—Okay In Ivory
with integration in Arkansas and! lion could be disastrous. Their Yeller, and Jeanne Bates.
could hunt for the two boys who a prepared statement.
LITTLE ROCK — Faubus will be sent to North Little Rock.
Respec,. R C. H Call JA 7-9174, Coy hastier
presearlier in the day. ". . .The closing of our senior Virginia could lead to "disas- education seemingly has no
have one less Negro student to , She said that this was one of attacked him
resumption."
She added that these same boy high schools is now the full re- trous" consequences for the nation ent prospect of eariy
worry about integrating into the several attack incidents that her
The President said the school
had defended Johnny against other sponsibility of the federal govern- and its chilaren.
setschool system when they are opep son had been involved in.
white children in the neighborhood ment and the NAACP. It is quite "I fervently hope that soon the closings represented a serious
again.
Possessing a fiery and indepen- on a number of occasions.
evident that they are ready to schools will reopen and that prog- back in American pr igress toward
goal of "equality
The plucky 15-year-old boy, who dent disposition, Mrs. Gray relatThis was the first incident in- sacrifice the educational oppor- ress toward our goal will resume.", the fundamental
gave a sound beating to two junior ed that Johnny has always gone volving children to happen since tunities for 4,000 students to satis- the President said.
zi been making progress
'd
'
Vc'eanh
Eisenhower expressed his feel- of"m
high school youths when they tried around with a group of white chil- the 1958 flare-up over integration fy their consuming desire to nil:
to force him and his 13-year-old
the races in our school, public ings in a letter to J. Robert Rol-' — substantial progress — toward
Little
in
Rock.
mother.
the
to
dren. According
sister off the sidewalk, is being
ston, chairman of the committee that goal," Eisenhower said "The
Johnny, who is tall for his age,
sent le Indianapolis, Ind. b) his
for public education in Charlottes- closing of the schools, however,'
the
of
leader
the
be
to
seems
represents a material setback not
parents where he can have 3 chance'
ville, Va.
group. Because of his association
only in that progress. but in what;
LANE-VENABLE
to participate in activities on anI
he has lost a
youths
white
with
fun.!
THE
The committee is seeking the re- we have come to regard as a
equal bases with his fellow stunumber of Negro friends.
opening of Venable Elementary, damental human right—the right
dents.
strong his ties
how
Illustrating
school and Lane High ichool in to a public education."
Johnny Gray, became a national are with the group, Mrs. Gray exCharlottesville on either an intefigure when newspapers the na- plained that her son is the only
; WISHING BIG
grated or segregated basis.
tion over showed pictures of him Negro belonging to the white mo)
thle
. Cmoenmn.he—r fUP
ng
Both schools were closed two _NT
viN
e sHuArvViE
EhW
heating, one of the boys before torcycle club, the "Deacons " Be00 14
.
of
weeks ago by Virginia Gov.
they took flight from his wrath. At
was not able to
family
his
cause
"Life
federal
of
—
Liadsay Almond after a
four Day brothers
the lime of the attack. he and his purchase him a motorcycle, his
Won The Hearts Of
district court ordered admission With Father" fame — is no piker
sister, Mary 13, were enroute to
of Kiddies!
chipped in and bought
Thousands
friends
wishes.
birthday
to
comes
it
students,
when
of 12 Negro
Dunbar Junior High school where
him one.
The President's message said "I, on his 82nd birthday. George
THESE UNBREAKABLE
the youth is in his first year.
As this reporter approached the
deeply regret the action of Vir- Parmly Day wished for 81,000,000—
The move to send Johnny to
SUN TAN DOLLS COME AS
in an inginia and Arkansas in closing but promised that if he got it the
Indianapolis came to light when one-family, frame house
noticed
neighborhood. I
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tegrated
cause
of
"the
to
go
intee
to
would
mothsubject
money
are
his
that
interviewed
schools
reporter
this
seven or eight white boys standgration orders of the federal, book publishing at Yale UniversSoft Body; Latex Arms, Legs, and Head; Sleeping
er after the incident. His father
building.
the
of
front
in
around
I ity."
courts.
wa, at work. Until arrangements ing
Eyes: Pointed Lashes; Rootad Wig That Con
When queried about the youth
can he completed, for the family
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Ivy Sport Coats
Handsome all-wool ivy patterns.
Natural shoulder. Favorite of
college men everywhere.

and

Restyled;

Neatly

Dressed:

Shots and Sox.

ORDER BY NO.
N. 1

18 lathes tall $6.49 No. 4 16 inches tall $5.49

Ns. 2 18 inch Snide Doll

MISTER

$6.98

No, 3 22 inches tall $7

98

No. 6 23 inches tall $5.98

Plc 3 14 Inchas tall $41 418 Na 7 26 inch*, tall $10.49

Regular to
$45.00

$28"

CONTRASTING
SLACKS $11.95

334Rolm 'A
109 Madison at Main

"MISS GREEN TEA" - Pirhere receiving her
tared
crown as "Miss titers' Tea"
is Miss Robbie June George,
a Ire Moyne college senior.
Placing the crown on her head
during a ceremony at the Fuller Products company build.
tog Is Mrs, Yvonne Wal
lace, an exeentive of the Crm.
Miss George wen he, tale
through the coopc a tion of.

Mrs. Wallace and Mrs. Josephine Winhush, of the Orange
Mound area. Tea was poured
In 13 strategic areas of the
tits, and el.402.g3 was raised
for the Jessie Mahan Centel
for Pre-School Children. Miss
George is the daughter of Res'.
and Mrs. R. C. Georg e.
of 1576 Cella st. (Withers Pho
to )
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Christian Soul Stirrers.
The anniversary reached its
co„,am held on
climax duriag
Sunday afternoon. The Main
speaker was Rev. B. T. Stewart,
and the history of the Johnson
faniily was given. Mrs. Williams
spoke on the subject, "The Johnson Children as Junior Church
by
t
'-1•Flowc.1
great onor.
Workers:" Mrs. P V. Booker, of
us
for
inspiration
ir
Jesus Christ,
Washington. Tex., tcld of the
work.''
His
in
further
to go
work of Mr. and Mrs. Johnson;
Participating on the Thursday, and the "History of Brother Johnnight musical program were the ; son's Singing Career" was related
Union Spiritual Singers, under the by Mos. A. D. Routt.
direction of Mrs. M. D. Berman: During the program, the memthe Wondering Jubilees; Southett hers of the Johnson Family were
Nightingales, Benny Mitchell Sing- introduced to the audience, and at
ers, Flying Clouds, Southland Sing- the end, C. M. Johnson, accomers, and the Rose of Sharon Sing panied by Rev, C. M. Johnson,
ers.
rendered a solo.
During the Friday night pro-, Closing remarks were given by
gram, selections were rendered by Rev. R. H. Howard. Mrs. LoJ
Joyful Five Juniors; First Ward Vincent served as mistress of
Baptist church spiritual and inen'i ceremony.
choruses; Spiritual Travelers, Joyful Harmonizers, Scottish Rite
Travelers, Silver Light Singers,
Clouds of Joy, and the
Southern
ou

Johnsons CelebratL%
22 Years Of Singing

El.-STATE DEFENDER
Sot., Oct. 4, 1958

MUSING::How to win an Argu- that we have set out to do in
ment: The way to convince anoth- quest of happiness and security
er is to state your ease moderate- bring us those things for a little
ly and accurately. 'then scratch while but never over an extended
your head, or shake it a little period. The things that really bring
and say,"That is the way it seems men lasting joys and happiness
to me, but of course, I may be are those things that are the products of real earnest thinking. Our
mistaken about it."
This causes your listener to re- thinking today must carry us to a
ceive what you have to say, and realm of bigness. We must not
as like as not, turn about and try think only in terms of ourselves
to convince you of it, since you but in terms of the whole picture.
are in doubt. But if you go at One of the tragedies of human
him in a tone of positiveness history is wrapped up in the fact
and arrogance you only make an that far too many of us who are
opponent of him. Ben Franklin. in a position to think big and act
lintine Baptist church, and the
CELEBRATES ANNIVERbig have satisfied ourselves to act SARY— Rev. W. M. Fields,
Dear Carlotta:
event was celebrated from
insignificant
Howard and I dated quite a on a small and
Sept. 22 through Sept. 28. Unjr., recently completed his sevwhile and were, I thought very level. No erson who allows himself
der his ministry the church
enth year as pastor of the Volmuch in love. However, he sud- to think on the lower level of huhas become one of best attenddenly married another girl—why man behavior ever gets to the
I don't know.
position where he can make a
He still tries to keep a hold on real contribution to his day and
me, claims he loves Inc. and does time.
his best to break up any incipient I am glad that the author of
romance I may have. How can this thought did not stop by saying
I put, and keep him in his place? we must think anew. I fear that
B. B.
in far too many instances today
A farewell reception was given! land church for the past 25 years,
Dear B. B.:
many of us are just willing to for Mrs. Lucille McClure by mem-; Mrs. McClure is moving to ChiDon Juan doesn't give up easily think. Contrary to popular belief hers Of the Homeland Church isfl cago to live with her daughter,
does he? Have you, maybe, a the did of altion is upon us. Not God in Christ recently at the; Miss Elner McClure.
sneaking fondness for being so ir- only must men know that certain home of Ms. and Mrs. Alfred.; At Homelasd, Mrs. McClure
ristible? Perhaps you aren't really things are immoral and tin-Christ- Haynes, of 1403 Britton it.
was a Sunday School teacher, servtrying to discourage Howard, even
A faithful member of the Home.; ed as a mother on the Mother's
ian but we must gather the inthough his tenacity is costing you
testinal fortitude to do those things
'other boy friends.
which our better selves dictate to
This is a dangerous game you
us. We must awake ourselves totwo are playing: better recognize
day to that still small voice that
your reSpective positions and respeaks to us that gives us a sense
turn to the starting line.
new direction and new values.
Some years ago a man operat- of a
senses of value and
ing under the stress of a great Slowly our
NEW YORK, N. Y. — The Although I heartily endorse
become warped.
•
moral and spiritual burden told direction have
In these days of tensions and American naval offieer command- the Btble as necessary in the shaphis audience, "It is time that we
ing the United States Sixth Fleet ing of man's character. I find it
think anew and act anew." How frustrations we must not only be
thinking also. now on duty in the Mediterranean difficult to put into words the
appropriate this same advice could concerned about our
refer to the Bible reasoning that brings to me what
fol- said recently.
be for each of us today. World In fact our thinking must be
in the line of duty since it avails is essentially a spiritual conclusconditions today demanh that lowed up with worthy action.
In far too many instances we me of a means of stating the ion.
we THINK. Too long we have
ourselves with only thinking truth with simplicity, brevity and "My approach to the Bible is
tried to operate on emotions. No satisfy
very personal. I grew up in a
know that such and such depth of meaning."
Individual, or groop of thdividualb, well. We
In a letter fo the Laymen's home where-reading the Bible was
thing to do
can operate on the basis of emo- a thing is the right
N.
New
York,
part of our family life. My fathCommittee,
I
and we fully know that it should National
tions.
too Y., Vice Admiral C. R. Brown. er read us the Bible and held
we
are
now
but
be
done
' We must rise up above our
family prayers daily. The only way
USN, wrote:
meagre likes and dislikes and weak morally to stand up and do
"I quote the Bible because I I can comment on Bible reading
move toward those things which those things that will enrich not know an ill-considered or faulty as a help in building and strengthonly our lives but all of those
will have lasting values.
con- judgement will stand exposed as ening character is to relate it to
When the prodigal son found him- lives, with whom we come in
such in the light of the Bible's my own life.
self down among the hogs depriv- tact.
eternal truth."
'UNFAILING GUIDE'
ing them of their menu it was We live in a day of growing evThe Laymen's National Commit- "It is the living record of man's
beundesirable.
Never
thing
ery
then that he thought it was time
, tee, a non-sectarian, non profit or- progress toseards God. I read it
re would do some tangible thing fore in world history has the world ganization founded in 19404 annual- before I pray because it makes
in his own behalf. There are al- been in such a condition morally, ly sponsors National Bible Week me feel close to God. I find the
ways ordeals that bring us to plat- economically, or spiritually. Nev- during the third week in October Bible an unfailing guide and ceres where we must change our way er before have so many men looked to encourage reading and study- tain source of strength and courof thinking and acting. In the days at the existing conditions and ing of the Bible. This year Na- age.
of slavery, Lincoln said "We must merely srrugged their shoulders tional Bible Week will be celebrat- "I refer to the Bible in the line
think anew and act anew!" In and passed on. But such is the ed from Oct. 20 to 26. Congress- of duty since it avails me of a
these days of upheaval on every case these days. In far too many man Ralph W. Gwinn, N. Y., is means of stating the truth with
front, we must stop and think be- instances we shrug our shoulders National Chairman of Bible Week, simplicity, brevity and depth of
fore we can go forward.
and pass on when we should roll George Peck, Largo, Fla,, is pres- meaning. I quote the Bible beMany of us have fooled ourselv- up our sleeves and go to work. ident of the Laymen's National cause I know an ill-considered or
es into thinking that if we were This world of ours will be better Committee.
faulty judgment will stand exposIn a position to gain enough mater- only when we who know better FULL TEXT
ed as sue
'ht of the
ially, economically, or socially will be satisfied with doing only
Admiral Brown wrote:
Bible's eternal truth."
we coudld solve all of our prob- that which will in the final analyslems — nothing could be further is allow us to lie down al* one in
from the truth. Many of the things pleasant dreams.

HOUSTON, Tex — After 22
years of singing, the members oU
the Johnson Family celebrated
their anniversary at the Second
Shiloh Baptist church from Thursday, Sept. 25, through Sunday,
Sept. 28.
It was a double celebration for
the family, because the eldest son,
Andrew Johnson, entered into the
ministry, and his father said, "This

Memphian
Is One of 1,200
Frosh At Rutgers

IL

Faithful Church Worker
Given Farewell Party ,

Admiral Endorses Bible
For Shaping Caracter

ed of city's larger churches.
Here Rev. and Mrs. Fields are
seen seated in their living
room.(Hooks Bros. Photo.)

Board, and was formerly an usher.
An excellent program was given in her honor. Mother Carrie
Yarbrough read Joshua 15 for the
opening lesson, and many beautiful songs were dedicated to Mrs.
McClure. She was given many
beautiful and useful gifts, and an
excellent menu was served during
the evening.
RECEPTION GUESTS
Present for the.reception were
Elder F, D. Macklin, pastor of
the church; Elder Leslie Mathews, Mothers Carrie Lee Yarbrough, Rosa Wynne, Marie
Hearn Gayden, Bessie Bailer.
and Francis Mitchell, Mrs. Annette Goosby, Mrs. Delia Gaudy,
Mrs. Ruth Phelps, Mrs. Beatrice
Wydner, Miss , Ella Mae Green,
and Mrs. Alberta Overton.
At the end of the party; Mrs.
McClure expressed her appreciation to members for the lovely reception.
Mrs. Annette Goosby is church
reporter, and Miss Mary Alit"
Haynes, secretaiy.

GARY, Ind. - Dr. George W,
Gore, jr., president of Florid, k
and M university, was here
cently to atteno the funeral o' ''iS
brother, Paul Alphonso Gore, •••bo
for the past year had been the
vrineioal of Carver Elementary
school.
The late Mr. Gore was the first
Negro elected to teach at t h o
school here a ri iI
Proebel
was head of the mathematics denartment 4 graduate of Tennes11:7altnVd hiactesreravt:::1.
11,
saetera:lin.
ari as nrioelnal of the hieh school

•

sshools in Snarls and Ai e 0 a,
Tenn.
After receivine his master's de.
..,ree from DurrIO0 university. Mr.
roe.
ot Oarv's Roosevelt
The eulogy for Mr. Gore was
delivered by Rev Robert E.
Penn, eastor of the First Ran.
list church, where the deceas.
ad had served as deacon.
aside stem De Gore. he is sun.
i•ii,ed by his •vife, the former
Miss Bloomle Davis. and his rasher PPV. Genres W Gore. qr. of

450 FREE
Quality Stamps
Watch Your Mail Box For a Gift of a Series
of coupons with 450 FREE Quality Stamps.
Redeem These Coupons At Your Friendly
BIG STAR STORE.

Name Pastor To
N.Y.League Unit

Dr. Grant S. Shockley, pastor is a vice-president of the Brooklyn
of the Janes Methodist church, division of the Protestant Council
Brooklyn, has been named educa- of New York. He is a lecturer at
Because "service" is one of the entered the annex to enjoy the tion chairman of the Brooklyn New York university and is a
beak Christian principles, your banquet painstakingly prepared for Branch of the Urban League of member of the home-finding committee of the Federation of Protcolumnist deems it an honor and the graduates.
Greater New York.
pleasure to announce "an oppor- GREATER WHITE
The announcement was made estant Welfare Agencies.
tunity" that you will welcome and STONE BAPTIST
by Edward S. Lewis, exe- Mrs. Francis I. Kohan, a promattend.
With beautiful decorations car- cutive director of the 48-year-old inent civic and educational leader, was appointed vice-chairman of
The staff of Western State hos- rying out its theme, the Autumn interracial agency.
pital invites you to the Fall Ori- Tea at Greater White Stone Bap- The Urban League's borough the education committee.
entation Course for Volunteer tist church is expected to at- education committees develop 10- Other members of the League
Workers which will be held from tract a capacity crowd. It will be Ca policies and programs to fur- committee are Mrs. Margaret Al1 p. m. to 4 p. m. this Friday held in the basement of the sanc- ther educational opportunities for len, Mrs. Claire Curnberbatch,
at the St. John Episcopal church, tuary from 5 to 7 p 111.
minority youth and advance the Mrs. Edna Halpern, Mrs. Clara
located at Central and Greer.
Isquith, Mrs. Zyra Louri, Mrs.
The tea will benefit the forth- cause of school integration.
Dr. SI ockley, who received the Pauline Schwartz and Mrs. Elsie'
The course will be repeated at coming Women's Day on Oct. 19
p. m. at the Mt. Olive Cathedral Mrs. A. R. William is the sponsor. degree of Doctor of Education at Suller.
of 538 Linden for those people
Other services at the house of Columbia University in 1952, has The nation's oldest and largest
unable to attend the afternoon ses. worship will be regular.
bee.; closely associated with the interracial social service agency,
sion.
field of education as well as with the Urban League of Greater N•ew
OLIVET BAPTIST
religious and civic activities.
The volunteer groups usually
York, works to achieve equal op.
Sunday is annual Woman's Day'
visit the hospital on the second
He is a member of the Brooklyn portunity - for Negroes and other ;
at
the
Baptist
Olivet
church.
Miss
Monday in each month. People
Advisory Committee of the Urban mtherities - in education, housing,
who are employed have the op- L. E Campbell will he guest League of Greater New York and employment and social services._
portunity to participate in the apes I . She will address the coneer Program by visiting on grega,",an at 3 p. m.
the tfird Sunday of each month. The chairman and co-chairmar.
EBENEZER BAPTIST
are Mrs. Lucy A. Jones and Miss
. A happy and much-anticipated Beatrice Partee. Mrs. Laura Westslay it was for many childrer brooks is the secretary.
who adorned in their sweetest
Rev. E. W. Williamson is the
frocks, received certificates at the pastor.
CHICAGO — A tuition install- matic accounting machine designEbenezer Baptist church Sundae.
ment plan extending payment over l ed for college installment account-,
Promotional Day was the occasion
a ten month period has been found ing and two validating machines
and beaming proudly were these
to ease the financial burden on for all daily receipts.
classes- Miss Ludie Anderson. Miss
administering the program at Tufts Statements are mailed to the
Mable Jordan, Mr. Alberta Ford,
university, Medford, Mass.
students' homes to inform the parBetty Pickens, Rosie Bonners,
"The general practice of paying. ents of every charge or credit and,
Mrs. Ula Bell Nelly. Mrs. Irene
college costs at the beginning Of any outstanding balance owed to
Truehart, Mrs. Lucille White.
the school year has become in- the university. Monthly payments
Mrs. Molly B. Matthew and Mrs
creasingly difficult for students' are due on the 15th af each month,
Cowans.
and parents . . especially for but the student has a 15 - day
Candidates
for
the
title
of
"Miss
Presentation of the certificates
those students who pay their own grace period in which to make;
was held during one of the most LeMors• College" will be narrow- expenses," Russell C de Burk,
Informative programs ever plan ed down to only three on Friday university controller, and Eliza- the payment, or suitable (inane
ned for this observance. Making: night, Oct. 3, when a trio will be beth Page, bursar, state in the ial arrangements with the controlit so was the charming, romp.- selected by three off-the-campus current issue of "College and Unil ler.
"The main problem concerned
tent and interesting speaker, Mrs.' Judges at the "Miss LeMoyne" versify Business."
Helen M. Hooks, Mrs, Hooks, who, banquet.
To relieve the burden, Tufts de- with collection," state the officers,
Is a well-known educator of our
Students at the school spent vised the Distributed Payment 'Involves few students who withcity, an active member of the Jack three days last week in casting Plan, which permits undergradu- draw in the middle of the semesand Jill Mothers' Club, ;inc.. Les, votes for Candidates for the covet ate students to disperse payment ter. After flee weeks of attendance,
Cheres Amies and Trinity CME; ed title, and at last report. 16 thryughout the school year. Under students receive no comprehenchurch, was enthusiastically re- young beauties were in the run- the plan students may select in- sive refund of tuition, but "if the
celved by the eengenial member- ning.
stallment terms of one, two, four; student has been paying by the
ship. Her topic was "kchieving, Stunning Gloria Jean Wade. a or ten payments. An administrative month he is likely to feel i hat
Life's Objectives."
1 senior, is the current Miss Le- charge of one dollar per month coy he has paid for the time attended,
Three ladies who are always Moyne,
era the cost of the service.
and therefore should not be liable
willing workers for Ebenezer headIn the two years since its in. for the rest of the semester."
An all-out student vote will deed ti'N program, Mrs. L. D. Brad- termine which one of the eo-eds ception nearly 800 ot the approxiThe solution to the problem came
ford Miss flora Banks and Mrs will receive the title this year mately 2,500 eligibles undergradu- about by rewriting the Distributed
Ituto,• chambers. James Traehart Contestants must he single. enper- ates have benefited by the plan. Pay Plan literature and catalog
is the superintendent
When the university decided to so that students would know that
classmen. have an overall average
leN E I. Slay who made the of I 6. arid he charming. grace- adopt t hi Distributed Payment charges were being made on a
awards greeted everyone as tiler ful, and ladylike.
Plan, it purchased a fully auto- semester basis.

One Memphian, William H. Bartholomew, the 16-year-old son of
Mr. and Mrs, Caffrey V. Bartholonew, of 1086. S. Bellevue blvd., is
among the 145 out-of-state students who entered Rutgers, the
state university of New Jersey
this fall with approximately 1,200
freshmen.
Young Bartholomew is is graduate of the Scattergood Preparatory school, West Branch, Iowa,
where he won top awards in art
on two occasions, He won a prize
for a scale production of a model
church, and was given another
award for a painting of doves INTEGRATION HERO, Rev. Paul
eating in a park.
W. Turner, pastor of the First BapThe class of 2962, the largest at tist church in Clinton, Tem.., for
Rutgers since 1948, is considered the past ten years, has been inone of the best in leadership and vited to Nashville to serve as mthacademic eualities and axtra-cur- ister of the Brook Hollow Baptist
ricular activities, acbording to the church. Rev. Turner received nauniversity's admission officers.
tional attention: in 1956 when he
Included in the freshman class! was beaten by several white men
are 47 who were athletic team after he escorted six Negro chilcaptains, 23 who served as Stu- dren into Clinton's integrated high
dent Council presidents, 365 Stu- school. Rev. Turner was given the
dent Council officers, 16 year- Tri • State Defender's Award of
news- Merit for outitanding "moral and
book, magazine, and
paper editors, and 252 class offi- physical courage" during the cricers. More than half of the class ses. The Nashville congregation
ranked in the upper 25 percent of voted unanhnously to issue the call
to Rev. Turner
their high school classes.

Fiorida A&M
Prexy At Rites
For Brother

Yes Madame,

ONE EGG CUP CAKES

with remaining sugar. Combine
mixture, mix and sift Jack
Sprat flour, baking power and
I egg
salt. Add alternately with milk
Three fourths cup sugar
to first mixture. Add vanilla.
1-4 teaspoon salt
Place paper scuffle cups in
One and one-third cups Jack
muffin tins, fill 3-4 full with
Sprat Flour
batter. Bake in oven 375 de2 teaspoons baking powder
grees about 20 minutes until
vs cup milk
light brawn. Frost or serve
tis teaspoon vanilla
Paper cups to fit muffin pan Plain. Prontoups or tamales
Let the small fry make their
will be our next football fare.
own cakes using this simple
Cream butter and add half
Bye for now,
easy recipe. They can decorate the sugar gradually. Beat egg
to their hearts content.
Jana Porter

It's so easy for the small fry
to have a jam session after
their school's football game if
you let Jack Sprat come to
your rescue. Keep a batch of
cup cakes make with Jack Sprat
enriched wheat flour on hand
for such occasions—serve with
hot chocolate. So good and will
help you replace that energy,
too!

I-4 cup butter

r

JANA C. PORTER

Tuition By Installment '
Eases Students' Burden

Campus Queen
To Be Chosen

^HIS FINE GROUP of boys and girls recently presented an outlanding program when they appeared on the Big Star Talent
,how. These young stars of today may well be big stars of to
norrow. Your friendly Big Star Store is happy to give this op)ortunity to Min: Sopth youngsters. The program is presented each
isturday morning nit the powerful 50,000 Watt WDIA. The talented
group pictured above is, front row, left to right: Joyce Tappin,
'Anita Gail Dandridge, Eugene Mountain, Carol Toppin and Diane

Dandridge. Second row, left to right:
William Clark, Barbara
Toppin, Patricia Dandridge, Leon
Allen, Jacqueline Adams, Selma
Knox and James Crittenden. Third
row, left to right: Harold
Neal, Bessie Dennis, Vivian
Allen, Willie Philips and Richard
Phillips. Fourth row, left to
right: Rev. 0. Dandridge, Mrs.
Thelma Clark. Mrs. Cathryn
Toppin, Mrs, Charlene
and Mr. Fred Toppin,
Dandridge
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mobile "mop" will be scrubbing the floor by itself. An
automatic dishwasher will "walk" across the kitchen to
your table, scrape, wash and dry the dishes and then put
them away. Cabinets will "float" down from the ceiling.

PRESIDENT AND MRS. EISENHOWER are shown
board the USS destroyer Mitscher from which they
viewed the American cup race between the Columbia
and the British entry Sceptre in Newport Bay off New-

port, R.I., where the President has been vacationing.
The 107-year old classic is America's oldest sport contest and draws international attention.

of other exhibits and displays will also be featured along
with special da! -no tap entertainment. Door, open 2
p.m. daily. ,

New Washer-Dryer (available now)
washes and dries in one continuous
operation.

PROPHET M. D. WILLETTE, of the Church of Cod in
Christ, who supported Gov. Orval Faubus in his recent
successful bid for re-election in Arkansas. contains to

Defender why he approves closing of Little Rock schools
and endorses Faubus' maneuverings in the Little Rock
school crisis. See MOJA, and nirtnro olasisvharo its manor

'Here's Why I Like Faubus

There'll be complete meals cooked and served in minutes. The show, the greatest ever given by the Defender
opens in the North hall of the Amphitheatre beginning
Thursday, Sept. 25 and runs through Sunday. Hundreds

Crystal-clean electronic range will
bake a pie in 3 minutes, do a 9
lb. roast in 15 minutes.

Automatic "baby-sitter" with 11
communication buttons. You'll watch
the family, the door, movies or T-V.

Ike, Mamie At The Cup Races

DEFENDER HOME SERVICE EXPOSITION feature
will be the fabulous RCA Whirlpool miracle kitchen. Unbelievable things will happen when you wave your hand
to press a button to command the kitchen to work. A

Mobile cleaner that will
vacuum, scrub, rinse and dry
the floor all by itself.

Dishwasher will "walk" across
room, scrape the dishes, wash, dry
and put them away.

Automatic "soda fountain" made
to store and fill your glass with
crushed ice or cubes and fruit juice.

Miracle Kitchen,Defender Home Show Feature
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Unheeded Warning
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CONGRATULATING HIS CONSTITUENTS is 5th ward alderman Leon
M. Despres who delivered the commencement address at Roosevelt university's 31st convocation Sunday in Orchestra hall Among those who
graduated are (left to right) Judy D. Coburn o 1725 E. 53rd st.; Paula
G. Broude of 5474 Hyde Park blvd., and Zelpa V. Oppenheimer of 5339
S. Woodlawn, all of whom received the degree of bachelor of arts from
Edward J. Sparling, president of Roosevelt university. Some 195 degrees
were granted, including the largest number of master degrees — 37 —
in th• firhanr. 11-vonv Isicrinwv

Congratulates Constituents

IN THIS EXCLUSIVE picture, Mrs. L. C. "Daisy" Bates exhibits the
empty cartridge shells and the threatening letter she received week ago
warning her to leave Little Rock or suffer violence. The items were turned over to FBI which is investigating. Mrs. Bates is head of Arkansas
NAACP and has been central figure in school integration crisis there.
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REVIREN' VIA_ St"ME FIRST
10 DONNIE TWE *DOLLARS
10WARD REPAIRING 1HE
CHURCH RoOP!

1,-OVELORN
!rim E,12

Cag://4 of Prof Doodle
'(WS WEEK t WOULD LIKE /0 REACH IbIE OWNERS BONE
r tue EfUSINESSES OlkItcommutotiES.IHERE'S%Me
COURTES4 PROM NOUR EP4WL.0%/EES IcriCuR
LACK
CuSlomE145.1HaPPEN 10BE ONE OF YOUR MANg
CLISWIMeRS AND SPEAKING'FOR"(NEM AS WELL AS
FOR A* CU SlotAERS•-.1.'WISH 114111 IN WE VU1URE

a

VOU WOULD CORRECT 1WS!AMER!wE come ‘1.410
'cDBE IGNORED

Dear Mme. Chante: I have at., Cleveland 8, Ohio.
,
4011R PLACE "C9130 BUSINESS —NOT
•••
been unsuccessful in my efforts
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a sin- OR IPISULNIV
to find someone with all the attributes of a true and serious gle man who is interested in obmind with a perspective view taining pen pals with interests
towards the togetherness p 1 a n similar to mine. It is very hero
that progresses a couple through to find someone who does not
life hand in hand. Someone with drink or gamble. I am especiala gracefulness of body, lovellness ly interested in establishing friendof the face — a down to earth ship with pen pals between 26 and
member of the human race. One 39 who like reading, TV and jazz
that realizes the eainahle returns music, I am 5 feet, 7/
1
2 inches
as a team towards fulfilling wha tall, light brown complexion, blk.
has only been a dream. Be ye hair and brown eyes. Buddy Flagold, have a rare sense et' hu- mingo, 1642 Madison Ave. Apt,
mor, or perhaps you be shy. Re- 2E, New York, N. Y.
gardless, give this one's concern
•••
a try. The finding of a marital
Dear Mme. Chute: I am a
contract is my goal. My looks young Jamaican woman intereswon't give you a fright, charac- ted in getting married in the near
ter and appearance trie just right. future to a respectable American
My complexion is of a nicq brown gentleman. Race or color does
hue. All man from within the not matter. Miss Sonia Pentinhead down to either shoe. An ad- and, 2 Upper Ivy Road, Kingston
vanced education I have earned, 5,- Jamaica, BWI.
hoping that you too have learned.
aa•
There are many things that I enDear Mme. •Chante: I am a disjoy doing, the creations of nature abled veteran of the Korean War..
and of others I also love view- I get very lonely here in the hosing. I am at the age of 33, weigh pital. Am especially interested in
/r///
t«erreef
148 lbs., 5 feet, 8 inches tall. establishing friendship with a sinWould like a full view snapshot of gle lady between 30 and 40 who
which I will return. I will do is a Christian and sincere. I am
likewise. L. Shelly, 586 E. 105th 34, 6 feet tall, 170 lbs broWn
complexion. All letters will be answered. Mr. Jesse B. Green, U.S.
Veterans hospital, Danville. Ill

Hvf HIM AGAIN

LORD!
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Mississippi's County Agent Of The Year
iTypical Of Honorees In Other States
1 Typical of those recently chosen helping tenants to become owners
s "County Agent of the Year' by showing them how to earn
1 their respective States by their enough to put something aside tottllow agents is I. D. Thompson ward the down-payment on a
Of Bolivar county, Miss.
farm.
I The other honorees'are: R. J. Thompson is a graduate of Rust
Thurston, Alabama; J. B. Stevens. college, Belly Springs, Miss. He
keorgia; Leon Robinson, Louis. received his training in agriculma; C. D. Ashley, Oklahoma; J. ture at Alcorn A&M college, Al.. Branham, Tennessee; and K. K. corn, Miss.
aingerfield, Texas.
FARMERS PRODUCE MORE
Outstanding achievements of Meanwhile, things appear to be
ississippi's "County Agent of the looking up for farmers. A report
'ear" number more than a dozen. issued recently by the U.S. De.mong these are arrangements partment of Agriculture said that
)r 1.6 farm boys and girls to ob- farmers are continuing to increase
i
..tin
loans from their local hard, production on fewer acres and
,la buy calves to raise as 4-H with less manpower.
jects as a step tcwarrl ,m- In 1910, nearly 50 years ago, one
. raging their parents to spread farm worker produced enough for
. t of one-crop cotton farming.
himself and six other persons at
l Also Thompson enrolled 22 farm- home and abroad; last year one
1
;a in five-acre corn demonstra- farm worker produced enough for
'ons. One of the farmers, Jack himself and 22 others.
' slier of Mound Bayou, got a
Production per acre has increasield of 151 bushels per acre. The ed. For example; it took 2.17
gent points out that getting a acres to grow food and fiber for
sod corn yield gives a farmer one American in 1910; today it
mfidence to try raising cattle takes only 1 57 acres.
nd hogs, because then he is sure
The higher farm efficiency is
e can feed them.
due to a number of factors: inOther significant accomplish. creased mechanization, improved
tents of Thompson include: (1! breeds of plants and animals, genacouraging 41 farmers to increase erally improved farming practeir swine production as a tices, and continued shift of land
mites of extra income, (2) di- from the production of feed for
icting the North Mississippi Ne- workstock to the production of
ro Livestock Show and Sale, and food.
sing re-elected its president, (3) For example, since 1910 the
inducting a county-wide farm out- number of tractors on farms -has
ok conference, (4) managing increased from one thousand to
ie Negro section of the Bolivar 4.6 million, the number of comounty Fair, and (5) stressing the bines from one thousand to 1,040,nportance of controlling livestock 000; and the number of farms
tseases.
with milking machines from 12,000
Two assistants and two home to 725,000.
emonstration agents help Thomp- In 1910. it took 88 million acres
in — who has been in the county to grow feed for more than 25
1 years — serve the 5,000 Negro million horses and mules at work
am families in the county. About on farms, in cities, and in mines.
) per cent of these are owners, Today, 8 million acres can pro: me rest are tenants and share- duce enough for the 3.5 million
jroppers. The staff of agents is head of workstock.

1

TWO CHAMPIONS — I. D.
Thompson. right, Mississippi's
"County Agent of the Year."
discusses corn yields with farmer Jack Keller of Mound Bayou, Miss., corn production

champion of his county. Last
year Keller got a yield of 151
bushels per acre on five acres.
Mr. Thompson has helped hundreds of farmers to increase
their corn yield as a basis for

getting into livestock production. He was chosen "County
Agent of the Year" by his fellow agents of Mississippi.—
USDA Photo

Navy ROTC Seeks
New Candidates
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Fisk Uni- dates remaining in competition.
trsity is cooperating in the Navy's approximately 1800 young men will
th annual competitive examina- be selected for appointment as
nt for its nation-wide Regular midshipmen and will„enroll in one
ROTC college training program. of the 52 colleges of their choice
ae mental examination is sched- where a, Naval Reserve Officers
ed for Dec. 13, and is open to Training Corps Unit is located.
I high school seniors and grattu- The Regular NROTC is maintaines who can quailfy.
ed for one purpose — to train and
Applications for this program educate young men for ultimate
ading to a career in the naval commissioning as career officers
.rvice are available from Dr. S. in the Navy and Marine Corp..
loberts. University Testing Successful candidates will start
enter, Park Hall, Room 314, Fisk their Naval Careers in colleges and
iiversity. or from the nearest universities across the country in
1959.
. S. Navy recruiting station.
After a normal college education
Dr. Roberts has been provided
ith specific information concern- and substantial Navy training,
will
graduates
will be commissioned as
te the NROTC program and
irnish information bulletins to any regular officers in the Navy or
Marine Corps, for active duty with
iterested student
The deadline date for receipt of the United States Fleets, throughII applications is Nov. 15, the out the world. For those who qualify and apply, assignment to flight
aVY stated.
Male citizens of the United training will open new careers in
tales between the ages of 17 and naval aviation.
are eligible to apply for the In addition to the normal college
iavy College Aptitude Test. Per- curriculum, midshipmen in the
ms attaining a qualifying score Regular NRCYTC will study a plan.
till be given the Navy's rigid mid• ned course in naval science. All
rhipman physical examination next
fees, and books will be
'ebruary.
furnished by the Navy, plus an annailla tint pool of qualified candi- nual retainer pay of $1300 for a

College Enrollment
Sets New Record
The Alabama
NORMAL. Ala
A&M college enrolled a record
1,130 students before close of registration for the first semester,
with the freshman class showing
the greatest increase, the registrar's office reports.
The 1,130 total enrollment represents a 15 per cent increase over
the 964 for the same period in 1957.
maximum of four years. Regular
NiRO°1`C midshipmen will spend
Art of three successive summers
on training cruises with various
Fleet units.

ience features, the new science
structure is mechanically ventilated throughout and has
beat-absorbing window glass
especially designed to reduce

tv4t41

sun glare. Of reinforced concrete, brick and steel construction, It will serve as a stateside service unit in the Louisiana college system,
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Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
lady of 38 with black hair and I
love church. Would like to meet
a Christian man between 39-4l. I
am very lonely for a true companion. I am a true, honest lady.
Carrie Johnson, R. NO. 1, Box 27, Dr. Relliford Stillmon Smith of above Association, honoring him
Macon, Ga., was installed as the for the many years that he has
Baldwin, Michigan.
58th president of the National devoted to organized medicine.
••••
Dear Mme. Chante: I would Medical Association when t h e Dr. Smith is a member of
like to become a member of your 63rd Annual Convention was held the Bibb County Medical Society
club. I am interested in corre- recently in Milwaukee, Wisc. at of Macon, Ga., the Medical Association of Georgia, the Sixth Dissponding with a gentleman be- Hotel Schroeder,
tween 40-GO. I am 32 tall, dark Since Dr. Smith entered the trict Medical Association, t h e
and have a full face — what they practice of medicine in 1913, he
call easy on the eyes. Louise King has been active in local, State
2 Greenwich Ave., Greenwich and National medical organizaTown, P. 0. Kingston, Jamaica, tions. He has served every posiBWI.
tion of honor in his local and
state societies from floor memDear Mme, Cavite; I have ber to president
heard from many how you have In the National Medical Assohelped them find love and hap- ciation, where he has not misspiness. I am a very lonely widow ed a convention in More than 30
looking for an honest true mate. years, he has held the following
I am 36, 5 feet, 7 inches tall, positions of honor: first vice
weigh 155 lbs. Would like a nice president; vice speaker of t h e
gentleman between 37-40. If sin- House oft Delegates; six years
cere, please write. Will exchange on the Board of Trustees, and
photos. Mrs. R. Mixon, 3561 S. three years as chairman of the
Prairie, Chicago 15, Ill.
Budget Committee while a mem.**
be
the Board; six years on
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a the , ,icial ,ouncil and three
dark
gentleman,
Jamaican
young
year
rman of the Cowbrown complexion. Would like to
correspond with Ameni
eighteen years as a memen. Race or color doesn't matter.
Mr. A. G. Patterson, 15 Penn ber of the House of Delegates,
St., Jones Town, P. 0 Kingston, ha g served on various corn- Macon Academy of Medicine,
m ttees appointed by the smakJamaica, BWI
er and elected by the House of Dentistry and Pharmacy, t h e
Georgia State Medical Associa.
Dear Mme. ▪ Chante: I am a Delegates, such as the Nominat- tion and the John A. Andrew
and
Resolutions
ing,
Reference
feet.
5
very lonesome woman 5
Clinical Scciety and the Ameriinches tall, weigh 155 lbs., medi- Committees, et cetera; and has can Medical Association,
um brown skin — in early 30s. served many times as zone diWould like to meet a nice look- rector and state vire president.
ing man — one who wants a nice The experience gained while
wife and will be nice to he r. serving in the above capacities
Race or color does not matter. qualify Dr. Smith for the position
Would like to share my life with which he now holds as president
the right man. Please do not of the NMA.
write if not interested in marri- Dr. J. B. Lyons of Los Angeles,
age — send photo in first letter. Calif., president of the Medical,
Will answer all letters. R L. Ma- Dental and Pharmaceutical Assoson, 5652 S. Michigan, Chicago 37, ciation of Southern California,
presented Dr. Smith with a beau- GREENSBORO, N. C. — The
111
• • • ig
tiful plaque on behalf, of t h e campaign to establish a new fed.
eral savings and loan association
Dear Mme. Chante: I have nevhere received a big boost last Moner been married nor in love and
longer
day night as subscribed deposits
I am 30 years young. I no
risk
of
more than $33,000 were signed
feel that I might be a bad
up at a mass meeting.
in matrimony, so I am appealing
to you to help me find the right MILWAUKEE —(UPI)— Mayor The meeting, held at the United
lady. Anything she might do in Frank Zeidler Monday urged Institutional Baptist Church had as
moderation would be o.k. with
creation of a special state study principal speaker F. B. McKissick,
me, because perfection sought by committee to investigate the 4- Durham. N. C., attorney and presimany is found by none. I have
year-clot Kohler Co. strike and dent of the Southeastern Lawyers
been around and am too broad- seek a "peaceful" solution.
Association.
minded to become so attached
to anything that I would feel I The mayor said state action in He told the audience of nearly
could never live without it. Peo- the walkout against the plumbing- 50 persons, mainly members of the
ple say I am handsome, but I'll ware manufacturing firm was church,
that Christianity is no long1
2 inches necessary because the strike could
say I am fair, 5 feet, 10/
affectionate and firm. I am in cause ,"immense damage to the er a once a week process. "It is
good shape and am willing to go state, cities and innocent bystand- an ideal in day to day living, supall the way for the right girl. ers."
porting those civic endeavors
Would prefer a woman around my
which aim at improvement of those
age without children. I love kids
less fortunate and the community
and would like to have some of
VIENNA — (UPI) — Three Hunmy own. Would like to hear from garian physicians have been sen- in general," he said.
someone in Chicago for soon I tenced to suspended prison terms "This effort," he continued, "deshall take up residence there. for accepting extra money from serves your support and gives the
Please send picture with letter. patients in addition to their state people of Greensboro opportunity
Jesse DoR 2120 W. Broadway, salaries, the Hungarian newspaper to practice an important phase of
Louisville, Ky.
Esti Hirlap reported.
Christian living."

Savings Group
Gets $33,000
In Mass Meet

Doctors Sentenced

MILLION DOLLAR SCIENCE
BUILDING: Science stulents at
Grambline college are attending classes in a new $11.million
building. Erected with modern
architectural lines and conven-
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New NMA Head
A Busy Man

Ask State Query
Of Kohler Strike
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FOLKS AND FACTS
nor how home sick for Heaven he
There's a peculiar quirk in ho. may be. Too many Negroes are
Subsitriptioa rotas: On* year, 26; its months,
Juannature . . maybe . . but so sick and
tired of low class
$310. 42-yisat spacial Subscription not, $101
it's a natural fact . . . most folk status until they're forgetting the
Ths Tri-State Dafoutlar Dios Not Tali* Rasps* adtftrsr fee tanselielseel MonwastiPt4 or
Just don't have much regard for fact that it's smart to hurry up and
Piwtos•
facts.
wait sometimes.
Even in the schools, public and
It's a fact that the Negro is a
Publisiuml bary Thursday by is. Tri-Stote Dote/tier Publishing Co. Intim/ as 111401111
private, where the main emphasis marginal man economically. The
and business is supposed to be race is poor, individually and colClass Matter at rho Memphis Pest °Hits March 20, 1932, Unliet AO of Marsh 2, 1579.
focused on fact one finds this lectively speaking. That means
basic disrespect for them.
there's another fact, an ugly One
SERVING 1.000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
In churche and other religious . , and that is, a lot of us need
bodies folk don't seem to care too to stop buying what we want and
much for facts . . . not even the begging for what we need. It's
facts about faith.
a fact that the world respects most
And in matters of race rela- a man, group, or race that can
tions, most men's minds just seem pay its own way. As long as the
to take a hop skip, and jump Negro is a beggar race, he's go.
and fly on out the door.
ing to have to take a back seat
Most of us are too prone to in the train of events. That's what
close our
minds on facts . . . the facts of history show about
when they are good facts to such things .
and that has
Those ostrich-like Negro leaders and scared, the passively scared can take to even
know. And most facts are pretty been the record of the situation
thinkers in the Memphis community had the bushes where they should be and those good to know. They eventually down through the ages. The white
their sand rug snatched from under them interested in making Memphis a better make themselves known anyway. race was once poor and rather be
last week when Sheriff M. A. Hinds of Place of good abode, those interested in There's an old saying about all nighted . . or more so than toShelby county told the Senatobia, Miss. Rot- bringing more real Christian democracy to things coming out in the wash ... day. And at that time, the white
ary Club that a Negro commissioner could this citypust gird up their loins and redou- well, it's true. They do.
race had to take second place.
elected in Memphis through "single ble their efforts. That without the sham of The subject is mentioned here be- It's a fact also, that races who
t" voting.
the contemptible "sneak" role. If we do go cause as of today there is too get to the front of the pack, like
These pious, running-scared spokesmen down Ito defeat in a political fight backing much confusion of fact with propa- individuals who get ahead, get
have been peddling the fallacious assump- our Able and qualified candidates let's do ganda in too many areas of there by cultivation of mind, musclife.
le, heart, and spirit. And that
tion that the political powers that be down- so With dignity, with our heads held high. man's
The folk in Little Rock need to calls for sacrifice of time, enertown are unaware of the Negro's potential Vi&ory gained otherwise will be fraught face the fact that their city is be- gy
and desires
voting power in our city. These spokesmen with explosive developments anyway.
ing used as a sort of municipal
Those are some of the ugly or
have been thinking and saying that a Negro ° We feel that Sheriff Hinds' comment guinea pig in the desegregation unpleasant, or annoying facts of
could be quietly eased into a position of,' is a backhanded compliment and it is not to issue. They need to be told that it life that more and more preachprominence in the city administration. Well. be frowned upon. If for no other reason was a fact that they were getting ers more and more teachers, more
there might have been a grain of truth In it rips the assumed smug deception from along all right until somebody con- and more parents and more and
fused the facts, and mudied the more leaders and followers in all
that up until the August Primary. But the a worthy political and civic situation.
walks of Negro life need to drum
defeat of a CF candidate exposed in draWe are quite confident that the able water with propaganda.
matic fashion the Negro voting power here. Negro leadership will meet the challenge. A lot of Negroes need to face into the minds and consciousness
the fact that Rome wasn't built of "your folks."
What does this mean? The running .
in a day, nor a year, nor a cenAmerica in general needs a retury. It takes time . . even to newel of respect for facts
get to Heaven. And that's a fact, and revival of determination to
no matter how longp a body has face facts and govern itsel ac•
Jack Wade. 37, of 122 E. Person, who been approached by Wade for assistance. been living on earth or hell . . cordingly. Now, whatchubetl

Our Opinions

Sheriff Hinds Did A Service

ot

The Audacity To Criticize

has served a term in the pen for passing And secondly, if Mr. Wade is as intelligent
worthless checks, and who is a former as he is depicted, then he knows he could
drunkard, took another wrong step last get assistance for his family without beWeek,
decking himself in the mantle of Uncle
The Tri-State Defender interviewed the Tom.
man two weeks ago and the reporter found
We comment upon the case here only
the former prisoner is "arrogant and because it points up one significant fact.
erate in attitude" where Negroes are Wade's contemptible stand is designed to
concerned.
•
curry favor with reactionaries. His record
Wade's statement to a local daily negates his viewpoint of the NAACP.
last week criticizing the NAACP by asking
We do hope, however that some citizens
why that organization doesn't help his of color will overlook the most recent mischildren who need clothes get in school, and take made by the man and give whatever
that he doesn't want them in any white help is needed to \his children. He. from all
school, seems to confipn the finding by the indications, has failed them. The civic-minded of the community should not be guilty
Defender reporter.
In the first place we have been unable of the same.
to find any local NAACP official who has

It

Father Egan And The Hyde Park Plan
The testimony given by Monsignor
John J. Egan in which he outlined his opposition to the Hyde Park-Kenwood Urban
Renewal Plan before the City Council, last
was cheered lestily by the people
elieve in equity and in the democratic

T.

Dope And Data

ENOC P. WATERS, JR.
Adventures
In Race Relations
It has been pointed out many
times that the reason why the
Negro in the United States has
survived — yes even develop.
ed — in spite of all types of ad.
versity that would have discouraged others is due to his peculiar ability to roll with the
punch.
The expression Is one common
In pugilism and refers to the
ability of a lighter to offset the
effect of his adversary's punch
by moving in the same direc•
lion with it.
Back in the darkest hours of
the slavery era, the Negro, his
"head bloody but unbowed" put
his resentment, his aspirations
and his grief in song, giving
birth to the Spirituals and later
the blues
The unknowing white man of
the day, heard the singing and
thought the Negro to be happy
and satisfied with his lot. But
the occasional uprisings — el en
though fruitless — and the
flight of many via the "under
ground railroad'' were lestimo•
ny of his dissatisfaction.
Even today, Negroes have the
ability to throw off insult and
abuse and humiliation and de•
nials without losing their determination to fight back through
orderly procedures.
It has been demonstrated
time and again in Montgomery,
Tuskegee, Atlanta, Little. Rock
and a number of other places
in the South.
And it works. In time and
sometimes without even strik•
ing back a vengeful blow, the
Negro emerges on top.

This resilience is sometimes
marked by humor. Negroes
themselves
first
remarked
about the bitter irony of Ne•
groes fighting to get Into ('en.
teal High school while other
Americans are striving to get
to the moon.
Recently theSan Francisco
Chronicle reported the reaction
of Cecil Poole. a Negro who is
an assistant district attorney
there, to an Incident that would
have left a white man digtraught.
Poole and hls family Inductdaughter
ing a six•year-old
moved into the Ingleside Ic r.
race district much to the alarm
and resentment of many white
residents of the area.
But Poole and other American
Negroes know how to cope
with these distasteful situations.
They just go about their business and give no indication
that they are aware of the
snubs and snide remarks of resentful whites.
Such was Ponies' technique.
Then some hoodlums burned
a large cross on his front lawn.
This was supposed to be a
warning so dreadful that Poole
and his family would hastily depart the premises.
But when his daughter rushed to him and anxiously report.
ed that "There's s cross on our
lawn all burned," and asked innocently, "Why is it there?"
Poole remarked with a calm
that would hale infuriated the
hoodlums:
"Some Christian has lost his
way."

of the poor is socialistic.
It is evident that the plight of the
masses has been given no- consideration
whatever. What the planners want is a
city made beautiful, an oasis for the
privileged class at the expense of the many.
This kindof planning which deliberately and
process.
Though he spoke as an official repre- boldly disregards the rights and aspirations
sentative of the Catholic Archdiocese of of the decent, but poor and helpless people,
Chicago, he nevertheless voiced the senti- raises grave misgivings on the assumptions
ment, emotional feeling and the interest of democracy.
Monsignor Egan was eminently correct
of the Southsiders, especially Negroes, who
stand to suffer most from the ruthless opera- when he pointed out with emphasis and
tion of the Hyde Park-Kenwood demolition .!larity that the segregation of the bulk
of the Negro population lilt° nightmarish
scheme.
Monsignor Egan made the point which shanty towns, is the major moral problem
has yet to be refuted that there are no ad- of this generation. This segregation, he
equate plans afoot to make up the housing said, will "continue to disgrace us unless
deficit, either in Hyde Park - Kenwood or we house all our population in a manner
consistent with their dignity as human
any place else.
The conclusion is inevitable that the being's."
Before approving the renewal plan,
promoters of the redevelopment program
are far from being exercised over the fate Monsignor Egan said that the Archdiocese
of the little people whose outcries heretofore requires three major changes. They are:
1. Construction of homes approaching
found no echo in the Council Chamber.
- It matters not if, after a frantic the means of the middle and low income
search, they find no shelter that meets families at a rate commensurate with the
even the minimum standards of health and residential replacements from the Hyde
safety. It matters not if their discomfort Park area.
2. Provision that no land shall be
is ade more acute by being forced to
into already overcrowded slum areas. cleared until it is ready for re-use.
3. A "staged and coordinated relocang they are pushed aside like cattle
S
by the mighty and the rich who want to tion program — which will avoid crowdhave an exclusive, aristocratic community ing already congested neighborhoods."
No more eloquent plea could have been IIIIIIIIIIII1111111111011111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M11111111111111111111111111MIMIIHIM111111111111111111111111111h
of their own, that's what matters.
There is not one whit of exaggeration made on behalf of the people than that
which was made by Monsignor Egan. He
In Monsignor Egan's contention.
The city planners have conceded that spoke with feeling and he did not hesitate
demolition of housing in the Hyde Park- to step on politicians and financiers whose
Kenwood area, for the next few years, will prejudices blind them to the acute need
run ahead of replacements. The backers of of the people. The common people have a
the project are opposed to public housing stout defender in Father Egan. More power
on the ground that such a subsidization to him; and long may he live!

A

LOUIS MARTIN

Mrs. 'rola Ware Curry who which most Negroes experience against segregation as it is now
plunged a letter opener into the in our segregated and racist so- being conducted,
chest of the Rev. Martin Luther ciety, it is surprising that such
When we leave this big group,
King last week may be crazy, but a large majority of Negeo we run into clusters of extremshe is not the only lunatic among Americans are able to retain ists from which come those who
us. The nearly fatal stabbing of their sanity.
join the Communist Party, t h •
King has served to focus new atAnyway, Mrs. Curry's strange chauvinistic, anti-white religious
tention
upon
the
difference behavior points up a divergence movements, and the societies of
among Negro Americans with re- of thought among colored citizens Negro nationalists. For all prac.
spect to the "salvation" of the regarding the best method of tical purposes the Communist
race. We may, as the saying achieving the status in Ameri- among Negroes are disillusioned
goes, all look alike to the whites, can society which all of us, even if not dead.
but looks can be deceiving.
the nuts, passionately desire. I Some of them have jumped to
As this is being written, the believe all Negroes without ex- the other extreme and joined the
doctors have not yet come up ception wish to reach a place in Negro nationalists who insist that
with any rational explanation of the social order in which the col- Negroes should prepare for a
Mrs. Curry's behavior and it is or of their skins would not be world war against whites a a d
difficult to make sense out of held against them. Express this overthrow white domination by visuch an irrational act. Many psy- wish how you will, this is the olence if necessary.
chologists who have studied the basic proposition to which every
The most vigorous cluster of
effects of racial discrimination Negro is committed.
extremists In Negro life today,
and segregation upon the minds This is true of those few Ne. however, Is represented by a fear
of Americans have often stated groes who express themselves as bizarre religious leaders w h a
that the psychic damage of ra- satisfied with segregation as well have tied uo the Godhead w I t ha
cism to both whites and Negroes as the overwhelming majority skin color in an anti-white spirit.
is astounding. We call our teen- who want to see the color line ual program. They tend to turn
agers "mixed up kids," but we abolished. No one wants to be their backs upon western civilize.
are a nation of "mixed up" peo- afflicted with a cancer no mat• lion and seek to feed their folple.
ter how demented. All the troll. lowers on a diet of chauvinistie
The irrationality of racism Is ble arises over how to treat the half-truths. Since their activities
bound to lead to madness in both cancer. Some will resort to voo- are shrouded wth an atmosphere
groups in our society and t h e doo and magic to get rid of it. of religious mysticism, they are
weakest intellects' on both sides
In Negro life there are several difficult to reach in a rational
naturally develop into a state of identifiable groups with distinct manner. By showing outward conlunacy. The white-supremacy ex- views on what they believe is formity to the social virtues, they
tremists of the South perhaps the best method of treating the win some support from those who
fringe in American society. Edu- cancer of racism.
should know better.
cators often say that these ex- The overwhelming majority of These little groups of Negro
tremists are basically ignorant. Negroes fall into the category of extremists are constantly shiftMost of them perhaps are ignor- those who are represented by ing and changing their tactice.and
ant but, I submit, they are also the National Association for the positions. Their leaders kill each
crazy.
Advancement of Colored People other off and their followers
Mrs. Curry apparently belongs and such well - known national drift from pillar to post. They
to the lunatic fringe among Ne- leaders as Dr. King, A. Philip are all essentially lost souls in a
groes and, irrespective of her Randolph, Ralph Bunche, Lester swiftly moving, dynamic society.
training, she must be "off her Granger, Rev. J. H. Jackson, etc. Like the large lunatic fringe
rocker." When you consider the Ninety percent or more of the among whites in the South, they
mental and emotional stresses colored citizenry support the fight have missed the bus.

LANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week

SO WHAT'

The People Speak
Factionalism In NAACP

discriminatory practices.
fleetly every committee of the
We must face the fact unfortu- branch is non-existent and inacAmerican
democEditor:
Dear
nately that the Chicago NAACP tive. Housing is the most importracy can never be complete un- has been anything but effective ant civil rights question facing
til the NAACP wins the fight to or smooth-running. It has been the community at this time.
end racial discrimination. Not filled with bickering and factionaolllegroes but white citizens lism, and it has suffered above One of the big weaknesses of
,n important stake in this all from a failure to involve its the NAACP is that it is not a grass
ha
struggle and ought to support the 14,000 members in its work The roots organization. Every NovernNAACP to the hilt — financially, latest tragedy has been the dis- ber there is a big rush of various
and solution of the three area units by
organizationally
morally,
organizations) to buy
the President and some of his sup- people (and
every other way.
$2 memberships so that they can
In this critical moment Chicago porters. This has created a sharp
needs an NAACP that is effective division in the ranks which hamp- vote in a factional election in
and smooth running, a branch that ers the work of the organization December. That makes for an uncan put an end to such practiees and it has alienated many friends healthy situation because a group
as those that prevailed in Trum- of the NAACP.
with money can buy enough memIt has isolated the NAACP from
bull Park. that can establish open
occupancy throughout the city and the people, because the area units berships to carry the election.
eliminate the ghetto. that can
were truly grass roots organiza•
Beatrice Hughes Steele
guarantee the Negro the right to
Treasurer, Chicago Branch
move wherever he pleases. that lions with far greater participation
itNAACP
can end the nonsense of lily In their work than the branch
white" suburbs, that ,can force self. After all the branch has 14,but
seldom
has
a
000
members
competthe industrialists to hire
ent workers regardless or race, meeting with even as many as
BONN — (UPI, — More than 100
that can raise the educational op- v00 present. It is run by a hand
portunities for Negroes, etc Chi- ful, and it has done little workvirginians led by former Gov John
i.vis past year in attaining civil S. Battle arrived here Sunday on a
cago may be in the North, but i
is a long long way from ending rights. At a matter Of fact prac- tour of Europe.

r f,

Begin European Tour

•

How Simple Can You Get?
HOW SIMPLE CAN YOU GET? are in "the land of the free." coloring its whole dark face.
There are only seven colored kids Hollywood, after a generation of Race? Who wants to bring up
concerned with Central High in caricatures, makes a few fairly race? But they keep talking about
Little Rock. Yet the governor of liberal movies with a few fairly "white" schools.
the Ante himself railed a special intelligent Negroes in them. And
HOW SIMPLE CAN YOU BE
session of the legislature to pass all because of seven under-agers if you think it is just seven kids
a whole lot of new laws concern- in Little Rock even Holt Y. in Arkansas waiting for the bell
ing those seven kids, and issues wood blushes under the teehnicol- to ring? It is India's mighty
a decree to close up all the or of "Porgy and Bess" while mass, China's 600 million, a n ml
high schools rather than I e t kids wait for the bell to ring, lest we forget (gunless though she
those seven kids into one when
HOW SIMPLE CAN YOU GET? be) there's Africa! Nobody talks
the bell rings.
Cn September 15 the press re- about the colored part of the So.
now SIMPLE CAN YOU GET? ported Little Rock city police viet Union, but mighty near all
The Supreme Court is called into practicing with tear-gas shells of Soviet Asia is the shade of
special seesaw not once, but and tear-gas bombs at a firing Pearl Bail(y. Not to speak of
f. is alerted. Fed- range along the Arkansas River Mongolia (of which nothing h a s
twice. The
eral deputies are mobilized. The in preparation. . ."should Central been heard of late) but I artr
President even interrupts h i s High eventually open to admit sure Mongolia is still there. And
game of golf to make a state- seven Negro pupils." Just seven who said Indonesia didn't run the
ment—and all over seven colored kids and all that "preparation" Dutch out? Do the British still
kids due to go to school when before the bell rings,
have the Suez Canal? Who has
the bell rings.
HOW SIMPLE CAN YOU GET? got Indo-China'
HOW SIMPLE CAN YOU GET? Who? Wait a minute? Simple?
HOW SIMPLE CAN YOU BE
The press services and the bigger They know, and you know, we drilling with a
few car-loads of
papers all send reporters to Lit,- know, and I know that it is not tear-gas bombs in
Little Rock,
tle Rock. The front pages all over just. those seven Negro kids who closing up your schools
to keep
the U.S.A. write up Little Rock. are due to go to school. It is all seven little colored kids
out, passTons of newsprint are melted on the thousands of Negroes in Lit- ing little old state laws
to invesLittle Rock. Thousands a n d tle Rock waiting for the bell to tigate the books of the
"radical"
thousands of dollars are spent ring.
NAACP that even put Dr. Du
phoning and wiring news stories
And the millions of other Ne• Bois on ice to keep from being
about Little Rock. And all on ac- gem's in the rest of Arkansas, in radical? Question mark at t
he
count of seven little colored kids Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, end of a long
sentence. Turmoil
who were due to go to school. Florida. Texas, and the Carolinas at the
end of a long faux pas.
HOW SIMPLE CAN YOU GET? waiting for the bell. Then there Reckoning at the end of a long
U. S. Embassies abroad are busy are the Negroes up North. not WRONG day. Sure, go ahead,
assuring foreigners that after all, counting Adam Powell. And on. have your way. Nobody's edi"the Negro has made some pro- told more Negroes in Cuba. Hai- torials can stop you. File, cross
gress." LIFE magazine puts a ti, Jamaica, and the rest of the file, stall, delay, injunctions,
great big spread in its interna• West Indies. And—Lord have writs, tear-gas
bombs, real
Ronal issues on how "successful" mercy. — there are millions of bombs, atom bombs. hydrogen
some colored men and women colored folks in South America, bombs. What else have you got?

"Get A Load o' This Sis? Granmo's Hoopin' It Up!"

•
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Hollywood, City Of Make Believe Does Trick
With Integration And Rules ft Quite Easily

"MOTHER AND DAUGHTER'
Is story of this scene. Here
Juanita Moore, left embraces

film star Susan Kohner who
plays her "daughter" in Imitation of Life.

Sepians Have Played
'Whites'In Pix And
Won Critics' Raves
4
SIDNEY POITIER is shown
with Yvonne DeCarlo in a
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scene from "Band Of Angels"
in which Miss DeCarlo plays

half Negro.

Calls Hollywood Real
City Of Make Believe

The discussion of artists playing
roles that feature them as members of a race to which they do
not belong brings up another angle—one in reverse. That would
be Negroes playing whites.
There have been two notable
examples, one known at time
films were made and the other
the result of an expose. T h e
known case was when Frank Sit.
vera appeared as a Mexican, a
cast spot usually given to whites,
in the picture "Vive Zapata."
Frank was sensational in t h e
role and was accepted the nation
over. Dixie censors and theatre
managers booked the film n o t
knowing Silvera's real racial identity.
The other was the case of at-

tractive mulatto "Acquanetta" a
graduate of West Virginia State
college who was the star in numerous "tarzan-like" films. Facts
about Acquanetta's race came out
when her movie career was about
over, She had settled down in
marriage and her husband learning the facts decided the divorce
courts was the way out of what
he thought was a situation.
There have been others of
course but until this day the facts
have remained a secret. One, two
three, four—count 'em if you wish
top artists in Hollywood, some appearing on television are known
to be "passing." One is a male
the other females of course, what
else?

JEANNE CRAINE plays with
bunch of kids In the Dixie ban-

ing her mother who attempts to
make her understand what has
been, will be. In other words that
a leopard cannot change his colors. •
In the original version the main
character was tilled "Peola" and
played by Freddi Washington, sister-in-law of Congressman A.
Clayton Powell by a former marriage The girl's name in the new

Musicians, Stars Find
Passing No Problem'
During Climb Upwards

around flickers.

•
unginal'Imitation'
Was Boxoffice Sock
IIOLLYWOOD — 'Imitation Of
Life," the picture that set boxoffice marks back in the 30's was
featured with some of the hest
acting to come out of Hollywood
up to that time.
Picture's theme, of course, was
on odd interracial kick. It dealt
with a Negro girl of mulatto skin
who wanted to be white. In saying so and making no bones about
it the firl even resented her own
mother, which she also admitted.
The mulatto rola 'Poole - by
name was played by Freddi
Washington, sister-in-law to Congressman Adam Powell by a
former marriage. Freddi with no
experience in films and very lit•
tle on stage performed admirably
in the role that was actually "the
picture." That was Miss Washington's first and last film role
but she will long be remembered

picture is changed to "Sarah
Jane.'The role is played by Susan Kohner, a newcomer to Hollywood. Lana Turner is in the new
version having the role played
originally by Claudette Colbert.
And there is also a change in
the script for this part. Whereas
Claudette Colbert was ahome
loving woman with pan cakes to
sell Lana plays a magazine gditor and movie script writer,
In the original picture Warren
William and Ned Sparks had the
male roles. Warren was one of
Claudette's two suitors; Sparks a
comical salesman who suggested
way to capitalize on a pancake
mix Claudette's maid (played by
Louise Beaver) a n d mother of
"Peola" was preparing. In t h e
current film now being made the
top male roles are handled by
John Gavin and Dan O'Herliby.
There will also be comedy in the
Back to the question of Negroes Negroes were barred off the
current pix. It is most unlikely
passing for white and earning streets night of dance and dared
that the current comic will prove
their pay under dark secret cov- not think of appearing near the
as potent as Ned Sparks. Ned's
ering also reaches the music field. dance hall.
droll and gravel voiced comedy
There are two Negroes, one a
th
Has ing lived in a certain sou-,
one of the highlights of the
male, who are rated the tops in ern town for many years I knew was
music circles.
several old families, both white
Of Life" is being filmed. With
MAHALIA JACKSON, famed
Even though there will be some
One is from Chicago: the other and Negro. When I played there
Miss Jackson, who stars in the
gospel singer watches shooting
from Kansas City. And incident• I often rode past the house I was changes in the coming version the
film, is producer Ross Hunter.
on set at Universal-Internatally one of the artists has had born in. an old broken down place theme will be very much t h e
ional where picture "Imitation
same. The role of "Sarah Jane"
a relative employed in The Chi- still occupied by Negroes.
one where a Negro girl
cago Defender.
On several occasions Ise w is still
wishes to be white and fights evNot so many years ago t h e youngsters known to me to be
eryone, including her own mother
girl in question was appearing in from Negroes In another town enwho make her wishes come
a loop theatre. That was in t h e ter the dance. They had themthrough workably. She has a boy
days when loop houses featured selves a ball, danced all night and
friend
in the picture who after
presentations with pix and live at the close joined some of the
learning of her racial connections
talent. A reporter from this pa- other patrons at a near by spot
begins to back up. This is among
per who knew the girl well took for food. I almost laughed o u t
the things that make "Sarah
it upon himself to visit back stage aloud when a promoter in c n e
Jane" most bitter with her na
and get an interview with the town told one of our band mem- tionality, her mother and the true
"passing" musician. Did he get bers "If I could admit the nigfacts of life. The changes, so the
the interview. Silly, indeed you gers in this town my hall wonld
studio reports. are made to modare. He didn't even get to see the be filled." He was beginning to
HOLLYWOOD — There is noth- a small town and becoming most
ernize the new version.
girl whom he knew very well be- worry when at a late hour the
ing unusual or precedent setting successful until the U.S. navy
The
coming
version
of
"Imitafore she moved over to the other hall was less than half filled. I
playing the role' exposed his racial identity. Fertion Of Life" will, like t h e Orig- in Susan Kohner
rer played the part of the Negro
side and hit stardom.
have appeared in Little Rock, inal, have a funeral scene when of ''Sarah Jane- a Negro girl.
Pearson as
In the case of the male musi- Ark., many times and had myself death takes 'Sarah Jane's moth
Pioneer in this respect w a s doctor with Beatrice
cian passing the story is even, a ball One engarement 'ook us er. However this part of the pro- Desiree's appearance as the Ram- his wife and also part Negro.
An even more exciting case of
LANA TURNER, left, and
more interesting. A relative, then to the—Stat? Capital building for ; gram will differ from the original part Street mistress of the star
Juanita Moore, are shown ,ar•
living in Chicago went to N e w a dance date and mid-day lunch- , in that it will feature a singing ! in "The Foxes Of Harrow." The Hollywood stars playing Negro or
York's famous Radio City Music eon as well. Governor at the time star, Mahalia Jackson singing gos- part was very small with much Quadroons is in the coming picHall to see him. foued the guy was named Brcugh or something pel tunes. Like the old version I being left to the imagination Out ture. "Night of Quarter Moon" in
but received the well known like that. I danced with the chief I the current one will have lots of the mere mention of Rampart, which Julie London and Aanna
brush off when the two finally executive's daughter several times; singing and praying and a long street in New Orleans brings ra- Kashfi will be seen in such riles.
met. Terrible indeed was fact that night while our relief combo funeral procession with white cial implications since Negroesi' In one scent Miss London has her
dress ripped off in a courtroom
that when asked about his mother was playing. Sorry, Gov. Fau- horses pulling the hearse, What occupy most of the street.
by name the musician disclaim- bus, but these are all facts. P.S. happens to "Sarah Jane" after
Then followed Jeanne Craine int to prove she is a quadroon. Nat
name'
Cole
and Billy Daniels appear in
by
that
a
mother
ed having
needless to say the old time mu- her mother's death is part of the "Pinky" a film where she. was1
and living in ""?. Finally when sician is a Negro.
I cast as half Negro. The same pic- the picture.
picture's punch.
By ELLEN .1 HILL \
the unwanted caller and relativi
ture presented Ethel Waters who I In recent weeks the fair boxNEW ORLEANS — (UPI)
mentioned fact that the small fin-.
was close friend and perhaps Ms- office attraction titled "Band of
Jeanne. Angels" starring Clark Gable hit How's jazz these days in N e
ger on the musician's hand hail
"related" to
.. tantly
the screens. In this one Clark be- Orleans, the cradle of its musical
remained crooked from an ac-ccErroll
I "Foxes of Harrow" enjoyed a
dent that he described as t h c
much better box office than d i d came infatuated with a half Ne- birth?
gro
girl (Yvonne DeCarlo) whontl "Not co hot," says noted jazz
cause the musician still dissent"Pinky " mainly because of Dixhe later married when she re- historian Dr. Edmond Souei,on,
ed. "I broke that finger playing
ie theatres turning thumbs down
fused to serve as his mistress. In a robust and handsome surgeon
football," he told the visitor. As
on the picture.
this one, unlike "Pinky" and "Lost who for 45 years has proclaimed
a matter of fact it was broken in
"Lost Boundaries" was perhaps, Boundaries" the
female star and and attempted to preserve t h
a softball game just as the caller
Erroll Garner and his trio will, 12 at Orchestra Hall, Chicago.
the most outspoken of the films in half bred Miss
DeCarlo was greatness of what he calls "New
and former Defender employee make a guest appearance on the
Both in his concert and his tel. as much as it was based on a unaware of having
Negro blood Orleans music."
said it was.
Dave Garroway show on Friday. vision program, Garner will be true story of a New Orleansl In her veins.
"The freshness has gone out of
One very famous musician, now Oct. 3, from 7 to 10 a.rn
w
accompanied by Eddie Calhoun. couple who waved to the N
More exciting vet was Natalie New Orleans," he sighed, rememretired and living on Chicago's
Garner will play some of h i s, bassist and Kelly Martin, pereas- England States and used asl Wood's playing half
Negro girl in bering the good old days when he
Southside gets a big kick out of latest works from his Columbia sionist.
white for several years, raising, the picture
"King's Go Forth."i was a college student and heard
the dupings he dealt Dixie for.so Lp .PARIS IMPRESSIONS a n di Garner also will make his last
a family under the later to be• Natalie as the girl friend of two the "fresh and fun" jazz of Kid
many years.
will feature some of the selee appearance of the season on the disclosed secrecy. Principal role youngsters, Frank Sinatra and
Ory, King Oliver Louie A r
Says he. "I used to play cer toms he will play on his Fall con. CBS radio music-ale "The Best In played by Nel Ferrer w a s story Tony
Curtis does a spectacular strong, and the others before tney
lain towns in the south where cert tour beginning Sunday, Oct. Music," Oct. 5 at I p
of his becoming a physician in job with the half breed rule.
I left the banks of the Mississippi

By ROB ROY
• Universal - International studios
with, action with
humming
.are
shooting on the picture "Imitation Of Life" as the main business at hand.
The picture is a revised edition
of an oldie made back in t h e
thirties. The story deals with a
Negro girl who wishes to be
white and defies everyone includ-

ned picture "Pinky," one of
the first of Hollywood's turn-

for her roles as "Peale."
the very great droll-gravel sof
The part of "Peola's" mother comica. And there had
to be
was played by Louise Beavers. glamour boy type. This
role v
Louise it must be said was a per- handled by Warren William
fect "Mother" in displaying t h e was in* love with
Claudette C
emotions of parent of an errant bert.
and much confused daughter. AftEven though "Imitation" was
er "Imitation" Louise moved into first big time interracial film
other films with success. S' h e theme was \ not based on "pr
was also seen and heard as "Beu- lems" as features most interr
lah" in the television series cre- lalers today. There was no "bi
ated for the late Hattie McDaniel. involved. What probleins
the I
Hattie played a ; maid-cook to tore offered came from "Pee
Claudette Colbert and lier.perform- ,and hers was pure and simpl
ance more or less glamorized Hie 'case of frishing to deny her r
part. Miss Colbert was an under., The picture enjoyed long
standing employer and Louise
hiliew York and Chicago. It a
devoted though heart throbbed ran to advantage in smaller hou
mother because of "Peola's ac- about the nation including t h
tions toward the color question.
solid south. In its favor, so far as
The early edition of "Imitittion" Dixie was concerned was the aboug
also offered a comic kick that was face theme. A Negro wishing hp
socksational. The comedy w a s enjoy the privileges of whiten
furnished by.Ned Sparks, one o( without success.

'Sarah Jane' Role
For Susan Kohner
Sets No Precedent

riving on set at Universal-Intemational where both are at

work in the film 'Imita
of Lite."

Jazz Expert Thinks Sepians Are
Elevating Music Out Of 'Groove

Garner Appears0
Garroway TV Then Radio

River.
cerebral in their approach to
"Oh, there are still some good MC. They are
getting music-a'
first rate jazz musicians around,''iueation and
anything that th
he said, "but when they are hag- fathers'
played smacks of tin
stied night after night by custom-I tomism
era in the so-called :Ian empori•,, "When
this generation of
urns .alork bourbon street to play gross goes —
that's it," ha 'S.A
"Muskat Alamble," "Panama" Although
jazz may be dYtliS
and "When the Saints go Mar:M- the city of
its birth, Dr: &tic
ing In" a don times eve i y intends to
see that it will have
night, the playing becomes stale fitting funeral
He announted th
"Real Jazz" le says. -has to New
Orleans will stage Ihug
be played for fuW And those boys
jazz/Pestlesl of its own Oct.
—although they ate first flight— in
conjunction with" internatio
have had the freshness beat out
week
„
of them."
"We have lined up the gm*
He also predicts
end for jazz mesicians there
are"
"Ness Orleans Music" as played said
said, "And there's
by Negroes.
some real New Ort71
"Negro musicians are 'getting
played."

1

September Will Forever Hold Its Charms For Crystal Ervin,Fred Pannell
Camera Captures
'Symphony Of Bliss'
..4010

• WHEN LOVELY Crystal Winslow Ervin and handsome Fred Haven Pannell repeated their marriage
vows in historic St. Edmund's church their nuptials
attracted many of Chicago's socially prominent
families. The young couple, both whom teach in the
Chicago public school system, promised to "love and
cherish" before the church's rector, Fr. Samuel J
Martin.
• A FASHIONABLE assemblage witnessed the impressive Episcopalian nuptials and then journeyed to the
Ervin home on So. Prairie aye where the recePtion
was held. The couple's happiness is mirrored on their
faces as they hurry from the church (photo left) and
then seal it with a kiss.

!t.

• PHOTO BELOW: The wedding party strikes a formal
pose for Defender Photographer Tony Rhoden. It includes (rear) Audrey Smith, Steven Pannell, Bernard
Spillman, Delores Hatch, Clarence Washington, the
bride and groom, Mr. and Mrs Fred Pannell; Dorothy
White, Russell Spillman, Irene Jordan, Charles Roberts
and Marilyn Washington. Front: Caroline Wilkins,
flower girl; Guy Washington, ring bearer and Gail
Freeman, flower girl.
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P Martin,
• WITH A HEARTY handclasp Dr. Samuel
rector of St. Edmund's Episcopal church, offers the
radiant couple his blessings and best wishes for health
and happiness. Crystal's exquisite gown was demurely
fashioned of Alencon lace and taffeta, the bodice
lavishly re-embroidered in sequins and pearls.. The
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• A CONGRATULATORY card is .enlgyed by Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Haven Pannell as they examine a profusion
of lavish, elegant and useful gifts during the wedding
reception which attracted more than 300 guests to
the bride's parents home to sip, chat and wish them
"smooth sailing." Photo center left: Crystal and Fred
graciously display their rings and receive the compli.
ments of (from left) Misses and Mesdames Jacqueline
Tillman, Betty Ellis, Yvonne Johnson, Anita Spill.
man and Fran Johnson.

groom wore the traditional formal cutaway and
striped trousers.
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• SCURRYING FOR the shelter of the auto which
whisked them away to their wedding reception the
newlyweds laughingly duck a shower of rice, tossed

• A TALENTED young musician, the bride is a teacher
and director of music at Parkman school, and is doing
graduate work in music at Roosevelt university. Her
parents, both prominent in social and civic circles,
are Mr. and Mrs. Lealand Merrill Ervin of Park
Manor. The groom, who teaches at Lewis Champlin
by a group of well-wishers. They are residing in
elementary school, is the son of Mr and Mrs. John
Michael Reese's new Prairie Shores overlooking Lake
Pannell, also prominent in Windy City affairs.
Michigan. (Defender photos by Rhoden; story inside).
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You'll See Them In Ebony Fair

Sot., Oct. 4, 1958

ter-in-law, Grace Collins, was also
LOOK FO THE YWCA
a guest at the pretty party.
A perusal of the Vance Avenue
•••
Branch YWCA's brochure reveals Chic Martha Anderson beckoned
that they're not exaggerating one
her fellow members of THREE
bit when they proclaim, "We're goC's Club at her lovely home on
ing places and doing things " and
loka St., where she was assisted
their invitation to join this worthby her sister, Estelle A. Walters,
while organization is one to be and friend Juanita Arnold. Succuseriously considered by any womlent filet mignon was focal point
an-regardless of age group—who is o
of a delicious menu . . . and the
interested in improving herself,
galetY of a setting of colorful
Beginning early in October, class- fall
flowers . . . much fun with
ParliaSpeech.
es in Effective
"Guess" boxes and scintillating
Sew'
Manners,
Usage,
mentary
repartee added up to a wondering, Beginning Bridge and Square ful party which was shared by
Dancing will begin. Classes are guests Rubye Gadison and Lola
open to any person upon payment Hargraves.
•••
of the membership fee — $1.50 per
•
year; and specific information on Last. Saturday night found mema n y of t h e aforementioned
the SEQUINS CLUB gathclasses may be had by simply bet- of
at Tony's Inn, huddled in
calling the Vance Avenue Branch ered
planning for their swank
YW — JA 6-2340. Then too, there serious
dancing party slated
are the YWCA clubs . . . YW- champagne
week end . . .
Wives .. . Y-Teens . Hospitality for Thanksgiving
(tuxedo) affair will
and Live Yens Bound to attract the black tie
at beautiful Top Hat and
more and more interest because be held
club . . and promises to
of the overwhelming success of Tails
THE affair of the festive holi•
previous educational tours spon- be
week end. Chairmen Rubye
sored by Vance Avenue Branch day
Gadison and Margaret Bush —
airship fund, and aid the Fami. . . 1958-59 tours will include a
12 hi Ellis andlteriiis. The
Fair when it is presented by
MODELS COMING HERE —
with committee members
trip to Hot Springs. Ark., on Nov. along
ly Welfare. From left
the Memphis Slumni chapter , Memphis performance, which
Williams. These three lovely models are
Mildred
and
Mims
Ruth
delightthe
in
Its right are: Well-known ('OR1, to spend a day
is a part of a 30-city tour,
of the Delta Sigma Theta soramong the number who will
— have been working for a long
DIE KING, pretty BERT CUL•
echo].
thelltororlty's
ful spa city and take in the views
benefit
will
evening,
Oct.
Sunday
on
ority
Fashion
Ebony
the
in
appear
one
time now to make this event
from the mountain tops . . that
it
when
to be long remembered
National Bath House and the .
takes place.
famed Alligator Farm. And next!
Sequins Rose Nell Iles in a gorsummer, plans have been made
..
to go to Miami, Havana, Cuba, gnus shocking green silk print.
and Nassau (in the Bahama Is-I a perfect foil for her blond beauI ty . . . sophisticated Margaret
lands.)
..
Members on this tour will el- I Bush in black eyelet wool .
plore these "gems of the Carib- and Juanita Brewster Poston in a
The Ebony Fashion Fair, which t
bean," all the while enjoying the silk black on white blouson frock
KAMPALA. Urganda — (UPI) —
luxury of the "Evangeline" liner . . . were among the eye-catching
When a Karamojong warrior in will be presented at the Ellis Aupresent.
— with its air conditioning phones, smartly clad members
northern Uganda wants to marry ditprium, Sunday, Oct. 12, at 8
he must rustle up the price of a p. m., is the topic of discussion
- in each stateroom, swimming pool, l A surprise bridal "sip and dip"
among Memphians this week.
sundeck. beautiful cocktail lounge, party was given by Cynthia
bride.
Talk among neighbors, friends
reading lounge, dance salon . . . Green and Harriette Walker for ohA bride costs 50 cows—which exwonderful meals served in the din- so-atiractive Thelma Fields House,
plains why Karamojong raiders and fashion lovers is concerned
lug salon . . . and a full enter-, daughter of Rev. and Mrs. W. M.
have stolen 16,000 head of cattle al- with what each anticipates at the
tainment schedule aboard ship sr• !Fields, who was quietly married
ready this year in raids in which at exotic fashion parade.
is
cruise
who
recently to Robert House,
Some are excited with the beau-ranged by an experienced
least 36 people have been killed.
director and staff. They see a freshman student at Meharry
Karamojong Representative J. ty, charm and glamour of the wombeautifully
fab-I
The
tour
college.
Medical
beautiful Tallahassee and
Lokolimni explained the situation en models and others speak of
visit Silver executed party was held at the
'dons Miami .
to the Uganda legislature when it the elegance, grace, and assurance
passed a "cattle raiding-- bill" of the handsome men in the show.
Springs and Winter Garden . . beautiful Quinn Avenue home of
Truly, we believe that Memphis
board the ship in Miami and sail Cynthia and her parents, Thrift
Tuesday. The bill empowers t h e
to Havana, Cuba, which has all and Richard Green. Thrift assisted
Uganda government to declare patrons have never had such a
"special areas" where all move- treat as we expect them to rethe romance of Paris, and all the her daughter .. . and evidences
with its of the artistry of .the hostesses
ment of men or livestock is pro- ceive at the fabulous occasion.
charm of Madrid . .
Read in this issue some of the
hibited without government perfamed fortress, !Bases, famous were evidenced in decorations of
and
comments of those who truly know
boulevards, cigar factories and bridal bells of assorted shapes
mission.
nothing
bloom.'
Government spokesman G. B. fashion.
sizes and prolusions of fall
rum distillery . . . to say
DR. T. J. RANEY (left) presschool buildings. Gov. aubus,
Tickets are already going so
Cartland said cattle raiding is inof Havana's world-famous night Guests who all brought gifts to
ident of the Little Rock Priv•
said earlier Sunday. "lhey
Marie
were
bride
creasing in the Karamojong dis- fast that some fear that the north
the lovely young
- life.
Corporation and Atfrom
School
opening
us
ate
keep
can't
the big auditorium should
All this, before sailing on to I Brittmon, Carolyn Rhodes, Geneva
torney General Bruce Bennett
private schools." (UPI Tele- trict despite reinforced police pa- hall of
Nassau, one of the world's most Reddus, Dorothy Baker, Charlotte
trols using jeeps, radio and spot- have been used rather than the
leave administration
(right)
photo)
south hall. Tickets may be obtainter planes.
famous resorts ... with its "Old Brooks, Juanita Whitfield, Evelyn
building after attending a
. World" charm . . . open market.Newman, Andrewnetta H. Jones, closed meeting of the school
places filled with British and Eur- Rose Thomas, Joyce M. Blackboard late Sunday. Bennett adopean imports — china, glass, sil- ' mon, Billie Jean Crawford, Cevised the board on legal probverware, leather, textiles, per- lestine Owens, Gwendolyn Vincent, lems of leasing closed high
Evolution of America's "Original Tranquilizer"
fur es, fine wines . . . all at a Bertha Stevens, Jean Black and
fraction of their prices in the Jackie Allen.
STOCKHOLM, Sweden — Russia
Snuff, the oldest known form of tobacco,
states.
CHIT CHAT
was discovered by Columbus and other
won five gold medals to capture
Int_rested??? We know you are
Out Tony's Inn way Saturday
early-day explorers to the New World. It
. and YWCA members can get night . . . another gay group was the world weight-lifting champion.
was introduced to Spain and soon there'all the details from their branch Charles and Evelyn Iles, Nina and ships while the United States was
after royalty throughout all of Europe and
officers. What is the YWCA??? The Eugene (Sonny) Brayon and Rose able to win only two first-places.
the British Isles was sniffing contentedly.
YWCA is a membership organiza- Nell and Leo Iles. . .who were adFrom the 16th co I ath century there was
HESPERIA, Calif. — Young
tion. All participants in the YWCA ding to the joy of the celebration
no greater mark of nobility.
program are members. Women of Evelyn and Charles' eighth wed- John McMullin of Richmond. Calwho are interested in promoting ding anniversary- . while in an if., overtook Gene Littler of Singthe YWCA are also members. The other sector, E. Laws was hostess ing Hills, Calif. to win the 517.000
Apple
YWCA is an inclusive organiza- to the J-U-G-S, who welcomed H. Hesperia Open Golf title with a season's
tion . . . women and girls of all sn Cooke and Gerry Anderson as 17-under par 271.
here!
Tregt the
ages, races, nationalities, eco- new members — with Velma Lois,
family to some
nomic and education backgrounds Jones, Gloria Weaver, Sarah Chinold-fashioned
the
in
welcome
are
It wosn't until snuff come back
and all faiths
Josephine Bridges. Modean
Rosalie Scott
apple
across the Atlantic with the ColYWCA. The YWCA is an organiza- Thompson! Marie Bradford and Dcdumplings. For a special treat
onists that present.day uses bedress them up with this spicy
tion with # Christian purpose.
lores Lewis on hand to usher their
•••
gan to crystalize. To the piosauce., so creamy and delicious
two charming new additions into!
made with Carnation Evapou,pted
neers there was something too
VISITING
fold of this outstanding chari•
the
In
makes
Carnation
Milk.
fact.
remindful of the tyrannical rulers
Mrs. Ilattie Ford Yount of Wash- ty organization.
and
"Iumpfree"
better
all
sauces
bock home in the "dandified"
IP.
• ••
ington, D. C., who is visiting her
too. It's homogenized for better
sniffing custom, and they prewith
ingredients.
all
blending
.
.
mother. Mrs. Lurvenda Lyles of
sympathy
of
direction
In the
ferred to taste, rather than sme:'
IS04 Thomas, was feted with a . use learned with much regret of
the expertly flavored.
SPICY SAUCE
barbecue dinner at the home of Mr. the loss of Geraldin Diamond's
aged tobacco.
(Makes 6 serN.ings)
and Mrs. J. D. Williams, 504 Bos- mother in Little Rock, Ark. last
l/s cup sugar
•••
ton st., last Wednesday eve-fling. weed . . and of the illness of Dr.
1 1/2 tablespoons flour
Mrs. Young is now doing social C. M. Roulhac which confined him
salt
Vs teaspoon
The popularity of American.
service work in Washington. where at E. H. Crump Hospital recent1/4 teaspoon cinnamon
style Snuff continues to this day
she, her husband and daughter. ly.
4
/
1
teaspoon
nutmeg
with more than 36 million
June, make their home. While in
•• s
1 cup undiluted CARNATION
pounds consumed annually in
the city, she will tssist in makMemphians I
of
list
your
to
Add
fresh,
of
MILK
sense
EVAPORATED
the
same manner established by
ing mans for the Manassas High who have taken to those smart There's a
our
pioneer forefathers. Indussweet cleanliness tbat only
School Alumni Association's an. foreign cars
Combine all ingredients in a
. . that of pert
trial
workers (especially in
saucepan. Cook over medium
nual Homecotning, ,vhich will be Margaret Rivers, who is current- "Lysol" brings.
plants where smoking is forbidheat, stirring constantly, until
held in November The associatios dashing about town in a dashden), formers, miners and lumthickened. Serve over warm or
That's why millions of
plans to make this an annual af- ing—white and blactrim Austinberjacks consume large guanti.
cold apple dumplings.
•
women douche with it regularly.
fair, calling upon giaduates all Healy
ties Snuff's also a big favorite
an English sports type,,
TO MAKE DUMPLINGS: Core 6 bakover the country
with hunters, fishermen, guides
ing apples' Mix 8 tablespoons
model — a gift from her bus- They know "Lysol" brand
Guests at the natty honoring band. well-known Dr. Frederick
brown sugar and 1.'s teaspoon
and other outdoorsrnen
offrom
you
keeps
disinfectant
C
Sallie
Fill
cinnamon.
with
Mrs
each
apple
were
Sirs Young
Rivers
sugar mixture. Place 1 teaspoon
fending. Ends odor by killing
Bartholomew, Miss Ruth Waller,
butter on top. Prepare your faHowell,
Ceralu
Mrs
and
Mr.
odor-causing germs!
ler,
Free African Movement
vorite pastry. Roll out as for pie
OVEN FRESH
Mrs. ilernite flietardson, Mrs. 'Visit U.S.A.'Year
crust. Cut six 8-inch squares.
KAMPALA. Uganda. — (UPI) -new, milder
know
They
an
in
of
Place
apple
the
Clemmie Bosley and Dr. Charles
center
Twenty-one political leaders of
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
each. Moisten edges of pastry.
"Lysol" can't harm you.
Pinkston.
in Africa
President Eisenhower issued a
•••
Bring corners to top of apple. five British territories
Preen seams together. Place in announced Friday they have formjob
better
a
does
"Lysol"
THOSE INTERESTING PARTIES proclamation fixing 1960 as "Visit
shallow baking pan. Bake in hot ed a "Pan-African freedom movethan home-style douches, inIn the realm of smart clubs be The U. S. of America Year."
oven (375`F.) 30 to 35 minutes
ment of East and ('entral Africa."
or until done.
cluding vinegar. Use it regularginning the Fall social season with
The native leaders of Uganda,'
DE.
THE
.
.
brilliant parties
ly. Be Jure of
C Rae Prirn ea in D.8. A
s
Tanganyika, Nyasaland, Kenya
guests
recent
the
Bonair Set were
you, daintiness!
and Zanzibar said they would corn
of pert Julia Collins at Tony's inn,
hat imperialism and "coordinate
mood,
festive
the
to
added
where
non-violent nationalist efforts,"
For free booklet
of rembers and guests was thei
They wanted to establish democra•
on how to douche,
surprise baby shower in honor of
cy and self-government throughout
WT11! "Lysol,"
the hostess. One can imagine her,
Africa
Bloomfield, N. I,.
eharerin and utter speechlessness
NN-58.
Dept.
when she found out that at her
own party she was really the hon
once? The popular matron receivtakes Diapers off your kends
ed goodies of precious gifts for
. eff your mind, too . . . at rs
the expected heir in the Collins:
cost of only pennies a day!
To whip rr.om succ•ssfully, vita
manse. Cocktails, delicious fare
RECORDS FOR EVER TONI
scriall, deep bowl. Chill bowl, roand interesting prizes going to Cetary beater and cream. Whip croon,
celia Willis and Helen Batts. the
12.•lttt.C•eays
106 P•ple• •11 Lawflobrol•l•
•••.0
conand
sugar
add
than
thick,
until
erudite bridge players of the club
tinue betiding until peaks form.
Phone IA 9-6346
FOR DETAILS
and Bootsie Ford,
that night
the lucky guest winner. Julia's sus-
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BREATH and shapely Carole
Preston, The trio will model
in 3 90.minute production which
will feature the latest fashion

created by Paris, Rome and
American designers. Mrs. Freda ('. Delinight is the directnr
and commentator of the show.

Price Of Brides
Cross Section Of Styles Will Be
Blamed For
Cattle Raiding Shown At The Ebony Fashion Fair

"SNUFF...From Blueblood To RedblOodrt

I

ed from your nearest Delta friend./ Deltas, in Memphis, as through.
The stubs will be used to assure) out the nation, have provided edu
patrons of a one year subscription' cational opportunities for a large
to Ebony magazine or extend their! number of students through their
present subscription to another, generous scholarship program.
year. They will also serve as , Annually they make attractive
chances on the lovely door prizes. I donations to all character building
According to Mrs. Freda De- organizations, and supply needy
Knight, director and commentator, children with Christmas elcipes,
the fashions will suggest to worn- toys, fruits and candies, to give
personalities."help them to them the joy of the Yuletide — the
tinw
"
hseitrha
reveal lettheir
neilrldelight of any youns heart.
She says, "Beautiful c lot h e s Mrs. A. Maceo Walker. the
alone do not make a woman —. very progressive and humanitarian
but worn with dignity make a nresident of the local Alumni
woman fashionable, attractive and rhapter of the Deltas, with her
refreshing."
rine committee chairmen, is leas,•
In speaking of some of the styles ing no stone unturned to see to it
in this seasons lines, Mrs. De- that the Memphis public leaves
Knight said, "Good posture Can the fashion review charmed and
work wonders, and the grace- happy.
Mrs. Vasco Smith and Mrs.
ful carriage will certainly help a
woman to express her feminine Ernest Abron are Cla - chairman
appeal with a flair, yet retain her men of the event Mrs. Catherine
own individuality."
Thornton is in charge of ticket
Included in the "Fashion Fair" sales. Mrs. Gladys Greene and
will be creations froni top name Mrs. Ruby Gadison will direct the
designers in Paris, Rome. a n d ushers, and Mrs. Addie D. Jones
Mrs. Ritbye Chambers and Mrs.
America.
A highlight in accessories will Hattie House have charge of pubbe Italian shoes and gloves.
licity.
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Like father-like son
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you use "Lysol"!

Taystee
Bread

Sani-Care

PAPER SERVICE POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP

Call FA. 4-2625

4

Bolted while you sleep'

ALPHA GAMMA CHAPTER
DELTA SIGMA THETA SORORITY
Presents A
•nefit Performance
of the

"EBONY
'64

for the Scholarship Fund
and Family Welfare
Se• the latest fashions for men end
woman around the world.
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1931
Ellis Auditorium
110 P.M.
EBONY'. most beautiful models will
fesstur• all the new leeks from P.m),
and law.
FOR INFORMATION CALL
Mrs. V. A. Smith, Jr.
WH 6-6082
Mn, A. M. Walker
WH 8-9631
Mrs, Ernest Akron
WH 2-4136
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Service, Main Product, Theme Of
Annual Southern Beauty Congress

SAL
• By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke

BIRMINGHAM, Ala — "Service South's oldest beauty culture ex•
Is Your Most Important Product" hibition. It will he held in the
is the theme of the 13th annual Masonic auditorium, 1630 No. 4th
meeting of the Southern Beauty ave.
Congress show to be held in this
This year's show will include
city Oct. 26 through 29.
several educational workshops and
Southern Beauty Congress is the I clinics for teachers and beauty

culturnits. The latest techniques
and methods of teaching and practicing beauty culture are demonHere's hoping the recent rains grams with Radio Station WJAK
strated at these sessions.
we have had didn't drown you out is editor ,vith Marion Baker
One of the highlights of the four.
workalthough they did bring a bit of ing as his associate editor. floth
dayconference will be a special
had luck to one of our home are seniors. Mrs. S. L. Polk.
and unique "brainstorming" workbusifootball teams, the Lane College ness education instructor is
shop for beauty school owners and
in.
Dragons. Rust college was here charge of the newspaper.
teachers and vocational school inwith supposedly everything as well
structors.
Students and teachers got a holias the officials and many out of day last Friday when school
The workshop will be conducted
was
town guests, but no game. The out for the Madison County Fair
by two representatives from Mirain just wouldn't let up on last which is in Jackson. The Fair
lady Publishing corporation of New
Saturday night for this game to is looked forward to annually by
York.
be played and you know everyone children and adults for in addiBrainstorming sessions will be
was greatly disappointed for the tion to enjoyment, old faces are
held on topics such as recruiting
first college game of the season. seen and many come from far and
new students; planned lesson proWe are behind the Dragons 100 near at this time of the year, simpgrams; public relations. motivaper cent though, this week, as they ly to meet at the Fair. Here's hoption and your students; satellites
travel to Alabama to meet Ala- ing you had a wonderful time and
and their affect on students;
bama A&M college in Normal, Ala. best of luck to the winner of the
NEW ORLEANS — The school mission Seminar at DePauw uniTeaching salesmanship in your
The Merry High Green Hornets' brand new car that was to be
integration crisis is the major versity;
school; English and speech made
have taken two one from Ilum- given away on Thursday.
topic of discussion among both
Miss Audimese Morris, N e w easy and visual aids.
botdt, and one from Paducah They
white and Negro college students, Orleans, who attended the altthoRecent visitors in the city were
Mrs. Ruth J. Jackson, chairman
will meet Dyersburg there this Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Slack and
according to Dillard university dist Student Regional Conference
of Southern Beauty Congress, anweek end. The next home game for their daughter of Chicago, Ill.
students who participated in in at Mt. Sequoia, Ark.;
nounced that the workshop will be
terracial and intercultural conMerry will be on Oct. 2, when Mr. Slack is a graduate of Merry
Althea McRoyal, New Orleans. different from any ever conducted
ferences and work projects dur- Sandra Parker. also New Orleans
they meet Milan. Plans are already High school and Chicago Teacher's
by any organization for those ening the summer.
In the making for homecoming on college. Mrs. Slack did her college
Charles Witchett, Houston, Tex.; gaged in the teaching of beauty
Relating their experiences at a Louise Jennings, Birmingham.
Oct. 30, when the Hornets will work at Lane college. Both are
culture.
special all-university assembly, Ala.; and Kinchen and Wilson, all
meet Douglas High from Memphis. in the field of social work in Chithe students all emphasized the of whom attended the YMCA-YW- "We need to put more and more
They are asking all former Mer- cago.
concern of collegians with ques- CA Leadership Conference at Blue stress on a wider degree of eduryites to make a date for that
Mrs. Nanomi Pulliam Morgan
cation to help our students to be
tions of race.
date.
Ridge, N. C.
spent several days in Jackson
better prepared to serve a larger
IRISH DAILYS
STUDENT COUNCIL GETS
, visiting with her mother on Eden
and more advanced public," Mrs.
OFF TO GOOD START
One of the students on the panst. She now resides in Chicago,
Jackson said.
el, who spent the summer at lrinThe Student Council at Merry
"Take for instance the satelity college, Dublin, said that the
nigh school has gotten off to a ON THE SOCIAL SIDE
lite phase of the program," Mrs.
integration controversy in the
wonderful start under the strong
The Criterion Bridge Club had
Jackson
continued, "the purpose
United States was making nearly
leadership of Ross Bruce Cheairs. their regular meeting in the loveof it is to give the beauty school
daily headlines in Irish newspapOfficers working along with Mr. ly home of Mrs. Lula Bell Martin
teachers a simple outline of what
ers.
Cheairs are Mary Ann Gilstrap, on last Thursday evening with
satellites are, their purpose, how
Participating in the program
first vice president; Edna Wo- Mrs. Martin serving as hostess.
they operate and the effects they,
were:
mack, second vice president; Eric The menu served was very tempthave on our thinking and daily
Miss Bette Morgan of New Or4'hitimas, third vice president; Lin- ing barbecued chicken, creamed
actions."
leans, who worked in New York
da Kay Shipp, secretary; Micci- asparagus, potato salad on lettuce
Mrs. Jackson pointed out that
City as a volunteer worker in a
cent Brown, assistant secretary; and hot rolls with iced tea. Prothe same theory applies to the
settlement house for recent arriv- "After a thorough investigaAnnie L. Springfield, correspond- gressive bridge scores ran high
session
on "English and speech'.
als from Puerto Rico under the tion," said Douglass High school
ing secretary; Patricia Hampton, with Mrs. Julia Sheegog getting
SPRING WEDDING PLANsend to Willie James Tate,
at the F.. H. Crump Memorial
principal J. D. Springer, "not a 'Many of the students who turn
the
of
Project
Summer
Service
treasurer and Earline Stewart, first prize and Mrs. Bernice Lucas
NED — Mr. and Mrs. John H.
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Wilhospital. Mr. Tate is a senior
singel Douglass student was in- to beauty culture as a career never
YM CA-YWCA ;
chaplain. The Council this year receiving second. Other members
Townsend recently announc•
lie Tate of Memphis A graduat Tennessee A and I State
volved in the fight" that took attended high school.
New
consists of 35 members made up present were Mesdames Annie M.
also
Banks,
ed the engagement of their
ate of Manassas High school.
Miss Sheila
university. An early spring
place Sept. 12, aboard a Memphis "As beauty sehool owners and
of
the
part
spent
who
daughter, Miss Vervice TownOrleans,
bf representatives from the home -Bond, Vera Brooks. Merietta
Miss Townsend is employed
wedding is planned.
teachers, we feel we should
Transit bus.
'rooms. There is a traffic cam- Ilughes, Royal Etta Cunningham,
summer on an Indian reservation
The fight started after a foot- do everything we possibly can to
FellowLisle
14)
attending
the
-paign on now by the Council to Fannie H. Dobbins, Gertrude
while
help them prepare themselves to
come.
comfortable, all is lost.
Denver, ball game between Douglass and
keep down noise during the pass- Ford. and Aline Maney who sat
"I'm a great believer In gold "Not trying for floor interest. ship encampment near
Hamilton High schools in Melrose meet, greet and serve the publie
Colo.;
ing of classes and already an im- in for a vacancy. Everyone enjoythe
same as a doctor, lawyer,
for curtains," said the decorator I'm against wall • to- - wall carpetEarl White, Miami, Fla., who stadium.
provement is seen. Linda Shipp ed a very pleasant evening, inin an interview. "They give any ing through the house; looks stufteacher or any other professional
NaSpringer
said
that
of
the
seven
the
four-week
participated in
Is to be commended for being cluding your scribe.
house a feeling of sunshine."
person," Mrs. Jackson asserted.
fed.
tional Homan Relations Seniinar juveniles held in the Juvenile
Just a reminder of the Fashion
elected from her homeroom for the
"1 think a house should reflect
Outsanding hairstylists, well"And
failing
to
make
the
court,
"not
one
was
a
best
university;
Douglass
Friday,
on
Ohio
State
place
at
council
to
take
to
serve
as
Review
fourth year
what the family is, and also what
known beauty culturists and top
use of accessories,
Phyllis Champion, Frank- student."
Miss
representative.
Oct. 3, at Macedonia Baptist
it hopes to become," she continleaders in the beauty industry are
lin, La., who spent the summer Seven other youth are being held
' Advisors to the Student Council church. This affair is sponsored
ued.
included on the program.
in Ireland;
to the state on a charge of startare Mrs. J. A. Cooke and V. J. by the YWA Girls of the church
Guest artists conducting daily
"And I don't think money has1
Miss Lois Toucher, New Orleans, ing an affray. Capt. W. W. Wilkinwith Mrs. Earl Shaw as their adGilmore.
clinics will be Bill Simmons and
much to do with a tasteful home,
who attended the Student Citizen- son, head of the police homicide
The first edition of the Merry visor.
NEW YORK — (UPI) — We To ine, it is bad taste for a house
Landeros of New York City and
ship Seminar in Washington, a department. said that neither of
Again on Sunday the women of women behave like a bunch of
t h e school newspaper
Clemmie Anthony of Milwaukee.
to shout how expensive the furwork-study project to familiarize these boys is a Douglas; student.
for the school year of 1958-59 came the church will celebrate Woman's Mns Milquetoasts in our home nishings are; neither
In addition, 18 of America's leadshould
it
government
their
with
students
DeMrs.
Cora
off the press last week and the Day at which time
It was determined that boys liv• ing dealers will exhibit new equipdecorating, says Mrs. Beverly display all the work that went
9
employment
in
summer
through
speaker.
the
guest
the
pawill
be
berry
difference in the format of
ing in Bingliampton who do not
Reitz.
into making it what it is
federal departments and offices; attend Douglass were the aggres- ment and beauty products.
per was very exciting. V. Merry They are inviting all to witness "Timid souls," said Mrs. Reitz "I'm against
Mrs. Jackson extends an invitaa room looking too
Floyd Wilson, Lake Charles, La. sors in the bus fight, police said.
who is known for his radio pro- their activities for the week end. a decorater for 20 years. "And worked
tion to all beauty school owners,
on. too matched, too coand Miss Carolyn Godfrey, Baton
teachers of beauty culture and
copy cats," she added, in describ- ordina led."
attended the
DETROIT — Mrs. Emmadean Rouge, La., who
beauticians to attend this year's
ing most of us do-it-yourselfers.
Asked to list the most common
George Williams Camp at Lake
direcnationlil
program
unique show.
"Timidly shows in the way -a "sins" committed by the amateur Boyette
Geneva,.Wis.. where Wilson was
Registration
and reservation
woman follows exactly w
t decorator, Mrs. Reitz had the an- tor of the National Sorority of
elected president of the Commumay be obtained at Southern
Delta Kappa held a workshop re- nity Council;
everyone is doing, in being afraid swers ready immediately;
Beauty
Congress
headquarters, 316
tor
to have a house different from all "Copying the neighbors.
cently at Randora in Detroit,
Ernest Kinchen, Lafayette, La.,
No. 17th at., Birmingham.
the others on the block.
"Striving for decorating effect the purpose of evaluating the and Miss I.ula Mae Harris, New
aircraft 'It shows In color schemes, over comfort. If a house is not
attended the NaA groqp of nutritionists whose feeding of transport
years program and planning for Orleans, who
sim-I e My advice to the home - maker
con- The next regular meeting of the
tional Student Association
chief current concern is that man crews, a hot food program
the year ahead.
ilar to that available on commer.i always is, don't be timid, hut do
ference on educational problems Hyde Park Hollywood Civic club
chapters
Problems of the
on this planet be properly fed, cial airlines, is carried on.
at Ohio Wesleyan university.
I be careful. Select accessories and
will be on Oct. 9. at the Hyde Park
heard recently about the probthroughout the country, as to the
Miss Joyce Lee, New Orleans, school, at 7:30 p.m. All members
In some of the faster and high-1 furniture with thought; they will
once
he
enlems of feeding mad
way the program has been car- who participated in the National are urged to be present, New
er flying planes (15,000 to 40,000; be around for a long time."
ters space travel.
ried out most effectively were pre- Baptist Student Union conference members are welcomed.
feet) where crew members must' If you're unsure of yourself in
Lt. Colonel William D. Nettles. continuously keep one hand on the decorating, Mrs. Reitz offered one
sented by the regional directors at Green Lake, Wis.;
During this meeting the club exa
Miss Gloria Lester, Franklinton, pects to close the special finanAir Force liaison officer, Quarter- controls, and must wear restrict- cure: knowledge.
and discussed by the group. T h e
the
delegate
to
Inwho
was
.a
Container
were
La.,
Food
and
weaknesses
master
strengths and
cial drive and plan for a communive protective clothing, a special,' "Study books on the subjects,
National Methodist Student Corn. ity bargain night.
stitute, told a luncheon meeting ly developed meal consisting of read newspapers and magazines; TALLAHASSEE — Mr. and Mrs. carefully evaluated.
of the Chicago Nutrition associa- bite-sized food is provided, Net- developing taste in decorating is Willie Baker, Sr. announce the en
Highpoints of the conference rePresident H. Winfield said that
tton about some of the difficul- tles related.
like developing it in dress. The gagement of their daughter, Janie ports were those on improvements director of public relations also at- the club regretted the incident
ties encountered in feeding mem- In high-altitude, high-perform. more you know, the surer you befor
room
recreational
meetings
tended
the
Made in the
of the Friendly Cab company.
to Charles Young, son of Mr. and
bers of the Air Force in different ance aircraft (over 40,000 feet) in
Committee members present They are grateful for the action
children afflicted with polio at the
Mrs. Daniel Young of White
tyres of aircraft,
were Mrs. Claramae Long, Mrs. taken by the management. He said
hospital in Tuskegee, Ala.
which the airman must wear a and will continue to be quite a
Plains, New York.
For passenger feeding and the pressure suit at all times, a unique
challenge. The indoctrinatice proThe children's reading room in Harriett Reed, Mrs. Springer, New that their organization went on
feeding problem exists. It has be- gram will be complex," said Net- The bride-elect is a graduate of Monrovia. Liberia; the remedial York City, Mrs. Beatrice Jackson, record as clearing the company of
Florida
A
and
M
University
High
come necessary to develop foods tles.
subject matter clinics, forums and Camden, N. J.; Misses Angeline recent charges in its employment.
school and is now attending Flothat can be passed through an
professional liners held to better Ross, Irene Morgan, Mrs. Wini- He states that the company is a
The Quartermaster Food and
rida
A
and
M
university.
opening 5 16 inch in diameter in Container Institute, 1819 West Peracquaint parents with new trends fred Fairfax, Lorraine Patterson, reliable institution.
the face piece of the helmet.
shing rd., is charged with coordin- Young was graduated from in education, or those for the im- Thelma Yates, Doris Catchings
The club is continuinig its plan
The best solution seems to be ating the research and engineering White Plains High school. Ile has provement of teaching stardards. and Lynette Taylor, all of Detroit. for the aid of its junior members
liquid
and
spent
four
years
in
the
Navy,
the use of
semi-solid program necessary to supply the
Attending the conference were
in their drive for advancement. Refoods in collapsible containers that Army, Navy and Air Force with and is now attending Florida A Supreme Basilcus Marion H. 811.11
cently a junior member was helpVISITS MEMPHIS—Mrs. Ellen
have an extension tube on them.
subsistence meeting their varied and M university.
itt, Mrs. Gladys M. Ross, one of
ed in her matriculation at LeMoy- Page. of Alexandria, La., was
Nettles said that twelve foods operational requirements.
The date of the wedding will be the founders Regional Directorsj
ne college.
in Memphis for two weeks
for such a system have already
It also has responsibility for de. announced later. Young is cur Mrs. Helen W. Maxwell, Mrs. Ro-1
James Braswell is the vice-presivisiting with her daughter and
been developed, with more in the viloping new or improved methods tently number one fullback on the setta D. Elliott, and Mrs. Hellyn I
dent and Mrs. Grace Parker, sec. son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. H.
planning stage.
for processing, preservation, pack- defending national champion foot- B. Johns.
ond vice-president.
M. Adams, of 568 Stephens
"As man starts to unravel the aging, and packing.
Mrs. Mayola L. Senior, national
ball team, the A and M Rattlers.
pl., who were married at the
problems involved in space travel,
Newman Methodist church on
MOSCOW — ((PI) — Russia
consideraticn needs to be given to
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Speaking
Aug. 21. Mrs. Adams is the
said today it has developed a new
the conditions under which man
at First Baptist church here on
Former
Miss Ida G. Page, who
must consume food. For example,
Sunday Mrs. Daisy Bates, presi- twin-jet airliner designed to caris employed at the Universal
it is known that at a point above
dent of the Arkansas NAACP, told ry 100 passengers, two tons of
Life
Insurance
company's
about 125,000 feet an almost perher audience that a brick was baggage and two tons of freight.
home office.
fect vacuum exists.
thrown against her home on'
When the space vehicle moves
Thursday.
out of the gravitational pull of the
"Attached to it was a note
.,arth, a condition of weightlesswhich read, 'A rock this time, dyness will exist. Under such connamite, next," she said.
ditions, food will have to be in an
Mrs. Bates did not tell the audieasily reached dispenser and in
ence about a shot which was fired
,iich form that it can be securely
at her home on the following night.
held until placed in the mouth."
It was believed that an air rifle
"The first flights into space will
was used in this attack. Only a
he of short duration, periods of
small chip was knocked out of the
"'4 hours up to something less than
window which has been broken
two weeks." said Nettles.
He
's NAY.
with bricks on previous occasions.
thought it doubtful that occupants
Mrs. Bates told the woman's
of such a vehicle would need anyday crowd that neither telephone
With LEODA GAMMON
thing to satisfy nutritional requirethreats, cross burning!' or the
ments that couldn't be stored in
prospect of physical violence would
There are so many plentifuls to 'a teaspoon ginger
'ready-to-eat' form aboard the airprevent Little Rock Negroes from fill the shopping list this month.
1-8 teaspoen cloves
craft.
continuing their present struggle Broilers
and fryers continue to 'a cup dark corn sirup
Foodstuffs for squeeze containfor equality.
head the list. Then we have cheese 3 slightly beaten eggs
ers show promise as a solution.
These will furnish a diet that will
1111818188111881111881161111111118811111681111181111188 and apples. Add to this small and
The egg whites may be beaten
Medium eggs, potatoes. honey, can- separately and folded in last.
not create a nutritional cemproned ripe olives, beef, pork and Add:
mise for short periods of time and
peanut butter.
11.a cups cooked mashed sweet
yet provide a wide variety of tasLet us take just one of these,
potatoes
ty foods of different consistencies.
t4- • Consideration is also being given
and
think
of
the
the sweet potato
11
/
2 cups rich cream
-41
1
have
from
eats
we
can
many
good
1 teaspoon vanilla or 2 tableto the use of precooked dehydratWOLVERHAMPTON,
Engit. We can serve it steamed, boiled,
spoons brandy or rum
TENNESSEE BRIDE — In a dou- ed foods that can be rehydrated in
land — (UP11 — This is w h
Alford Little, In, an immigrant fried, candied and baked, to men- 3-4 cups black walnut meats
ble ring ceremony at White Cha- roomn temperature water and be
may he added for extra richfrom Jamaica, never wrote tion just a few. But you've gotta
pel CME church in Springfield, readily available to the consumer.
look a long time for a recipe to
ness and flavor.
Nettles pointed out that when a
home:
Tenn.. Helen Lopis became t h e
Line a 9 inch pie pan with you:
Utility inspectors checking a beat this pie.
bride of Jesse West, jr. The for- vehicle capable of remaining in
Helen Anderson, Greenwood,
SENIOR CLASS OFFICERS—
SWEET POTATO PIE
ins. are Miss Sally Hill, Cowfavorite pie crust. Build up a high
streetlight blackout opened a
Baer Miss Lopis is the daughter space for more than about two
Back for their last year as um
Miss., secretary. Mr. Barnhill
an, Tenn.. assistant secretary;
time-switch box yesterday and
(A nine inch pie)
fluted edge. Pour the sweet poof Mr. and Mrs, Joe Lopis and weeks is developed, consideration
is captain of the Tiger basketBlend well:
dergraduates, the senior class
tato mixture into the pie shell.
granddaughter 01 the late Mr and will have to be given to regeneraJohn Barnhill, Evansville, Ind..
33 letters fell out.
ball
team,
and
distinguished
sugar
brown
Lopis
0
at
State
uni•
tablespoons
Bake the pie in a hot oven 423
tion equipment for water and posTennessee A & I
vice president; and James L.
Little said he figured the box 6
Mrs, Pancho By-lean
himself in '57 and 58 as an
degrees for about one hcur or
versity picked these studnts as
Green, Gadsden, Ala., presiwas for mall.
2 tablespoons white sugar
Texas. The groom is the son of sibly oxygen.
All.NAIA forward.
until a silver knife inserted in
k'z teaspoon salt
"The development of suitable
their leaders. Selected by the
dent. Seated in front is Miss
Mr. and Mrs Jesse West, Sr., of
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I111111111 1 teaspoon cinnomon
the filling comes out clean.
(Clanton III Photo)
foods and suitable containers is
Fifty-niners, from left, stand
Oriinda, Tenn.

Say Integration
Top Campus Topic

'Hoodlums Not
From Douglass,'
Says Principal

•

Most Women
Decorator
Copy Cats

phi Deltas

Evaluate
MapProgram

Food For Outer Space,
Is Problem Of Institute

Hyde Park Club
To Meet Oct. 9

FAMU Coed's
Parents Tell
f Engagement

Reveal New
Threat To
Daisy Bates

Immigrant Boy
Mails Letters In
Time-Switch Box

•

Masonic Supreme Council To Meet Oct. 18

MOSCOW — (UPI) — Russia
said today it has developed r new
pvinjet airliner designed to carry 100 passengers. two tons of
baggage and two tons of freight.

Indiana

Washington Site
Of Convocation

PERU
Mr. and Mrs. John Hutchinson and family who viisted relatives and friends in Cincinnati
have returned.
Mr. Thomas Allen has returned
home in Virginia.
Rev. J. W. Carr of Kokomo
preached at Mt. Herman Baptist
church while Rev. Dunce, the

1 WASHINGTON — The annual' Louis W. Roy sr., Washington,
convocation of the United Su- grand secretary general; B. F.
preme Council. 33 degree, Ancient' Arrington Washington, grand auand Accepted Scottish Rite oil ditor general; W A. Jones, BalFreemasonry, southern jurisdic- timore, assistant grand auditor
tion, U.S.A., will be held at the Bishop H. Z. Plummer, Ports
Scottish Rite Cathedral here,! mouth, Va.. assismnt grand auditor general.
October 18-20.
Dr. Willard W. Allen, most; Other appointive officers on the
puissant sovereign grand c o m- I council include Dr. C. M. Lawmander of the order, made the rence, Baltimore, Grand Almonannouncement this week.
er; Bishop H. Z. Plummer, PortsRegistration will be held Oct. mouth, Va., grand master of
18-19 and Divine Services held ceremonies; Harvey Chiso m,
Sunday, Oct. 19 at the Metropoli- Berkeley, Calif.. grand chambertan Baptist church Rev. E. C. lain; Prince Riley, Rockhill, S. C..
smith, pastor. The principal first grand Equerry; C. H. Henspeaker at this service will be ry,. Quincy, Fla., second grand
Dr. Charles Wesley, president equerry;
Central State college and grand
Also Eugene F. Lacey Coving•
prior of the Southern Juridiction. ton. Ky . grand sword bearer; J.
will
degree
last
and
33rd
The
T. Maxey, Fort Worth, Texas, J.
Cathedral on H. Clanton, Dothan, Ga. grand
be conf?rred
and the annual herald; Dr. Charles E. Stewart,
Mond.,
.1c1 the same night.
Philadelphia, grand organist; R.
In addition to Dr. Allen, the ofU. Clark, Baton Rouge. La., asficers of the Supreme Council are
as follows: John G. Lewis, jr., sistant grand secretary:
Baton Rouge La.. puissant lieu-, And James A. Mingo, Washingtenant grand commander; J. EH ton D. C., assistant grand senesDickson. Columbia, S. C., grand chal; John E. Smith, Washingchancellor; John Wesley Dobbs ton, D. C., grand marshal I;
Atlanta Ga., grand minister of James A. Jackson N. Y. City,
state; Dr. Charles H. Wesley, Wild grand historian; Carl J. Murphy,
berforce, Ohio, grand prior and' Baltimore, assistant grand historian; Dr. W. L Ransome Rich.
historian,
Also G. H Fitzhugh, Baltimcre,j mond, Va.; John H. Murphy, jr.,
Md., grand treasurer - general;1 Baltimore, grand publicist.

Colorado
COLORADO SPRINGS
By GEORGE REDDEN

pastor was on vacation. Rev. and
Mrs. R. W. Jackson and family,
Sharon Crossland and Rev. C. H.
Jackson were recent Kokomo and
Marion visitors.
Read the Chicago Defender —
only 20 cents per copy.
• • •

KOKOMO
By BENNIE PECK
The local NAACP launched WI
fall membership drive with a program at the Church of God in
Christ. Mrs. Helen Perrara was
principal speaker with music provided by the Hall Singers of
Church of God and Phillip Payne,
Mt. Pisgah Baptist church. Nyesation was given by the Rev. Hen
derson Davis, Wayman Chapel
AME.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Smith attend.
ed the funeral of Mr. Smith's
brother in Guthrie, Ky.
••• LOGANSPORT

Hello ev4rybody everywhere I !
We are having lovely weather
here in the Pikes Peak Region,
nice football weather. Speaking of
football, the Colorado Springs High
school Terrors with hard-running
Skip Green leading the way.
trounced Englewood High to the
tune of 18 to 0. Skip Green, with 14
Mr. and Mrs. lssac Preston were
yard per try average in the game recent Chicago visitors — the
scored all three touchdowns as guest of relatives and friends.
the Colorado Springs Terrors conMrs. Moore, Mrs. Means, Rev.
tinue their winning ways as they and Mrs. G. W. White returned
have not been scored upon in their from Hot Springs, Ark.
first three games.
Mr. Wendell Rowe is in ChiMrs. Viola Curling recently re- cago.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenner of Kokoturned from an extended visit with
relatives and friends in Cadiz, Ky., mo were recent guests of the paraccompanied by daughter, Chris- ents of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Moore
and family.
tie
Mrs. Callie Banks is recuperat-, Mr. and Mrs. James and fami•
ing nicely after a recent fall that ly and Mr. Claude Skelton visited
caused injury to one of her limbs. relatives in Tennessee.
Mrs. Thelma Frazier, wife of
Read the Chicago Defender —
Sgt. Charlie Frazier is recuperat- only 20 cents per copy.
& T-; Edward Price, RampA&T College, included from
the principal speaker and Rev.
PRINCIPALS appearing on the
ing
nicely
a
after
recent illness.
left to right: Miss Felician
ton, Va.; Dr. Daniel W. Wynn,
Cleo M. McCoy, director of
first chapel services of the
Mrs. Gertrude Freeman, wife of
Black, Greensboro, "Miss A
chaplain of Tuskegee Institute,
religious activities at A & T
year conducted last week at
M-Sgt. George Freeman was released from Ft. Carson Army
hospital recently after being hospitalized for one week. She broke ST. PAUL & MINNEAPOLIS
roller skates.
hospital
Searcy
the
Miss Marcheta Ermine Allen,
in
patient
a
BREWTON
Stork Klub News: Mr. and
ties were celebrated at Mother
JACKSON
in Mt. Vernon for more than a
Mrs. Julius Lewis are the proud daughter of Mr. and Mrs. TheoSTARKVILLE
By ALEX AUTREY
I
Liberty CME church last Sunday. MACOMI3
year and spent a month here with
parents of a bouncing baby girl, dore F. Allen was married to Mr.
By C. A. AGNEW
The Rev. N. S. Curry, editor of the
Renae Kasrandra, born recently Carroll Burns Williams, jr., son
By FANNIE MOORE
Mr. and Mrs. Bowell attended his family was taken back to the
By
CLARK
MINNIE
Index,
guest
was
The funeral of Mrs. (Honey Mc- Christian
at St. Francis hospital. Mr. and of Mr. and Mrs. Carroll B. Wilhospital last week. His condition
a meeting in Naciat. Many others
resilong
life
Jones,
Emma
Mrs.
corkle I Carrie Person was held speaker at the 11 o'clock hour.
is about the same.
Mr. John Cooper entered. the Mrs. George Redden are the proud liams, sr., of Chicago, Sept. 13 at
also attended.
dent of Starkville, was accidental- last Wednesday at 2 p. m. from The sermon was thoroughly enjoy- McDonough hospital for treat- parents of a baby girl, Dreka Rene 7 p. m. The ceremony was perMrs, Daisy Humphrey's, son. Rev. and Mrs. T. C. Williams
7,'
Sept.
evening,
Sunday
killed
ly
were
ed by all who
privileged to ment.
born on the 23rd of Sept., at formed by the Rev. Arthur Foote,
James Cheathman of Detroit, is returned Monday from Detroit. when hit by a milk truck, in the the First Baptist church with the
pastor, the Rev'. W. G. Terry, uf- Iisten. The guest speaker for the
in Unity church. A reception was
The Daniels family reunion was Glockner Penrose hospital.
where they attended the Nation-I
visiting here.
vicinity of her home. The funeral liciating and remarks by the Rev. afternoon service was Mrs. W. G. held Sunday at the home of Mr.
I received the news of the stab held later at the Allen's home. The
Mrs. Lucille Coleman visited out al Convention.
was held at Griffin Methodist Poindexter, pastor of Rock Tem- Terry, the first lady of the First Joe Daniels, sr. Those attending bing of the Rev. Martin Luther couple will live in Portland, Ore,.
Mrs. Essie Hill has returned church Friday afternoon, Sept. 12,
of town last week. Also Buster
Baptist church. The Women's choir
King in Harlem, here's hoping where the bride is a public school
Wright.
from Detroit where she spent with the pastor. Rev. W. G. Prue- ple. Ford Funeral home was in ' of First Baptist furnished the mu- were Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Dancharge.
iels, Mr. and Mrs. Clint Wheeler, him ''God's speed'' in his recovery speech therapist and the bride.
Mr. Charlie Ilall gave a platter several days with sisters.
itt, officiating. She is survived by
groom is a research forest entoYoung People's Day was held sic.
Miss GeraldineDaniela, Miss Bar- Truly a great young man.
party at the Legion Home last
Mr. and Mrs. John Deshazo have her husband, mother. Mrs. Mary,
mologist.
at Greater Bethel ÂME church; The evening session was a panel bara Daniels, Mrs. Myrtle DanFriday.
as their guests grand and great. Brown; two brothers, Mr. Robert
Presiding Bishop Joseph Gomel
recently. The morning service was' discussion by Mrs. Myrtle Mon- iels of Jacksonville, Mr. and Mrs. Paul A. M. E. churches of Hodges
Mrs. S. C. Chatman has been grand daughters from Detroit.
Daily of St. Louis, Mr. Bob Ilar•' oonductod by the pastor. the Rev.: roe and Mrs. I,essie Cole. Many
I.eroy Daniels, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Park and Sandusky, Ill., respect- at the end of the 28th Northwestern
released from the hospital.
•••
day of this city, ten children, Mrs.
visitors
various
the
from
churchconference of AME churches,
F. D. Coleman, sr., professor of
Daniels, jr., and Mr. and Mrs. ively, also participated.
.
Mrs. Lillie M. McNeal is a paDorothy Page, Mrs. Mary Jones,
invaluable services'
ice featured Mrs. .1.1Lie Coleman' es rendered
Donald Daniels and 16 grandchilThe Senior, Youth, and Junior reassigned all the pastors of the
tient in the McMillian hospital. I WEST BLOCTON
Mrs. Eliza Harris, Mr. Dave
throughout
Mrs.
day.
the
Beulah
.
. .
.
dren.
chorus of Mt. Zion Baptist church Twin Cities area to their respectMr. Thomas Pryor is attending
By PERCY BLACK
Jones, jr., Mrs. Margaret Louise
was general chairman, Mrs.'
Sr.. professofr of Wiley
Mr. and Mrs. Charles While and participated in the musical pro- ive charges. The sessions were
Kentucky State college.
Baily Jones of I F. D. Coleman,
Robert
Mr,
Page.
Kelly.
Georgia
chairman;
program'
held in St. Peter's AME church the
The funeral of Mr. Robert Chicago, Mr. Aaron Jones, Mr.' English, at A&I State university. committee:
Mr. Weldon Smith is attending
publicity committee, Mr. Robert McGruder of Gales- gram sponsored by the Senior
Montgomery, age 56, was held Jimmie Jones, Mrs. Sarah Emma Nashville. Tenn. as guest speaker
burg visited relatives here Sun- Choir of Shiloh Baptist church of Rev. Martin Luther Simmons, pascollege in Nashville.
Priscilla
Mrs.
music
Howard;
comBaptist
the evening services were comSuture City, Ill., Sunday night, tor. About 500 delegates, minisRev. D. R. Bell ended his re- Sept. 14, at the Liberty
Crawford, and Mrs. Sallie M a e
mittee, Mrs. Mae Chairs; decora•, day.
ters and visitor attended the meetMiss Grace McGruder of Spring-i Sept. 2L
vival meeting Friday night at church. His survivors are his wife, Davine of this city, ten grandchil- posed of local talents.
tions committee, Mrs. Ora Ellinga
and
Montgomery,
Several Ministers of this city ton; finance committee, Mrs. Ray- field visited Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Miss Irene Jarvis, daughter of ings.
Johnsville. 42 new members were Mrs. Florea
dren and other relatives and
friends.
and
relatives
viswas
territory
other
of
Donald Lewis, NAACP memhost
Mrrs. Viola Jarvis, underwent
added.
friends. Interment in the Odd Fel; and sorrounding
mond Robinson; youth commit- Huston recently.
charge
••
itors to the National Baptist Con- tee. Mrs. Doyce Dale Lee. Rev.'
surgery at St. Mary's hospital in bership chairman. Is conducting a
' Rev. Jenkins' revival came to a The Mason Brother were in
Inws cemetery.
recently.'
A solo by Mrs. M. B. Lacey and
Cairo, Ill., for appendicitis last 10 day drive for new members.
UNffY
close also on Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Geartic Gillespie vent:on at Chicago, Ill.,
C. D. McKelvey is pastor.
week. She is still a patient there. This move is to raise money to
By MONETTE E. VAUGHN
Mr. Ed Anne's brother and sis- Mr. Percy Black; Rev. N. Stoude- and little cousin, Iris Jean Gilles- Among those who attended were
Mrs. Katie Stilts of 326 1st st., 1
John Henry Howard, son of aid the National Office TreasMarion Lathan and family have
ter of Pittsburgh are visiting, mire officiated. Poole Undertakers pie, of Toledo. Ohio, were recent Rev. R. L. Drain, Rev. W. M. Mon- returned home recently from ChiMiss Jessie M. Vaughn, is home ury in the fight for school inteMrs. Addin Cheathman is still of Birmingham, Ala., were in visitors in the home of Mrs. Hat- roe. Rev. L. R. Swinney. Rev. cago. Ill., where she had been moved home from Gary, Ind.
on the sick list. Also Mrs. Pearl charge of the burial.
The State Rally sponsored by with his family, after spending 3 gration.
tie Price, Mrs. Gillespie was home W. K. Seals and others.
Joe W. Stitts who has been ill
Miss Ruth Manning is chairThomas.
Revival meeting was in session due to the illness of her mother. Mr. Walter Fite of 271 W. Ches- for several months. Catherine Slit- the Willing Worker's club, of the years in military service. He was
at.
man of the committee for the tea
at the Banks Chapel AISIE Zion Mrs. Bill Childs.
ter st., died recently after a brief is in Chicago, where she will at- Mt. Zion Baptist church was quite stationed in Washington, D. C.
Seamon Dickey, son of Mrs. Vera to be held Saturday, Sept 26, in
Mr. Sam Weed of the Rock H111 illness. Mr. Fite, for many years tend Wendell Philips High school. a success. Rev. 0. W. Young, paschurch which was a great sucessBESSEMER
There was Women's Day ob- tor of First Baptist church of Dickey, is home with an injured the Weyerhauser Room of the MinRev. Patterson did the preach. Community died Monday morning, has been a valued employee of the
Sept. 15. in Feliz Long's Memori- I. C. Railroad, and was highly servance at Home Baptist church Cache, Ill., delivered the message. leg. He was injured while working nesota Historical Society. This af1 ing.
ByG. W. IVEY
fair will honor the Rev. Edward
of which the Rev. T. Grimes is Visiting churches were St. Mark, in Michigan.
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Curse of al hospital, of a heart attack. respected by his employers.
are
Sealie
Willie
Mrs.
Mr. and
Others on the sick list are Mrs. J. Odom, national church secreChicago, Ill., were guests of their His wife, Mrs. Cressie Weed pre- The revival meeting which was pastor. The after message was de- Klondike, Ill., St. James AME of
girl,
baby
a
of
parents
proud
tary of the NAACP who will adMn.
the
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Percy Black' ceded him in death Aug. 30. Her held at Wesley Chapel Methodist livered by Mrs. Cora Deberry. this community and Mt. Tabor of Carrie Winston, Mr. and
Angela Denise, born Aug. 6, 1958 Mr. Charlie Black of Youngs- funeral was held Sept. 7. Funeral
dress all local clergymen and
of which the Rev. M. L. Easley a member of the faculty of Lane Sandusky, Ill. Rev, E. K. Swan- James Hickman, Mr. Mark Kay,
at-the Medical Center. Mother and town Ohio was guest of relatives arrangements for Mr. Weed are
other visitors.
son pastor of St James and St and Mrs. Mary Crossland.
week college.
last
closed
was
pastor.
is
j
"
baby are fine.
o
at Banks chapel. , incomplete.
and friends
end with six conversions. Many of
Mrs. Nadine Scott gave birth to
Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Robinson : the members were spiritually reCollins and Mrs. JosGeorge
Mr.
a 7 lb. 3 or baby girl, Graey,1
attendLinda,
daughter,
little
and
vived.
Carter, suffered a slight stroke.
born Sept. 4. 1958 at the Univer- sic
ed the National Baptist ConvenLast quarterly conference of the
Friends of Mrs. Sue Anna Crawsity hospital. Mother and baby are
from
Others
Chicago.
in
held
tion
year was held in the New Hope
ley, wife of Mr. Ben Crawley, of,
fine
Conthe
attended
who
city
this
Rev. J. W. Henry,
S. Cumberland St., will be glad
Mrs. Bessie L. Ivey observed AME church.
vention were Mrs. Lillie Outlaw.
to know that Mrs. Crawley is imelder, in charge; Rev.
her birthday, Sept. 4. She was presiding
Mrs. Francis Witherspoon, Mrs proving satisfactorily in the hospastor.
honored with gifts from friends I. Pressley.,
Erankie D. Bell, of Ebenezer com, Charlie Parker and wife of munity, Rev. J. H. Robinson. Rev. pital at Memphis, Tenn. The
and members of the family.
, Mother Liberty church, will be ver
Misses J. L. Campbell and Bar- , Cleveland Ohio, were recent guests and Mrs. E. M. Wicks.
The members of the Senior Choir
• ••
and of relatives and friends here.
bars, daughters of Mr
and Mother Liberty church, will
Mrs. Ellis Campbell have return-, Mrs. A. Hoskin, Mrs. Ora Rad•
be ‘ery glad when' Mrs. Crawley
Hen- NEWBERN
ed to the city. Miss J. L. Camp_ ford, Mrs. Mary Curse, Mr.
is completely recovered.
hell will join her classmates at . ry Curse, jr., of Chicago, Ill.,
By ARCHIE WOODS
The annual Women's Day activiWenonah high and Miss Barbara , were guests of relatives and
Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Thompson
Campbell will join her classmates: friends.
at Knoxville college where she is' Mr. Edward Smeeley and family left Saturday night for Mansfield,1
. of Chicago. Ill., recently visited Ohio, to see her brother Nathaniel,'
a sophomore.
Mrs. Eula M. Washington suffer- Mrs. Mamie B. Lacey of East who is ill.
• Mrs. Dorothy B. Perham has,
ied a . stroke recently. She is at Blocton.
her home and is improving.
Revival meeting closed with sue- returned to Chicago after visiting
Mrs. Mary Gibson recently trans- I cess at the Liberty Baptist church. her mother, Pearlie Jennings.
KEOKUK
ferreci to the sanitorium is report- Rev. Stoudemire is pastor.
' Mr. Ralph Douglas has been disBy REV. M. CULPEPPER
ed improved.
Mrs. Annie Mae Waktins pur- missed from Parkview hospital.
• .5
The St. John Baptist church re-, Prince Hall Day was held in
Mr. Lee Garner. member of St. chased a new home.
Methodist
vival
conducted
meeting
Rev..
by
Independent
John's
Ft. Madison last Sunday at the
I Mrs. Lorine Hasberry of Missisre-,
stroke
Macklin
success.
a
maswas
Money
a
suffered
Grand
church who
Bethel AME church.
sippi recently visited relatives and
raised — $124.00
ter, Frank B. Robinson of Des
costly is a patient at Doctor's boa- , friends here.
Rev. W. St. James, pastor of Moines was incharge. Solo by
pital. His condition is serious.
•••
C. C. P. church and Mr. Archie Mrs, Norma Ashby; sermon by M.
Woods were dinner guests of Mr.. Culpepper. Many attended from
EMPIRE
and Mrs. Edward Roper last Burlington, Fairfield, Keokuk and
By EFFIE PENDLETON
fine'
Mr. Tom Ware is doing
Sunday.
Mascatine. Dinner was served at
opera•
serious
after undergoing a
Miss Charlene llamilton has re- I the K. P. Hall by the ladies.
hospital
Wood
North
the
at
firm
turned to Jackson where she will
Mrs. M. Fox has returned home
DAWSON
Mrs. Berth Gosha has reenter Lane college.
from the St. Joseph hospital.
turned from Chicago where she
Mrs. Etta Wilson left Saturday
By DAVE MATTHEWS
visited her brother.
for her home in Charleston. Mo..
All Sunday schools were well after spending a week with her
Shirley Watts has returned from
Hilly
Rev.
Sunday
last
attended
Mobile after visiting with her sis
sister. Mrs. J. .1. 'Ellis in Newbern.
ter-M-law. Mrs. Curley Adams of Dallas preached a dynamic ser- Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Ellis accom•
Melvin C. Pendleton and Enon mon at llopewell. The previous
stoUNT VERNON, Ill. — (UPI)
Motley both celebrated their sec- Sunday. Rev. Gerald delivered a
Mrs. Minnie Florence of Ripley,
Police here figure a burglar
—
ond birthday on September 19. 1958. wonderful review.
Tenn . was a recent guest of her
•••
Those on the sick list are Miss niece, Mrs. Mary Smith and must have been planning a big
Hattie Wade. Alvin Porter and Cot- daughter, Mrs. Hazel Pulham, party with his best girl.
TRUSSVILLE
A tavern was burglarized Friton Cattrell.
By L. R. MEYERS
Etha M. Rowe, Mr and Mrs. Dolly
day night, and two cases of liquor
The Rev. H. F. Gunn conduct. Mr. and Mrs. Jack Fred Cole Jones and Mrs. Martha Elliott.
were taken. A grocery was also
ed services at the Mt Canaan of Sacramento, Calif.. visited his
entered. Missing were two cartons
Baptist church in the absence of parents. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Cole.
of cigarettes and two cartons of
Mr. and Mrs. George Wilburn of
Rev. T. C Williams who was
KATMANDU, Nepal — (UPI) — breath sweetener.
away attending the National Bap- , Houston are visiting their parents.
departure, shows two coeds a
FAMU PLAYMAKERS TAKE
school's first president, Thomas
ries. The co-eds are (left)
I Little M. T Wade, jr., celebrat- The Nepalese government has
tist Convention.
hi-irk from one of the UniverTO SIERRA
D. Tucker, a Sierra Leone naSerena Joyner of Jacksonville
Rev M. L. Robinson accompan. ed his eighth birthday with a par- awarded a gold medal to a Man
sity's original buildings that
LEONE — Roger Baker of Pen.
tive. Behind the trio stands
and Beatrice M. Torres of Miled by Deacon Henry Turner has ty. He is the son of Mrs Doshia maini townsman named Portiathe playmakers are taking to
"new" Tucker Hall constructami, both freshmen. The brick
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — saeola, center, a member of
mars for being the hest fly killer
returned from Chicago where they Wade.
a representative of the governed at a cost of Simoo,noo. A&M
tbe F4MI1 Plavmakers who
was originally used in "old"
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Lewis are during an anti cholera drive start- President Eisenhower issued a
attended the National Baptist Conblur of the african
ment of Sierra Leone, West AlStaff photo by C. J. Smith, ITI)
Tucker Hall named for the
proud parents of a baby girl ed last August Purnaman killed proclamation fixing 1960 as "Visit, left on a
vention.
bis
0)
prior
30,
Sept.
continent,
The U. S. of America Year."
70 pounds of flies.
Lee E. Ferrell who had been named Eurlyne.
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SONNY RAY HOSPITALIZES JESS BOWDRY
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Pastrano
In TKO Win
He Has Chance
To Box Floyd

By ED SAINSBURY
' Sonny Ray threw away the form
Sheet last Wednesday night and
knocked Jesse Bowdry, a high
ranked light heavyweight, into a
state of shock and the hospital to
greatly improve his own chance
to move into the 175 pound title
Iture.
owdry was delirio.is in his
ssing room for more than an
hour after the bout ended before
Dr. Irving N. Slott of the Illinois
Boxing Commission ordered him
taken to a hospital as a "precautionary measure"
Ray deserved to be the underdog. lie had lost five and drawn
five in 27 bouts, and Bowdry was
ranked 6th among the 175 pounders by Ring Magazine and seventh
by National Boxing Association.
But, the fight went the other way,
and so did the aftermath. Ray used
body blows in the early rounds to
take the speed and steam out of
his opponent, and in late rounds
he opened up with both hands to
the head to virtually knock his
foe groggy.
"I'm the champ, I'm the champ,
and I'm not talking to nobody,"
Bowdry raved in his dressing
room.
"He's all right," Slott said. "His
reflexes are normal, but he'll get
nger rest than we usually give
ters after a knockout, and he'll
have to take an encephalograph
test before we let him
fight
again.."
Commissioner Lou Radzienda of
the Illinois Boxing Commission
said it was likely Bowdry would
be sidelined for two months instead of the usual four weeks after a knockout.
Ray won a technical knockout
decision at 1:22 of the 9th round
But he started Bowdry toward
the end and in the eighth when
he opened up with a two-fisted
flurry that put Bowdry on the defensive. At the end of the round
Bowdry was cornered and taking
punishment.
In the 9th Ray had Bowdry In
trouble constantly before the finBefore Referee Walter Bright:* moved in to stop the bout,
ivdry's corner had
tossed
In the towel and both Slott and
Commission Chairman Frank Gilmer were standing at rings*
Shouting at him to stop the niatch.
"I didn't see the tovvl or hear
either Gilmer or Slott," he said.
"But I was ready to stop the
fight."
Slott said he knew the fight
should have been stopped because
"when you know a fighter well
and know how he fights, when
he isn't fighting the way he usually does, you know he's not right
and the fight should be stopped."
Ray's win extended his victory
string to 10 straight and ended a
30 fight winning streak for Bowdry.
s I think it was the body blows
that hurt him and slowed him
down," Ray said. "I think I started it in the fourth round with a
left to the belly. I heard him gasp,
and he was puffing on. every body
ow after that.
.1 paced myself good, and he
s getting weaker and I was
getting stronger. Now it's up to
my manager who I fight, but I'll
fight anybody."

SONNY RAY leads with left
while he holds right ready to
Smite cowering Jesse Bowdry,
highly -touted St. Louis light
heavyweight, in their bout at

Chicago
night in
TKO in
phmo by

Stadium Wednesday
which Ray won on
9th round. Defender
Rhoden,

fit

HARSH
TREATMENT
is
meted out to Jesse Bowdry
by
Chicago's Sonny
Ray
(right) in middle round of
their encounter at Chicago

Stadium last Wednesday night.
Bowdry was hospitalized by
Ray's rough handling after
losing on TKO in 9th. Defender
photo by Rhoden.

By PETER UEBERSAX
LONDON — (UPI) — Thirdranked heavyweight contender Willie Pastrano said he has a good
chance for a title bout with Floyd
Patterson because "Floyd knows I
don't hurt anyone."
"Why, I can't even hurt my
wife," grinned Pastrano, who has
everything it takes to make a fine
heavyweight — except for a knockout punch. The Miami, FIE...,
fighter is here for his Sept. 30 return bout with Britain's Brian London, whom he outpointed last February.
"If I keep on winning, it must
get me :a with Patterson," Pastrano said, pointing to a record
of 48 wins, five draws and five
defeats. "Floyd takes on those who
won't hurt him."
But Pastrano's prime concern,
right now, is to avoid becoming the
second high-ranked American to
lose to a European heavyweight
in less than a month.
Despite pouring rain, and although he arrived here only Saturday, Pastrano went out for his
roadwork and then to the gym. He
quizzed British sports writers on
Ingemar Johansson, the hard-hitting Swede who knocked out second-ranked Eddie Machen in the
first round at Gothenburg.
What he was told confirmed the
impressicns which Pastrano said
he gained from reports back home
— that Johansson is "a good
puncher, but slow — not unbeatable for a boy who watches out."
"Among heavyweights, every
first
round K. 0. is a freak,"
added manager Angelo Dundee,

FAYETTEVILLE, N. C. — The
determined
but inexperienced
"Broncos" of Fayetteville State
Teachers college bored deep into
Hampton's territory Saturday, but
each time their opponents put on
the pressure, and, Hampton went
on to take an 18-6 victory.
This was an opening game for
Fayetteville and for most of the
team, their first college game.
The first touchdown was scored
by Hampton in the second period
on an eight-yard pass from Louis
Schackleford to Mel Henderson,

NEW YORK — (UPI) — Ternple University Coach Harry Litwack was named coach of the College, All-Stars Basketball team for
the seventh annual game with the
new York Knickerbockers at Madi,
son Square Garden, Oct 18.
Litwack coached Temple to the
1957 Holiday Festival tournament
title at the Garden and his Owls
later reached the semi-finals of
105R NCAA tourney at Louiscx,
e
le before bowing to Ken.
by one poinA.

Jesse Bowdry Hospitalized
High-ranked light heavyweight
Jesse Bowdry was kept in Columbus hospital f o r observation
following his ninth-round technical
knockout by Sonny Ray last Wednesday night.
Dr. Irving Slott of the Illinois
Athletic Commission said an examination showed Bowdry was suffering from heat exhaustion and
received no physical damage from
the beating he took in the Chicago Stadium bout.
Bowdry's condition "Is good"
and he will be released from the

hospital soon, Slott said.
However, Illinois Boxing Commissioner Lou Radzienda and
Slott agreed that Bowdry sheuld
not be permitted to fight again for
at least two months. The usual
waiting period for a fighter following a knockout is four weeks.
Bowdry appeared to be delirious
for more than an hour eller underdog Ray opened up with both
hands and scored a TKO at 1722
of the ninth round. Bowdry's cor
ner had tossed in the Meet before
Referee Walter Brightmore stop.
pod the fighting.

"We're willing to fight Johansson
anytime, anywhere."
Dundee said when he was over
here with Pastrano earlier this
year, he reached agreement,
through British promoter Jack
Solomons, with Johansson's manager Eddie Ahlqvist on a Pastrano.
Johansson fight.
"Everything was worked out,
but we never heard from Ahl-

qvlst again," Dundee said. "Anyway, we're ready for Johansson."
Solomons said he would an•
nounce "big news" after the Pastrano - London fight at London's
Harringay Arena.
It has been reported he might
try to match London, with JoliansWINNIPEG — (UPI) — Footson for the European title — if ball Commissioner Sydney HaltLondon wins, but the chances are er ruled that the Montreal Alouetthat Willie will ruin the plan.
I tea of the Canadian football league
had no right to deal with Aurelius
Thomas, 2e0-pound Negro guard
from Ohio State.
Thomas was already on.the negotiation list of the Hamilton Tiger

REESE "GOOSE" TATUM,
clown prince of the basketball
court, gets set for a shot in a
workout just before hi• Harlem
Trotters sailed from San Fran•

cisco in the President Cleveland last Monday, bound for
I six-week tour of Japan,
Australia and China. The other
player is Rookie Brown.

Canada Grid Hassle
Over Aurelius Thomas
Cats when Montreal revealed he
was also on the Alouettes' list.
Halter ruled Hamilton had the
prior claim under league regulations which block deals by other
clubs with players on the negotiation list of a member team.
Halter authorized Montreal t•
seek another import.

•

then Fayetteville scored on a bootleg play around left end for seven
yards by James Brayboy.
The two teams were tied 6-6 at
half time, when Shackleford ran
seven yards for the touchdown,
which broke the tie. Then in the
fourth quarter, Adrian Nelson re.
covered a blocked kick which
rolled in the end zone for the final
score.
The Fayetteville team gave a
good account of itself, completing
6 out of 12 passes to Hampton's
6 out of 12 passes to liamptons'
Fayetteville was Jack Thompson,

31 Pro Footballers
Out Looking For Jobs
SONNY'S TURN to take some
punishment
came in third
round of the Sonny Ray (right)
Jesse Bowdry bout at Chicago

Stadium last Wednesday night.
Unranked Ray came on strong
to win on TKO in 9th. Defender
photo by Rhoden,

By TIM 111.0R1:1RTY
(United Press International)
Thirty-one professional football
players, including a host of last
year's campus heroes, were job
hunting today.
They were the unfortunate ones
who were handed pink release
slips when all National Football
league teams were forced to reduce their rosters to 35 players
for the start of the new campaign.

Last Rites Said
For Oregon Top
Football Center
PORTLAND, Ore. — (UPT) -Solemn requiem mass for Francis "Buzz" Randall, Oregon State
All-Coast Football center who died
last Saturday of leukemia, was
said here Wednesday.
Randall, who had been elected
co-captain of the 1958 Oregon State
team, was hospitalized late in August.

I

Harry Litwack
All-Star Coach

Leavitt, before arriving In Tokyo, reported that he had talked
with three Chinese in Macao who
were willing to guarantee the
Trotters $150,000 for a tour of
major Chinese cities on the mainland.
Leavitt said he believed that the
Communist Chinese, by making
the offer, were trying indirectly to
"show to America and to the
world that they are friendly toward the American people."
He denied that the proposed
visit was "only a matter of dollars
and cents."
"I am trying to help ease tension between East and West," he
said.

Hampton Beats Fayetteville, 18-6

Sandy Amoros
Hospitalized
By Pneumonia
TORONTO — (UPI) — Outfielder Sandy Amoros of the Montreal
Royals, hospitalized with pneumonia Tuesday, was reported on
the mend.
He was expected to leave the
hospital by the end of the week
and return to his home in Cuba
for a rest before beginning the
an winter baseball season.
moros was stricken here durfng the International League's
Governor's Cup final playoffs.
Montreal called in left-handed
batter Darlie Soraci of Macon in
the Sally League as a replacement.

TOKYO — (UPI) — American
sports promoter Leo Leavitt said
he expects an answer from the
U. S. State Department Friday to
a request that he and his touring
"Harlem Globe Trotters" be allowed to visit Communist China.
Leavitt and his professioinal basketball team featuring Reec e
"Goose" Tatum, former All-American George Slender, Ex-Detroit
piston Stuart Sweetwater Clifton
and others arrived in Tokyo for
a series of exhibition games.
Leavitt told United Press Inter.
national he would visit the U. S.
Embassy to talk to U. S. Ambassador Douglas MacArthur 11 "or
some other official" Fridley on
his requeet.

HAYMAKER FOLLOWS—Sonny Ray has left hand cocked
for haymaker to head of Jesse
Bowdry in their Chicago Sta-

dium last Wednesday night,
a bout Ray won a TKO in the
9th round. Defender photo by
Rhoden. ..

New Basketball Rule Headache systen-, of free

SYRACUSE, N. Y. — •',UPI —
A new National Basketball Association rule, which eliminates free
throws on offensive fouls and instead gives the ball over to the
other team, might have some wide
interpretations among officials, according to Dan Biasone, president
of the Syracuse Nets.
The new regulation, which will
be tried experimentally for the
first month of the upcoming season, was adopted last week end
in New York.
The new role will be used only
for the first six fouls of a period.

After that, the old
throws for all fouls will be employed.
Biasone, who was instrumental in the 24-second rule used in the
NBA, said there might be some
confusion stemming from the new
rule. As an example he pointed to a situation in which the
ball was loose — as during a
rebound scramble — and a foul
committed. He said there could
be a question of whether the foul
was committed by the defensive
or offensive team.

Heading the list were Les Walters of Penn State and Charlie
Brueckman of the University of
Pittsburgh — both Members of the
United Press International All-East
first team last year.
Walters, an end, was placed on
the Baltimore Colt's waiver list
while Brueckman, a bonewnishing center who was considered a
"natural" for the pro ranks, was
among three players released by
the San Francisco Forty-Niners.
A few old pros also got the ax.
The Washington Redskins asked
waivers on four players — includARCHIE MOORE, world light
ing linebacker La Vern Torgeson,
heavyweight champion (right)
a seven-year veteran, and halfback
and challenger Yvon Durelle
Leo Etter, a six-year man.
(left) and Montreal Mayor
Sam Palumbo, former Notre —
Dame center, was among three
men released by the Green Bay
Packers, who also placed former
All-America Ron Kramer on the
military reserve list.
The New York Giants and Chicago Bears completed the only
trade, with the Giants acquiring
lineman M. L. Brackett from Chicago for a future draft choice.

Fournier clasp hands after
signing for title bout at Montreal on Dec. 10. Moore says

thls will be just as easy a title
defense as any of his, other
bouts. UPI Telephoto.

field fente for a triple in recent game in San Francisco.
Catcher is Cal Neeman. Mays
Is currently fighting Richie

Ashburn of Philadelphia For
National League batting title.
UPI Telephoto.

aysBattles Ted
For Batting Title
It's Willie Mays out in front the lead from Philadelphia's idle
and Ted Williams coming up fast Richie Ashburn, who is hitting
in the only major league races .344. Willie's average has soared
left — for the National and Ameri- 14 points in a week since he stopcan League batting titles, at press ped "swinging away" and be
time.
gan to go for short hits.
Mays. San Francisco's pride and
Williams, who never has hit bejoy, is on top in the N. L.'s four' low .317 in his major league cacornered race with a .346 average reer, had a double and single as
while Williams, Boston's controthe American League champion
versial star, is only three points
New York Yankees snapped a sixbehind teammate Pete Runnels
game losing streak with a 7-5 vic
with a .320 mark.
Red Sox. Runnels,
Mays connected for a triple and tory over the
meanwhile, dropped a point when
a double in the Giants' 10.3 loss
to the Chicago Clubs to take over he had only one hit in four tries.

WILLIE MAYS. San Francisco
Giants outfielder, sends an offering by Chicago Cub hurler
Johnny Briggs clear to right.
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Dyer, Rutherford, Trenton
The Gibson County Fair AssoWe have had news but for some
reason persons in this area have ciation is busily making preparabeen deprived of seeing it, for by tions for the forthcoming County
some means we got off the mail- Fair which will he held from h
ing list for four consecutive weeks, day, Sept. 29, through Oct. 4.
and now that we have started
The Just-Us club held its regula
we hope we are here to meeting in the home of the ties
stay,
Daisy Greene, 0
Thinking that we were cut off president, Mrs.
the list for good, we have not Paradise Monday night last.
made an effort to gather news
Mrs. Johnnie Jamison was isea.
but if you have any that • you, ess to the Neighborhood Club Wedand
and
Mr.
Maurice,
Cheryl,
Mr.
daughter,
to
to
hospital:
son,
A
A
Gaston
John
Born at
would like to see in print, send nesday night with all niembers
Mrs. Maurice Miley of 546 Boston. Mrs. Charles Beavers of 589 RawSept 20, 1958
it in next week and we will send present except Mrs. Margaret Bur.
A daughter, Patricia, to Mr. A son, David, to Mr. and Mrs. lings.
it in for you.
ton. Prizes Well' earned by Mrs.
A son, Donald, to Mr. and Mrs
and Mrs. Leroy Wilson of 2031 Milton Tynes of 1375 College.
Schools officially closed today,! Lavern Parford, high, and Mrs.
A son, James, to Mr, and Donald Letcher of 585 Crump.
Hubert.
Friday, Sept. 19, for harvest. Let' Josephine Barnett, low.
A son, McKinley, to Mr. a n d
A son, Anthony, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. James Alexander of 4040
us make the best of it and work! A menu that began with country
Mrs. John Parson of 170 W. McWestbrook.
Jefferson Grose of 1744 State.
hard for the next six weeks, stu-1 ham and biscuit sandwiches and
Kellar.
'and
Dexter,
Mr.
to
son,
A
Mr.
to
Andrewella,
daughter,
A
dents, and be ready at call backl ended with chocolate tarts was
A son, Walter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Jimmy L. Hampton of
and Mrs. Otis B. Hayes of 366 Alto classes.
Thomas Mather of 2136 Riverside.
served.
1147 Tolley.
len.
Music students of Mrs. Imogene
A son, James, to Mr. and Mrs.
A daughter, Sharon, to Mr. and
Mrs. La Pearl Burns attended
A daughter, Deborah, to Mr. and
Burnette
to
are
know
happy
that,
DunGennie Robertson of 13 E. Bean
Pa., president of the general
president of Fisk. On hand to
PLAN FISK'S FUTURE —
the meeting of the Jessie White
Mrs. Tommy L. Strickland of 321 Mrs. Wade Harris of 237 N.
back
she
in
circulation
is
again.
Alley.
Fisk
association;
1958-59
alumni
Dr. W. M.
lap.
map plans for the
Officers of the Fisk university
S. Third.
Classes started in Dyer this week. Beauticians club in Humboldt SunA daughter, Veronica, to Mr.,
Winston, Harvey, Ill., chairAlumni Drive are, from left,
Alumni Association were on
A daughter, Paula. to Mr. and Sept. 23, 1958
The CM'E choir was happy to day.
WilMrs.
and
and
218
Wilson
Mrs.
Mr.
S.
1
Willie
of
to
Chicago,
daughter
alumni
Ziegler,
ot
fund;
the
of
A
J.
man
and
W.
Dr.
recentcampus
Nashville
the
Mrs. Floyd B. Griffin of 595 St.
Johnnie Jamison and Sylvester
see her again also. Her new son,
lie J. Matthews of na Merchant. Third.
alumni member of the Board
W. D. Ilawkins, jr., Fisk cashly, and are pictured here getPaul.
Louis Kent, has decided that he Burns attended a meeting in Hum
A son, Albert, to Mr. and Mrs.
A son, Thurman, to Mr. and
ier and alumni association's
of Trustees; Dr. Wright, W.
Una a briefing on the schoora
A son. Robert, to Mr. and Mrs.
will share her
with
us for a boldt also.
Mrs. James B. Stovall of 665 Hast- Louis Neal of 370 F. Butler.
D. Donnelly, alumni secreexecutive chairman. (Gunter's
$1.200,000 building program
Mel Lockett of 1552 Locust.
Mrs. Alberta Nolan is reverie
while, now that he is about to get
A daughter, Doris, to Mr. and
tary; Louis P. Clark, Yeadon,
Studio.)
from Dr. Stephen J. Wright,
A daughter, Janett, to Mr. and ings.
adjusted to living in this "ole doing nicely in Madison Co
Mrs. Tommy L. Walker of 545 N. A daughter, Violet, to Mr. and Mrs. Walter Christopher of 1435
hospital where she recently ur
world."
Mrs. Robert Joy of 3088 Travis. Hemlock.
Seventh.
The Rev, D. E. Bridgeman at- went surgery.
A daughter, Jeanette, to Mr. Sept. 35, 1558
A sera Tom Jr., to Mr. and Mrs.
tended the National Baptist ConMr. and Mrs. James Nolan an
A son, George, to Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. Elbert Crawford of 1031
Tom Stone of 873 Trask.
vention in Chicago last week and children and Mr. and Mrs. Cha
George Ross of 1540 S. Third. ,
Tupelo.
A daughter, Carol, to Mr. and
due to his absence members of lie Fields, jr., were here to visi
A daughter, Betty, to Mr. and:
A daughter, Pamella, to Mr. and
Mrs. Howard Cole of 1385 Humhis church worshipped with the her last week end.
Mrs. Roy F. Griffin of 541 Con- Mrs. D. M. Smith. of 2291 Eldber.
Presbyterian church on Sunday Mrs. Fields stayed with her moth
ridge.
cord.
Walter
son,
and
Mrs.
to
Mr.
A
last. The pastor, the Rev. William er.
A daughter. Cheryl, to Mr. and
A son, Paul, to Mr. and Mrs.
Other persons who are ill sr
Martin of 413 N. Third.
added
occasion,
and
Youth Day was observed at the ed out for the
Fowlks. preached a very challeng- Tom Moore,
Mrs. David Coleman of 5539 La- Paul McKinney of 850 Spud.
Miss Essie M. Mitch
Sept. 21, 1953
Morning Star Baptist church on something to swell the pantry of
ing
sermon
that
will
long
be
mar.
reA daughter, Gail, to Mr. and the third Sunday in September, the worthy institution.
ell, Mrs. Mary Ann Thompson, an
A daughter, Charlotte, to Mr. A daughter, Jo Ann, to Mr.
membered by all his hearers.
Mrs. Charles White of 872 Park. with
Mrs. Lue Featherston.
Mesdames Cunningham a n d
the young people leading out
and Mrs. Jerry Montgomery of and Mrs. Joe L. Herod of 1176
Members of Hullum's Teniple of
A daughter, Cynthia, to Mr. and
Thomas Gene Wade and Char
Bond, and others, have expressin the services.
1304 Sample.
Rutherford, along with their pas- lie
Kerr.
Mrs. Sylvester Bell of 890 1). La.
Jenkins, jr . have recently re
A son, Anderson, to Mr. and
Mrs, W. A. Owens, the wife of ed their' appreciation to all who
tor, the Rev. W. C. Rogers, wor•
A daughter, Sharon, to Mr. and Moyne Mall.
turned
to Tennessee Altai Sts
came out to visit, and they said
Mrs. Anderson Clark II of 893 Mrs. Andrew Mitchell of 577
shipped %kith the Chapel Grove
A son, Herbert, to Mr. and Mrs: the pastor, delivered the morning
University
for the new term.
that it is not too late for those
Trask.
under
Choir
the
sermon,
Youth
and
CME
church
Brown Mall.
near
Gibson Sunday
Herbert Tyson of 1318 E. Trigg.
who did not find the time to make
Matriculating at Lane colleg
A daughter, Sandra, to Mr. and
Ruth
011ie
direction
Mrs.
the
of
afternoon.
daughter, Brenda, to Mr. and
A son, Lee Albert, to Mr. and
this term is Willie Louis Wynn. Pa
it out to the Open House to make
Mrs. Floyd McGowan of 2783 Hale. Mrs. Ructell Covington of 66 Fay.
Mrs. Willie Fulton gE 635 Robe- Farmer, provided the music.
The yeung people of the com- tricia
now.
A daughter, Juanita, to Mr. and
Wells is attending college •
J. W. Halliburton has returned munity
Mrs. Carrie Jones was the pi- a contribution
A son, Glen, to Mr. and Mrs. son.
are meeting each Friday Georgia.
Mrs. Joe E. Glover of 2183 Cos- Fred Nelson of 836 N. Montgomanist, and Betty Sims, Lavern Car. Any item from the garden or the home from Detroit, Mich.
Sept. 26, 1958
afternoon
under
the
auspices of
tex.
The body of Paul Gore was the Board
Much else is happening aroun
shelf will be greatly appreciated.
ery.
of Christian Education.
A daughter, Carol, to Mr. and ter, and Teresa Jones took the solo
A daughter, Annie, to Mr. and
the Tri-Cities but your scri
The board of directors of the shipped here from Gary, Ind., A church carnival was
A son, Maurice, to Mr. and Mrs Mrs. Irwin Brawn of 598 F. Laud- parts. The singing was most inheld in
survived
is
Sirs. Leroy Beasley of 901 Beebe
He
burial.
for
recently
recently,
Kindergarten
met
with
doesn't
know about it. If you wa
spirational.
Maurice Miley of 546 Boston.
the basement of the CME church
erdale.
A daughter, Dorothy, to Mr. and
Mrs. W. S. Vance, the chairman, by his wife, Mrs. Blomie Gore, on Thuraday night
to continue your paper your
A son, Stanley. to Mr. and Mrs.
service,
During
afternoon
an
of
this
week
A
son,
Robert,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mrs. Madison Macklin of 780 loka.
mother in-law, Mrs. Annie
Joe Harvey of 378 S. Wellington. Robert McCoy of 2731 Supreme. Rev. Reid, pastor of the El Can- presiding. Reports from the person- and his
sponsored by the young people of operation in every way must
A daughter, Janice, to Mr. and
nel department revealed that plans B. Clay.
the church. They are having anoth- given. Until next week — So lo
A daughter, Vivian, to Mr. and
A son, Charles, to Mr. and Mrs. aan Baptist church, Ilennings. deMrs. Robert Cole of 1453 Dunn.
Sally
Miss
Funeral services for
Mrs. Isiah Patrick of 240 N Edward Taylor of 1727 Nicholas. livered a very impressive sermon, are being made to purchase regu•
er one next week. Everything is
A son, Brett, to Mr. and Mrs. Main.
lar playing bloas for the chil- Buchanan were held here last at the carnival
As you ride along in this
but fortune tellA son, to Mr. and Mrs. Percy and the music was furnished by
Baptist
Grove
Holly
the
at
week
Percy Stokes of 1130 Argyle.
A daughter, Joyce, to Mr. and Banks of 393 Foote Park.
ing and rides. You ride to the over the highways the fields
the junior choir of that communi- dren, as well as some more cots.
Terrill,
the
church,
A.
with
Rev.
A daughter, Beverly, to Mr. and Mrs. Richard Taylor of 30e CremaMrs. Dorrington Reid, of t h e
church and you know your for- a glowing white with open b
A daughter, Darnice, to Mr. ty. Some of the members from
pastor officiating.
Mrs. Elijah Woods of 998 Seattle. tory Alley.
tune. Mrs. Alice Ilooker, Willie of cotton, one of the more impo
and Mrs. Eddie Lawless of 402 El Canaan accompanied the youth. House and Grounds committee,
guest
was
Allen
W.
C.
A son, Ernest, to Mr. and Mrs.
Rev.
A son, A. L., to Mr. and Mrs. Pontotoc.
Bell !vie, Jerry Wynn, Rebecca ant economic resourses. We the
The day's activities were climax- said that screens have been inspeaker during the revival sera , Phillips
Eddie Wright of 731 Provine.
A. L Brown of 2074 Lowell.
were some of the youth- fore closed schools for all eo
A son, Edgar, to Mr. and Mrs. ed when the young people gave al stalled, and that arrangements
Miles
A son, Timothy, to Mr. and Mrs.
A daughter, Jacquelyn, to Mr. Clyde Mitchell of 1020 Lewis.
talent program during the eveninga are being made to raise the level ices held last week at the
ful leaders in the carnival ef cerned to gather in the sheave
Sidney Renfree of 1208 Merchant. and Mrs. Elie Jones of
Chapel CME church. He is the fort.
We are collecting snow from t
1521 'lay
A daughter Diane, to Mr. and and brought the full day of Chris- of the front yard with dirt.
Twins. daughters, to Mr. and ror.
A report on the financial dona- former pastor of the CME church
The Obion River Association will stalks before the snow covers t
Mrs. Vernon Williams of 758 Lin- tian fellowship to a close. The
and
Mrs. L. H. Golden, of 274 Brooks. Sept. 24, 1958
adults of the church were very tion was made by Mrs. Bryson in Brownsville, and a trained
convene with the First Baptist ground.
den.
A daughter, Barbara, to Mr. A daughter, to
well-qualified minister.
The CME churches are prepa
Mr. and Mrs.
church beginning Thursday, SepA daughter, Shirley, to Mr. and pleased with the young members, and Mrs. Jackson stated that the
host
and Mrs. Booker Morgan of 1513 Charles Weston of 1339 Ethlyn.
the
was
Harris
Rev.
B.
F.
tember 30, and will continue for ing for Annual Conferences, t
Mrs. Aubrey
Johnson
of 4761 as well as their friends in Hum- enrollment of the school is 30, with pastor.
Winnona.
A daughter, Barbara. to Mr. and Benjestown.
boldt. Mrs, L. B. Croom is the an average daily attendance of
several days during the week. Mar- Presbyterians are preparing f
A daughter, Corinne, to Mr. and Mrs. Jefferson
2s.
tin Tabernacle CME church was Presbytery and the B a pt is
Wilson of 1095 N.
A son, Robert, to Mr. and Mrs. supervisor of the youth.
Mrs. Raphel Anderson _of 2123 Claybrook,.
There
very
are many families who line real soon, for she is a
the recent host to the Brownsville churches are enjoying and pr
Robert Perry of 1463 Dunn,
Rev, and Mrs. Friar, of CaliBrown.
District Sunday School Conven- paring for another Annual Ass
fornia, week end guests of Rev. would like to send their children zealous worker.
A daughter, Deleria. to Mr. and
cwn
Pulliam,
Alfred
off
to
financially
Hats
are
school,
to
but
the
tion. Many people attended and ation.
and Mrs. Owens, spent the entire
Mrs. Johnny Felton of 1301 Kney.
Mr. Hollis Wilkins is home fro
day at the youth services, and unable to do so. Any person in- er of a large fleet of moving vans, all services ware reported to have
Sept. 22, 1958
were loud in their praise of the terested in such a worthy project who was recently awarded a regu- been interesting as well as inspir• the hospital.
A daughter, Debra, to Mr. and
mail.
U.
S.
deliver
contract
lar
to
the
by
may
chaircalling
do
so
ational.
Members
and
work proceeding under the direcfriends of
The Dyer CME church was gr
Mrs. Robert Dowell of 1020 Tulley.
His business integrity won him the Primitive Baptist church spontion of their friend. Rev. Owens. man or any of the workers.
ed with the presence of Mrs. Ma
A son, Arken, to Mr. and Mrs
The school serves as a com- this honor, and the citizens of sored a bus that carried them to
Mrs.
Friar
rendered
a
solo
to
the
Penn, dean of women, Lane
Monroe Davis of 535 Linden.
By MRS. F. M. JEFFERS
and Mrs, Obis. Brooks. He is a enjoyment of the
congregation, and munity center, and it is an ex- Humboldt should be very proud of Indianapolis, Inc., where they at- lege, on Sunday last, as the
A daughter, Brenda, to Mr. and
graduate of Lincoln High school. the couple left
cellent place for mothers to leave him.
tended
their
annual
SEMPER
association.
for
their
home
FIDELIS
CLUB
the
speaker
for Women's Day acti
Mrs. Robert Webb of 1093 St.
At present he is stationed in following day.
Mrs. W. A. Owens, wife of the
their children during working hour
Those persons that attended the dents are Mesdames
The Semper Fidelis Club held
Charles.
Willie Ph
Spain.
For only a small fee, the child pastor of Morning Star Baptist meeting of the Board of Christian
The Stigall chapter Of the New
Imps, Erma Wynn and Lucy Ove
A daughter, Cecelia, to Mr. and their first fall meeting at t h e
Rev. and Mrs. R. J. Christmas
will receive care as well as train- church, is teaching in a Memphis Education of the West Tenn, AnHomemakers of America enjoyed
ell. Mrs. Imogene Burnette ha
Mrs. Willie J. Ellis of 744 Ste- home of Mrs. W. L. Purifoy. The entertained the youth group of
ing.
school. She taught in Arkansas un nual Conference from this section
St. a
devotion was conducted by the
delightful day at Union City,
phenson.
Andrews, their advisor and minMiss Lila Northcross h a s til the end of the last school term were Miss Ethel Seets, Mesdames charge of the music, progra
Tenn., at the Miles High school.
A son, Nathaniel, to Mr. and chaplain. The president conducted ister with a get
been on the sick list for the last and then moved here to Humbolt Farrah Dile, Alberta Jamison and participants were: Mrs. Jame
together.
Mrs. Albert Wainwright of 414 a business meeting.
WilliamseMrs. bubbie Harris, Mrs
Various games and quizzes were Thirty-one members of the chap- fl'w days. She is not confined to We hope that she enjoys teachin Prof. W. L. Burnette.
Mr. Jerome Drucilla Douglass, Mrs, Virgini
Afterwards,
all
club members
ter were present at the first disAyera.
enjoyed by alt.
bed, but is not as active as usual. at Hamilton High school, one o Ellington accompanied them
stood
and
sung
song.
their
on
club
trict
meeting of the 1958 59 year.
O'Daniel, Mrs. Louise Johnson
A daughter, Phyllis, to Mr. and
We hope that she will be back in the finest in that city.
Shady Grove Baptist held their
time trip.
The members of the Miles chap
while Mrs. A. Jamison served a
Mrs. Chester Lloyd of 1086 Leath The meeting adjourned to meet
annual Musical under the direction ter conducted a
Mr
Bobbie Harris and Mrs. Mistress of ceremonies.
A daughter, Peggy, to Mr. and with Miss Charlene Warren.
very beautiful and
A fellow
of
Mr.
Obie
Brooks. A large num• impressive devotional service,
Lovie Carter have recently return- ship dinner was
Mrs. James Houston of 5026 Benje- The hostess served a delectable
and
served in the base
her attended the musical.
ed from Chicago where they visit- ment as this was
repast.
the rest of the morning was used
stows.
the last Sunda
ed friends and relatives.
STEWART MEMORIAL P. T. A. in group discussions.
A daughter, Barbara, to Mr. and THE NACIREMA CLUB
before conference and Quarter!
Mrs. T. L. Buchanan is in Dc• Conference
The Stewart Memorial P. T. A.
Afternoon highlights were the re
Mrs. Robert Aldridge of 2430 DeThe Nacirema Club held their
was in session. 'lii
troit
visiting
with
her
climaxed
their
son,
Mr.
"Chain
of Ten ports given by Donna J. Fly and
, voy.
morning message was delivere
monthly meetin at the home of
the
new
granddaughter
Drive"
with
in
the
a
program
famigiven
at
four
other girls who attended the
A daughter, Marilyn, to Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. John Clark. The
by the Rev. J. C. Hultum, esidin
ly.
Mrs. Albert Hall of 563 Weakley. meeting was called to order by the school. The program was pre- National Convention held in GreensElder of the Dyersburg District
By Markhum Stansbory
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Randall were The Rev. T.
A son, Allyn, to MI. and Mrs. the president. After the business sented in the six grade class boro, N. C.
L. Mabins and hi
hosts Sunday to their pastor, the congregation
The trip was enjoyed by all of
Calvin Hayes of 2581 Donald rd. session the club entered into the MOM.
of the Mt. Grang
Rev. H. Newborn, and several of MB church
Music, Invocation — Rev. M. those who attended the meet. Mrs.
A son, Gregory, to Mr. and Mrs. social hour, and informal bridge
worshipped with Fai
theti
ienedosmamnudnirelatives
. Markhum Stansbury. reporter.
ty
of the view Baptist church in the
Thomas Tatum of 240 W. Dison. was played. The host and host. J. Jones; Greetings, Miss Uinta N. F. Williams is the advisor for STUDENT OF THE WEEK
afte
Mt. Zion
Dean; "Our Responsibility as P. the Stigall chapter.
This week I am happy to place
m
M. Wade is also parliaentarnoon of Sunday last. This progra
ess served a delicious repast.
was sponsored by one of the club
Guest for the evening were Mr. PTA Workers — The Home. Mrs. The Open House held recently the BTW spotlight on Miss Eleanor ian of the city-wide Library Assoin preparation for their annual f
and Mrs. Joe Allen of Madison Geoffrey Hodges: The School, Mrs at the Gillispie Kindergarten was Addison, the 15•year-old daughter ciation, and Miss Jones is secre- lierhan, sergeant-at-arms
Motor Club floor captains are rally.
Ark , and Mr. and Mrs. T. R Samuel Hawkins, the chur c h, quite successful, and as a result, of Mrs. Ernestine Cohran. They tary of the organization.
Mrs.
R.
Mrs.
J
it
V.
S.
Miss
Nabrit
Delis
and
live
S.
Christmas:
at
Lauderdale
richer
421-D
at.
in
The
Corntoys,
food and fiDelaney.
D'Army Bailey, Foster Adams, Your scribe has been in ac
nance. Quite a few citizens turnA member of the junior class, thenia Williams are the head li- Lowell Winston, and Carl Williams. for teachers this week which
Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Jeffers and munity, Mrs.E. Bradford.
Music was rendered by a group
Miss Addison is president of the brarians.
The club was organized for the counts for my lack of knowle
daughter of Blytheville; A r k.
purpose of assisting the teachers of the news in the area, as
were visitors in Forrest City. 1 of elementary children singing two fourth and last Quarter with Dr. 11-19A homeroom, belongs to the TOP FIVE TUNES
Mrs. Mattie Turner of Forrest, action songs. Short Talk, Mrs. W. W.M. Wingfield, presiding elder, Motor and Senior Glee clubs, is a
and from as your not calling them
1. "Tears on My Pillow," Bettie as students pass to
takes Diapers off your handl
City announces the marriage of' Stewart Faculty; Offering, Mr. J. Bethel AME church of Brinkley, member of the Student Council, Lockart and Harold Plunket.
their respective classes.
Please call us about your ne,
. . off your mind, too
at
Clark
and
Mrs.
Charlie Freeman; the guest church for
her daughter. Barbara Amelia
2. "Down the Isle of Love," CLUBS
the evening and a student assistant of the ofcost of only pennies a day!
BrookRemarks,
Mrs.
M.
M.
Crutcner worship. A round report w a fice staff.
Turner, to Sgt. Lee Herman
Said Lowell Winston, president
Doris Hunter and Eddie Jones.
s
She is a very active member of
Brooks. Mrs. Brooks is a gradu- president, and Mrs. A. P. Suggs. made. Rev. H. Scott, pastor.
3, "Everything," Yummie Kirk of the Zetus Social club, recently
principal.
the
Collins
CME
Chapel
church,
ate of Lincoln High school andl
to this reporter, "There will be
CAN YOU USE
and Josephine Paine.
A large number of parents and
where she is president of the
attended Philander Smith college,
4. "The Only Way to Lose," a dance every Tuesday night at
' friends attended the program.
FOR DETAILS
Mottle F. Coleman circle, secre- Andrew Love and Jackie Brooks. the Flamingo club."
Little Rock Ark.
MORE
tary of her Sunday School class, 5. "Lover's Question." Lucille The first hop was held on Sept.
Sgt. Brooks is the son of Mr. 11 Mrs. F. M. Jamison has as her
guest. Mrs. Edna Mae McDaniel!
assistant secretary of the Sunday Kennedy and Herbie Hampton.
23, and among those seen at the
and daughter, Miss Everlyn 11.1
school, and a soloist with the jun- MOTOR
dance were Elmo Currie, Betty
CLUB
McDaniel of Denver, Colo. Mrs.
ior choir.
The Motor Club, undei the su-, Lockart, Paul Robinson, Marion
McDaniel is the former Miss DudGROUND FLOOR
When asked to give her view on pervision
of J. E. King, has begun Pegues, Albert Yates, D'Army
ley.
the subject of going steady this
Bailey, Angela Reed, Sylvia SulSTERICK BUILDING
(English Lady)
St, Luke A. M. E. held their
NEW YORK — Key to the de- was her reply: "I don't think go- its operations ter the year. One livan, Eugene Wilkins, Phyns HyWHERE FOSSES Oaf YOU
of the oldest organizations on the
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
sign of an unusual, new skyscrap- ing steady is wise for high school
GET PRIIIRENI/A1
campus, the members met recent- ter, Rosie Walls, Eddie Pewitt
er for downtown San Francisco students. A young lady's friends
A GYPSY
SIRVIC/'
ly and elected the following per Patricia Edwards. Leroy Stanifer,
is the ownership of the a i r need to vary so that she can have
This Is her new office at the Mississippi
Doris
Thompson
sons as officers for the 1958-59 and
space that surrounds it.
experience in learning the differ- year: Paul
State Line. MADAM BELL is back after a
'Robinson, president;
The building, which will house ent types of 'young men. How- Carnell
long time of being away and at laat she is
TOASTERS
Winston, vice president;
LAMPS
the offices of American President ever, if the couple has a mutual Ruthie
back to stay in her new home
Cobb. secretary; Andrew
HEATERS
Lines, was desiened by S. Robert understanding, it is all right.
Love, chaplain; and Wallace CalAre you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
Anshen and William Stephen Al- LIBRARY STAFF
:.'ACUUM CLEANERS
The library staff this year has
you lost faith In your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
RADIOS - PERCOLATORS len whose work is featured in the
current issue of Architectural more than 50 members. Election
In had health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
Record. the professional maga- was held last week, and the new
Problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
zine for architects and engineers officers are Monetha Reeves
will read life to you just as she would read an open book.
published by F. W. Dodge Cor- president: Booker T. Wade, Fr
Tell you why your lob or business is not a success. If you have
poration.
vice president; Sammy Lynon,
The owners state thatthey secretary; Lorraine Jones, assistfailed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
bought the air from the city as ant secretary: Marion Evans,
Located on Highway SI South, just over Mississippi State
"surplus city property" on the treasurer; Lucille Kennedy, porLine, on the way to Hernando Her home is a blocks below
premise that the tall building's n mentarian, and
yours truly.
where she used to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel Be sure
ALSO—
. responsibility to its environment
no•re It a r
why peopl• like
to look tor the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
THROW-AWAY BAGS FOR
extends imp from the street as
to de business with es Yew, tee.
weII
as
along
will
it.
like
our
courteous
treaters**f
ALL TYPE CLEANERS
at all times. She never had an office in West Memphis.)
See Us For Your
and desire to help you
Catch yellow bus marked aa'hitehaven State Line and get
-Om Thursday and F,idiry
Favorite grand
iff at State lane and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
Night], Until 8 00 P M.
CoSil Attn and Cele.
Cembinaliens
IAND SIGN.
Saturday, 0.00 to 1,00
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TFINNESSEAN PROMOTED —
Robert E. Sawyers, son of Mr
and Mrs. John H. Sawyers, of
Route 2, College Grove, Tenn..
was recently prcmoted to the rank
of sergeant at the El Toro Marine
Corps Air Station, Santa Ana. Cal.
Before entering sereice in 1e54,
Sgt. Sawyers attended the Frank.
tin Tralning school in Franklin.

president of Okolona college,
Okolona, Miss., reeceived cou•
gratulation% from G. M. Fere
guson, Federal Extension Administrator. From left are
Miss Carol Joe, of Vireinia;
P. H. Stone, ramp direcetor;
Prof. Roddy, Mies Florentine
Walton, Holly Springs. Miss.,
Dr. Davis, Mr. Ferguson, and
Miss Blanche D. Harrison, re-

tired district home agent, of
Virginia. Prof. Roddy said that
he received 4.11 honor for projecting Negro farm youth at
Tri-State Fair, and portraying
'agriculture as a basic econo.
my. The theme for this year's
fair is "Investing in a Growing
America — egriculture, Bust'
ness, and Industry."

ber one human relations problem.
With a staff of less than 50
people, the Commission tees it
needs the cooperation of these in•
terested citizens, organized into
State Advisory Committees, in
order to do the kind of job expected of it.
While these Advisory groups are
being organized the stiff is study
ing and analyzing all available information about equal protection
of the laws and the right to vote.
This, of course includes tlie
laws, regulations anti policies of
the Federal and State governments
having to do with civil rights.
ORGANIZATION'S PURPOSE
The Act of Congress which
established the Cemmission in 1957
provides that it shall
(1) investigate denials of the
right to vote'when it receives
sworn complaints in writing;
(2) study and collect information about any government action
which amounts to a denial if equal
protection of the laws, and
(3 appraise the laws :ind policies of the Federal Government
with respect to equal protection
of the laws
The Commission m a y also
hold hearings "for the purpose of
carrying out the provisions of this
Act." It may issue subpoenas to
compel witnesses In attend it
hearings lied testify, or to produce
written or other matter pertinent
to its inquiry.
DUTIES OF COMMITTEES
But the main source of infornta•
lien and advice ahnut civil rights
matters may well he the Advisory

Committees of Irvin live to nine
members appointed by the Commission in each state.
Upon request State Advisory
Comittees will relay to the Cons.
knowledge they have
mission
concerning denials or violations of
civil rights within their reepec'ive
states.
They also may recommend
changes in laws or government
policies wich they think are needed to protect civil rights within
their states.
SHOULD BE REPRESENTATIVE
The Commission tries to mak(
these advisory bodies in each
state representative of all eiti
zens. Set up that way they can
be most helpful in gathering infor
mation within its own borders.
Not only do the members of
these state committees have firsthand knowledge of the extent to
which civil rights need to be protected in their areas. they also
know of progress that has been
made in the enjoyment of these
rights by minority groups.
Thus they help to make possible
a complete report on civil rights
by sending the Commission information on both the progress and
the problems in this field. Moreover, they provide for the average
citizen a direct contact, at the
-------

j

AT HOME OR
YOUR FAVORITE TAVERN
0-310
ORPITIIL SPEWING COMPANY, INC. LOUISVILLE, Pt`f.,

•High Cost Of Living—Back Breaking Laundry
GOT YOU DOWN?

FOR SALE

Another inviting feature about
these modernistic washers is that
the so little cost it takes to operate
them. For only 20 cents you can
wash a nine-pound load of clothes
and for a paltry 25 cents you
may fluff dry two wash loads.
The Kwik-N-Klean laundry is
open 24 full hours each and every
day, including Sunday And what's
more ladies, it's unattended.
So wrap up those dirty duds
and head for the Kwik N Klein
Laundry, 2571 Carnes, in the heart
of Orange Mound between Hanley and Bey streets. There are 20
washers and five dryers so that
all may enjoy the easiest washday — or washnight that they've
ever experienced.

CALL IA 6-8397

WITH SEVENTH FLEET, serving
aboard the attack aircralt carrier
USS Essex, escorting Nationalist
convoys to Quemoy and protecting
Formosa, is Seaman Charlie Clark,
the son of Mrs. Anner Lee Mabry
Clark. of 951 Knight Si., 6i-re. The
ship was scheduled to have
returned to its hnmeport of Mayport, Fla., earlier this fall, hut
was returned to Lebanon, and then
rushed to the Far East by way
of the Suez canal.

Pack Those Dirty Clothes A nd Come To
DO YOU KNOW THIS MAN?

NCE

N. C. Editor Blasts Race
Bias In One-Man Paper

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY

Try Kwik-N-Klean For
Easy Low-Cost Washdays
Ladies' Are you tired of bending and pulling and breaking your
backs trying to get out the weekly wash? If so then you're living
in the past The Kwik-N-Klean
Laundry at 2571 Carnes lets you
sit and watch instead of bend and
strain. All you do is flip your
clothes into the easily operated
self-service machines and relax
until the things are nice and clean.

In January the play had Its
exploiting the West Indians in Britworld premiere in Atlanta. Col.
! sin."
The race riots in England have
Forces have been at work in A, T. Walden, Atlanta attorney deshocked the whole world. "More Britain indoctrinating foreign stu- scribed the effect: "Atlanta will
thousand
and
Englishmen
than a
dents and visitors with the ideol- never be the same again. Broken
West Indians fought a Woody, ogy of hate and division. I met homes became united. White
ninety-minute pitched battle in these forces shortly after my ar- homes opened their doors to all
Nottingham one evening," WAS the rival in England. Fortunately 1 races. The atmosphere throughout
way one newspaper reported the also met Moral Re-Armament at the city, the shops and on the
violence.
buses changed and was the talk
the same time.
What lies behind it? What is the
I was in America a year ago of the city. The seeds which were
answer to the global mobilization when Little Rock exploded. I was sewn have,continued to grow. The
of hate? I believe the answer is attending the Moral Re-Armament news made headlines in Ghana,
the ideology of absolute moral Training Center at MacKinac Is- India, Japan. A new voice has
standards in action.
lade. Suddenly I realized that gone from the South to the whole
I am a West Indian. I was horn while I condemned racial hatred world since "The Crowning Experin .Tarnaica. My wife and I lived In others, I WAS not free of hatred ience" spent those five months in
In England where I studied law in my own life. My bitterness grew Atlanta."
and public administration during from my early days in governinent
The play moved to Washington,
the war years. Our daughter was service. It was directed against D. C. "The Crowning Experience,"
born in London. I love my coun- the Englishmen who held exert!. and "He Was Not There" were
try and I love England.
live posts in my country. They seen by 83,000 people. Thousands
To understand what is happen- seemed to stand in my way.
could not obtain admission.
need
ing in England today you
RESIGNED JOB
The Washington Post wrote:
race
these
that
to grasp the fact
At 3 o'clock one morning in "Each night since June 15, the
larger
much
a
of
part
riots are
Mackinac I wakened and wrote quene has wound from the theatre
ideological plan to discredit Eng- down all the thoughts that came lobby half way to 14th street and
land in the eyes of the Asian into my mind. As a result, I re- back again. People have begun to
and African nations, and to ig- signed my job as a constitutional take their places at 7 o'clock,
nite the West Indies in flaming lawyer with the Government to an hour before curtain time. They
hatred against the British.
give all my time by the side of have assembled in clusters of
'IDEOLOGY OF HATE'
Buchman and the world force of three or four, in families or in
JamaiThe Chief Minister of
Moral-Re-Armament.
couples, all ages and races."
ca is reported in the New York
Bitterness left me when I deHigh ranking officers in the armare
forces
"Evil
saying.
Times as
cided to live absolute moral stand- ed services, 120 members of teon•
ards and fight to remake the gress, officials and staff front 57
international unions and scores of
local level, with the President's world.
Commission in Washington.
My wife and I became united representatives from the diplomateach
to
hearts
our
ic corps saw the play.
These Committees may choose as we opened
The keys of the city were oreany areas of CiN it rights they wish other and shared honestly the
on which to concentrate their stud- areas in our lives which had been sented to Muriel Smith and Ann
Buckles, stars of the play, by
ies. Nationally the Commission is closed to each other.
Shortly afterwards, a musical Commissioner McLaughlin, presigiving first consideration to wiling rights, education and housing, play, "The Crowning Experience." dent of the Board of Com missioners
but it will study other fields if with a east of over 100 people of as a mark of gratitude for what
time permits or new circumstances all races was produced, I play "The Crowning Experience" had
the part of a bitter Negro reveo- given Washington.
suggest a change in directions.
(Final article in this series next lutionary who finds a greater idea SENATOR'S OPINION
Senator Alexander Smith. of the
when he comes to Mackinac.
week.)
Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, wrote to Muriel Smith at
the close of the run in Washington:
"You have definitely contributed
in ways which we cannot yet see
the full effect a, to the cause
of sound race relations in the
United States, and through the example of the United States to the
colored water foun- other nations of the world.
One of the most arresting puzz- whites and
a five and dime store.
les ein the South today is Harry tains in
out-of-order sign on es books, despite his frequent
Golden, his newspaper and their He hung an
fountain and shortly af- thrusts at the administration. Alpopularity, writes John Kohler in the white
ter everybody was using the "col- though he once. asked Governor
an article called "Why They Don't
only" fountain.
Hodges "How does it feel to be
Hate Harry," in the Sept. 27 issue ored
the governor of a state where a
ONE-MAN NEWSPAPER
of the Saturday Evening Post.
Golden. a short, fat, round faced third of the population is feeling
For Golden is a inan who writes
fearlessly in his paper, the Caro- man of 56 came from New York bitterness," the Governor has aplina Israelite, about the evils of originally and settled in Charlotte, pointed him "Ambassador of Good
segregation, yet the whole state N. C., 13 years ago. Ile publishes Will."
Golden once told the Governor
of North Carolina and the neigh- big 10 page tabloid paper at irboring Southern states love him. regular intervals and writes the "The bigots are making all the
resi
a
is
to
Kohler,
cover
writes
from
himself
Golden,
noise. Thousands of Southerners
whole thing
dent of North Carolina and styles cover. The circulation extends far no longer believe that school seg.
himself a radical, and advocates beyond the borders of North Caro- Ration is feasible on a moral, reimmediate, total desegregation. line, writes Kohler, with Stleil dig- ligiotts or legal basis. If you will
Kohler writes that probably none nitaries as Adlai Stevenson, Chief accept the reality that the Ste.
but a well-entrenched town char- Justice Earl Warren and Harry preme Court is not going to re.
acter lilt. Golden could get away Truman on its subscription list. verse itself, you can get men of
with the satirical proposals for
Golden stands high in Governor good will of both races to accept
desegregation known as Golden of North Carolina Luther H. Hodg- another reality."
in
appear
frequently
Plans, which
the Israelite.
VERTICAL PLAN
According to the Golden Vertical
Negro Plan, Golden states: "All
the state legislature needs to do is
pass one small amendment which
would provide only desks in all the
public schools — no seats. Since
THREE BUILDINGS NOW OCCUPIED BY SIX STORES
no one pays the slightest attention
IN EXCELLENT LOCATION
to a Vertical Negro, this will
completely solve our problem.
In South Memphis ---On Lot 160 Feet x 113 Feet
The Golden White Baby Plan
IDEAL PLACE FOR NEW COMMERCIAL CENTER
states that due to the fact that a
IF INTERESTED
ticket seller a' a movie house is
not likely to turn away 'a Negro
accompanying 'a white baby, the
Negroes should borrow white babies when they want to enter a
restricted theater. "Eventually,"
Golden foresees, "the Negro cornmunity can .set up a factory and
manufacture white babies made
of plastic. The dolls, of course,
should all have blond hair and
blue eyes, which would give the
Negro priority over the whites
for the very best seats in the
house."
Another plan of Golden's Is to,
make the white facilities that are
placed in stores and shops for
separate use out-of-order so that
the whites will be forced to use
the Negro facilities. This plan
to have
Golden was supposed
tried, writes Kobler, in regard to
By LOUIS RYLES

Fairminded Citizens Asked To Aid
In Solving Nation's Top Problem

Stan Hack Named
To Boss Farm Nine
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KWIK-N-KLEAN LA UNDRY

IF YOUR GOAL IS GOOD FURNITURE
FOR YOUR NOME—

2571 CARNES ST.

RENT TO BUY

HEART OF ORANGE MOUND
( Between Hanley and Bey Streets )

SELF-SERVICE
UNATTENDED
Only
Only
Open 24 Hours
20c
25c
Every Day
WASH
9 LB. LOAD
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The Tri-S)ate Fair is expected Building, and more than WO in
to set an all-time attendance this cash and prizes will be given to
week end, when it opens for the winners. A Spelling Bee will be
ath year at the Mid-South Fair held on all three nights of the
rounds, and remains for three fair.
days, Friday through Sunday.
BONDS FOR CHAMPS /
"This means gning over the
Prizes for the top spellers will
100,000 mark by a substantial mar• be $100 Saving Bonds, first prize;
gin in order to surpass our attend- $50, second prize; and $25, third
ance records for 195.: ano 1957." prize. Each state champion will be
Prof. R. J. Roddy, the manager given a £25. Savings Bond.
said. He added that the fair would
More than $500 worth of food
have what it takes to please the will be given away in 40 baskets
crowds.
at the Home Service exhibition
More than $12,000 will be award- during the fair, and a food expert
ed in prizes, and hundreds of dol- Mrs. Florence H. Wheeler, of Chi.
lars worth of merchandise will cago, will serve as home econom
be given away by radio stations ist.
and other exhibitors at the home, On the last day of the fair the
commercial and trade exhibition. Baby Show will be held, and a
On Friday, Oct. 3, Children's car wil be given away by the MalDay will be celebrated. and all lory Knights Charitable OrganiFAIR MANAGER HONORED
city and Shelby County Negro zation.
—Prof. R. J Roddy, third from
schools will be closed to allow
left, manager of the Tr -State
fair, which will have a circus with
Fair, is shown after receiving
it this year. Admission prices for
HI Plaque award during elethe youngsters to attend the
venth annual 4-11 Encampment
from 25 cents to 15 cents.
held in Washington, D. C., on
RADIO CELEBRITIES
the campus of Howard univer•
Top Memphis radio entertainers
city this summer. He is watch,d announcers who will he pr's
ing Dr. Walker M. Davis,
. t for the fair are the Soul Stirrers, Hunky Dory, Dick "Cene"
Cole, Brother Bill, Miss Willa
Monroe, Nat D. Williams Rufus
Thomas. Jean Steinberg, and A.
WASHINGTON — (1'1'1) — The
C. Williams.
White House announced that Peesi.
Livestock judging and prizes will dent Eisenhower has
accepted an
he featured op the opening day and invitation to
speak Oct. 28 in
there will he auction sales, and New York at
the first dinner of
contests held among 4-H, NEA, the National
Football Foundation
and NHA members.
and. Hall of Fame.
(This is the second if three arFinals in the talent search will
The invitation was extended ticles about the Commission on
be held on Sunday in the Woman's some time ago
by Lou Little, long- Civil Rights which the Tri-State
time football coach at Columbia. Defender is publishing to acquaint
university and one of the directors its readers with the new actincy'e
of the Foundation. Little is now program and scope of authority.)
retired
WASHINGTON, D. C. — The
Askee; if the President's attendST. LOUIS — (UPI) — Stan ance at the Astor Hotel banquet Commission on Civil Rights is de.
pack, interim manager for the St. might coincide with political ace pending on hundreds of fairmind•
states for
Louis Cardinals. was named man- tivity in that area, press secretary ed citizens in all 49
numager of the Redbirds' St. Peters- James C. Hagerty conceded that help in its study of America's
burg, Fla., team in the Klorida the date was close to the end of
West Coast Winter instructional the election campaigns.
The press secretary said he was
program.
'lack is being released at sca- not able to say at this time what
ns end from his contract as a degree of politcal activity t h e
rdinal coach. He served the past President would undertake in New
two seasons under manager Fred York in late October.
Hutchinson.
The Football Foundation is establishing a Hall of Fame to honUse a buttered knife to cut rai- or the game's top heroes on the
sins without having them stick to campus at Rutgers university,
the knife.
New Brunswick, N. J.
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FLUFF DRY
(TWO-WASH LOAD

Avoid Saturday Crowds - Wash Easily Comfortably
Any Hour, Mid-week or Nite and Sunday
Rain Or Shine - Make Your Clothes Look Fine
Do It Yourself - Save - Save

A FINE
MUSICAL
INSTRUMENT
A. T. "QUICK CASH" JONES

Loans Arranged
FROM

Request

BAND STUDENTS
COLIE

STOLTZ

SIGNATURE - AUTO - FURNITURE

Music Company

ON

HARLEM FINANCE CO.
JA 6-5088

317 BEALE

NOT WISHING, CAN MAKE IT SO!
Whether you buy it one piece at a time, or a
whole suite, you'll find it's easier to get the
good furniture your good taste demands if you
save for the purchase beforehand. Systematic
saving makes gracious living easier to achieve.
Start your savings account next payday, with
us; and make deposits regularly every payday.

Play Your Own Instrument

$50 TO $500
No Waiting - No Red Tope - We Arrange Everything

KWIK-N-KLEAN — 2571 CARNES
20 WASHERS, 5 DRYERS

FREE Pamphlet on

Saving,

111 MADISON
Phone: JA. 1-6132

TRINITATE BANK OF MEMPHIS
386 BEALE STREET
Memphis, Tennessee
All Accounts

Insured Up To $10,000.00

`.74 BANK

As
Satoslakiialismi

Unemployment
Staff Reduced;
Jobs Increase

16 TR1-STATE DEFENDER
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Funds Pouring In For
Jessie Mahan Center
Fourteen "Green" teas were
held in various locations in Memphis on Sunday, Sept. 21, for
the benefit of the Jessie Mahan
Center for pre-school children, and
according to the general chairman
Mrs. R. Q. Vanson, contributions
were still coming in this week.
Supplies for the green teas —
green, because folding money was
expected from those who attended,
were furnished by Radio Station
WLOK, and Mrs. W. B. Dunham,
president of the Pre-School Association of Memphis and Shelby
County, said the Center "is greatly indebted to the Green Tea Committee for their successful effort
and for the assistance of Station
WLOK and Bob Bartusch, assistant manager. It is highly encouraging that such broad community response was achieved.
According to Mrs. Venson's latest report, $1,225.81 has been collected. This means that the center
will receive $2,451.62, since an
anonymous donor is matching dollar for dollar all contributions
made up to $5,000.
SHORT OF GOAL
The Jessie Mahan Center, loced at 929 Delmar ave., Dixie Homes
Housing Project, and provides excellent day care for children whose
mothers work.
The Center is still $2,000 short
of its goal of $5,000 which would
gain the total anonymous contriNEST EGG
SALEM, Ma as. — (UPI) —
Through the magic of compound
interest, a $174 deposit has ballooned into $9,000 in 127 years.
Back in 1831 the builders of a
private drainage system here
banked $174. Recently the courts
ordered the funds, now grown to
$9.000, distributed to the heirs of
the builders. A search for the
heirs is on.

bution of $5,000.
Contributions are still being solicited, and may be sent to Jessie
Mahan Center, in care of the PreSchool Association, 742 Adams at..
Memphis.

Harvest Tea At
Avery Chapel

Bertrand High
Elects Leaders

BUS„„„„„,„„„„„„.
GO
BY
1 •
It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe

I

NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM I
MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.

-1

Talent Show
Presented By
Gorine College

A Harvest Tea will be given at
the Avery Chapel AME church on
Sunday, Oct. 5, from 4 p. m. until
7 p. m., and the public is invited
to attend.
The tea is being sponsored by
the Building Fund Committee, of
which Mrs. Nancy Lee is chairman. Mrs. Hattie Harrison is the
chairman for the tea,.
Rev. Loyee Patrick is the pastor of the church.

The class officers of Father
Bertrand High school, Memphis,
have been elected by the members
of the respective classes. The Senior Class officers are Stephen
Boone, president: Peggy Hilliard,
vice-president; Carol Ann Latting
secretary; Meyerson Jones, treasurer, and Thomas Beddingfield,
the parliamentarian.
The Juniors voted and elected
Charles Clay, president; Earnest
Boram, vice-president; Rita Alexander, secretary; and Billie Jean
Turner as treasurer.
Kenneth Hayes is the president
of the Sophomores, having as fellow officers Reuben Rhodes, vicepresident; Angela Warren, secretary; Tommie Kaye Hayes, treasurer. and Malcolm Weed as the
parliamentarian.
Among the Freshmen — Lyncha
Johnson. Art Williams, Henry Moss
and Lloyd Foster were elected
as class officers.

Formerly
MEMPHIS STREET RAILWAY CO.

NASHVILLE — The continued
drop in the number of persons
claiming unemployment compensation in Tennessee, along with a
decrease in the administrative
funds provided by the Federal
government, has brought about a
reduction in the number of personnel in ttle Department of Employment Security.
PROMOTLEATHERNECK
Commissioner Don hicSween anED — Louis G. Troutman,
nounced last week that due to
those reasons, the services of 37
employees who had emergency
120-day appointments were being
terminated.
Mr. McSween said that 91 hourly workers scattered throughout
the state's many local offices were
being retained on available registers, but would not be used until
the situation changes.
These workers are not permanently attached to the department,
he explained, and are called upon The students of Gorine college
only in the event of an increased presented a ."Talent Program"
at the Rock of Ages ('ME church,
work load in a given office.
Fact that unemployment in Ten-' 489 Scot at , last week at 8 o'clock
nessee had dropped from a high of p. m. Rev. R. E. Honeysucker,
74,400 at the peak of the recession whose wife is a -graduate of Goithe
Is the pastor.
to the current total Of 41.963
The show was a three part program.
The first part consisted of reor Jad basketball coach; Dr.
Robert M. Ratcliffe, former
ligious songs and appropriate reN. Brython, Fagin, visiting proPittsburgh Courier editor, who
citations. The second part pres,oilfessor of English; Miss Addie
Is now director of public reM. Golden, assistant librarian
MOUNT VERNON, Ill. — (UPI) ed Modern Hair fashions by the
lations and alumni secretary;
college students and in the third
and Robert L. Scruggs, asJerry Johnson, athletic direct— Police here figure a burglar part a skit
on "Sterilization and
sistant professor of chemistry.
must have been planning a big Sanitation in Beauty shops.
party with his best girl.
Gorine is a college of Cosmemaiju townsman named PumaA tavern -was burglarized Fri- tology, Physio.Therapy, Business
man for being the best fly killer day night and two cases of liqhor Ethics and Salesmanship, located
KATMANDU, Nepal — (UPI) — during an anti-cholera drive start- were taken. A grocery was also at 449 Beale Visitors are corThe Nepalese government has ed last August. Purnaman killed entered. Missing were two cartons dially invited.
of cigarettes and two cartons of
Mme. Gold S. M. Young is the
awarded a gold medal to a Man- 70 pounds of flies.
breath sweetener.
president.

NEW FACES ON CAMPUS—
Five persons recently joined
the staff and faculty of Le.
Moyne college, and four are
pictured here looking over the
campus. They are, from left,
——

Modern Dances
To Be Featured
At Recital
The approaching awearance .of
noted creative dancer, Jean Erdman, at Le Moyne college has
aroused the interest of hundreds
cf Memphians, especially public
school teachers and youngsters
who are admirers of the modern
dance and ballet.
Miss Erdman, born in Honolulu
and recently cited by New York
Times magazine, will appear ill
the LeMoyne college gymnasium,
C. Arthur Bruce Hall, on Friday,
Oct. 17. starting at 8:30 p.m.
Tickets are now on sale in the
college business office and at Central Ticket Office in Goldsmith's
General admission is one dollar,
and reserved seats, $1.50.
Miss Erdman has been described as "that rarer artist . . . a
great soloist."
She is a very exciting dancer,"
says Anat.* Chujoy of Dance
News, "fainine, strong, theatrical."
The modern dancer has just returned to the States from an independently sponsored solo tour of
India and the Orient.

Burglar Set For
Swinging Party

Honor Top Fly Killer

right, the son of Mrs. Ka.
therine Troutman, of Knoxville,
was promoted to Marine private first class after completing his basic training at the
Marine Corps Recruit Depot,
Parris Island, S. C. One of
seven in his platoon promoted
for "demonstrating qualities of
leadership" during training,
he is shown receising warrant
of promotion from First Lt.
E. S. Dentr, left, luring re.
cent recruit graduation oxer.
clues. The marine was graduated from Austin High school
before enlisting in June. 1958.

Langston U Play
Top Pass Catcher
Among NAIA Teams
KANSAS CITY, Mo. — (UPI) —
Carney Henley. flashy Huron S.
D., back, rammed across for Ave
touchdowns Saturday to be leading scorer among National Asset.
nation of Intercollegiate Athletics
schools in the first weekly statistics of the season.
Charles Smith of Langston
university, Okla., was top pass
receiver with 166 yards on six
catches. Bob Hurley of College of
the Ozarks was top punter with a
51.5 average.
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Fl ST-TIME OFFERI
MAHALIA
JACKSON

Noy summer fun in a king-size way...give an

SINGS

"Oh Lord, Is It I?"
"Walk Over God's Heaven"

DUKE
ELLINGTON
PLAYS

"Such Sweet Thunder"
"Sonnet to Hank Cinq"

You get 4 complete selections

I can
condensed consomme with 1 cup orange marmalade,
yi cup each catsup and vinegar. Marinate pork
ribs in sauce, grill, basting often with sauce. Garnish
with pineapple and green pepper cubes on picks,

SASE. DELICIOUS NAWASIAN MOS — combine

half tomatoes stuffed with coleslaw. Serve with
Coca-Cola--the real refreshment for picnics --and
all other occasions. The cold crisp taste, the cheerful
lift add fun to soy occasion. Bring home a couple of
cartons of King Sive Coke with your picnic makings.

YOUR GROCER IS FEATURING ALL THE MAKINGS!

arnation

on one great
7-inch 45-rpm
extended play
album!

Take advantage of
this exclusive offe; '

Mail coupon today!

EVAPORATED
1444 0 if4cR f AS
,4_
1.4
(
KING

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

battled ender salbenty et tbe Cw a -Col. Company at Cwa•Lele s,tI.i Coma.,
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The World's Leading
Brand of Evaporated Milk!
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and 3 Carnation Evaporated Milk Labels
*CARNATION COMPANY
P.O. BOX 5410-N, Chicago 77, Illinois
Please send me
7-inch 45-rpm album(s) featuring Mahalia
Jackson and Duke Ellington as described. For each album ordered.
I enclose 50g and 3 labels from Carnation Evaporated Milk.
NAME

ADDRESS

0 • HCIWOGPII2
410k

Regular
$1.29 value
yours for
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